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LETTERS FROM CONSTANTINOPLE.

LETTER XXII.

’ Kadi Kicuy, July 27, 1832.

My dear
,

It appears to me to be a long time since I have

given you any of my hieroglyphics to decipher, but

the fact is, I have not been able to write, not that I

have been sick, but that I have not been well. I

have been just in that stala when a man is fit for

nothing under heavtfh, that I know of, except tcP'

sleep and loungfe aboufc I have been bilious, 3ncT

had not the courage to take tljp proper medicine. A
slight sickness of the stomach, a dyll stupid feeling

Tn the head, an absolute laziness of body and mind.

To tell the truth^ I bblieve I have had the “ blue

devils.’* Were you ever troubled in that way ? ItTs

*ff>ominablc, and serves only to reconcile one to

death. If I had been in England, I shoulcThave

hanged myself, or done something equally ridicu-*

lous.

I am in no humour for writing now, and my only

object, or the chief one* is to inclose you a news-

VOL. II. A.
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paper, wherein yoij will find an^account of the pro-

gress of “civilization,” as Mr. Canning calls it.

At Jhe fete described, were all the higher officers

of the Turkish government, and no people could

have enjoyed themselves more. They drank cham-

paign like water, and tumbled down upon it, all sorts

of wine. Some of them got as tipsy as lords. The
llakim Baclii was so far gone that they had to carry

him to his boat, and the seraskier and ‘the younger

pachas actually attempted to waltz with the young

ladies, but it was too much for them, they could

not stand it. A few nights previous, a similar fete

was given by Mr. Banting, the Russian minister,

and the Turks, of whom there were great numbers,

manifested great 'satisfaction; but they all got fud-

dled and danced. They were exceedingly fond of

our society and of imitating our manners; and 1

have not the least doulC that the feast given to the

Sultan by tlio Hakim Bache, which is mentioned in

tin! same paper, was an exact representation of those

which lie had seen at the foreign minister’s, for lie

collected together all the dancing-boys, one half of

whom were dressed in the Frank male dress, anil

die oilier half in the Frank1 female dress, and he

made them dance, the contre dance, cotillions and

waltzes, before the Sultan.

The same has been done in the palace of the

Sultan’s sister, when she had her women dressed in

the Frank female and male attire, and taught to

dance in the European manner. There is no doubt

that they had royal times of it at the hakim’s gal-
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ace, who appears to be a very great favorite of the

Sultan. This I had an opportunity of witnessing a

short time since.

Mr. Eckford was*hdvised toHbuild a dcspatcfyboat,

which was to beat every thing on the Bosphorus in

sailing. When she was finished, I went on boarci

of her, on her^first trial, and we beat up ie-<he truly

magnificent new palace of Belcr-beg, just finished,

and the present residence of the Sultan.

He was apparently mucli pleased with her work-

ing and sailing, and from his window directed Mr.

Eckford to make two or three tacks, which was

clone
;

after which, lie directed the vessel to come

to the quay in front of the Golden Gate of the palace.

The order was soon obeyed, when lie descended to

the vessel, accompanied by two pachas, his aids,

the Hakim Bache, and a humorous fellow, a privi-

leged character, and a sort t>f buffoon, whose busi^

ness it is to kcej) the Multan in good humour. Thjjfc

is the same man who formerly steered, and I believe

now steers the Sultan’s boat, • He is a terrible fel-

low for swearing, brealft out on th* boatmen in the

most profane language, and the reprimand of the

Sultan
#
has no effect *in restraining him. On^n*

occasion, the Sultan bet with liftn some thousand

piasters, that he could not cross the Bosphoru^vith-

out swearing at the boatmen. The money was

staked on both sides, and they started, the Sultan

having previously given to the boatmen a hint that

he wished them to be as awkward as possilj}c.

Figst, one began to “ catch crabs” then another,
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and the greatest confusion was produced in rowing,

each one pulling his own stroke without regard to

time cr regularity. The steersman bit his lips,

shook Jhis fist, stampefd his feet and groaned, but all

to no purpose, it only increased the confusion. He
was bursting, lie could stand it no longer; and

poured o\&- a torrent of impiety and abuse, such as

never before assailed imperial ears. “You have

lost your bet,” said the Sultan calmly, and pocketed

the money.

Tins old fellow ran about every part of the vessel,

peeping into every hole and corner, continually

beckoning, and calling to the Sultan to come and

look.

As the Sultan approached the vessel, the old ha-

kim appeared to be explaining to him something

about the dances lie had sccir They both appeared

to be in line humour, a\id every now and then, the

doctor would touch the Sultan’s arm, and desire

him to look at him, when 111; would try to imitate

the steps of the Eurepean dances.

The Sultan dime to the distance of about three

paces from the vessel, when he stopped, and nssu-

all the majesty of the sovereign of a great

empire, he cast his eyes around among us, and im-

mediately asked who I was ? They told him. He
then inquired who my nephew was, and on being

informed called Mr. Eckford to him, and gave him

a snuff-box set with diamonds. I landed with my
nephew, and walked to a little distance, when every

person onboard, down to the very lowest, was called
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on shore, and each one in turn, *cceivcjl a present

in money.

I had a fine opportunity of seeing the Sliltan.

He has a noble countenance, though an eye #that

cannot ^car your earnest look for an instant.* His

features arc regular and liandsomp, and he has a fine

rosy complexion* but a little brown, fror/TTrequent

exposure to the sun. His form is erect, about five

feet ten inches high, a little inclined to corpulency.

His beard is rather short, but full, and of a deep

shining black. It is said to be stained, which I

tlunk is probable. His head was covered with the

red fez, without any other ornament than the full

blue silk tassel, which hung from .the top and fell

behind. He wore a straight-breasted, light-blue silk

jacket with a collar closely buttoned up to the chin,

on the breast of which was a small diamond badge.

His trowsers were of crimson silk, rather full,

and gathered round the waist, descending to thcaiv

kle, where they were qi file light, and showed off to

great advantage, a handsome fofft, covered by a silk

stacking, and a remarkably neat European shoe,

tied witli a black ribband.

The wjiole drcss*was simple and very becoming?

It resembled, except in the fez, such as gentlemen

of the United States put on their sons betweerrthe

ages of six and eight. The jacket was rather short

waisted.

The whole personal appearance of the Sultan was

very clean, and what surprised me was, that it was
much more so than that of the young pachas, an<J
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the others jvho attended him. In fact, there was a

slight air of dandyism about him.

Tlferc were three or four servants or pages lean-

ing against the sides*of the gate and the garden wall,

and every body about the Sultan appeared [o be as

much at their cas$, as military or naval officers are

generally 'in the presence of their chief; nay, more

so, than I have myself witnessed on some occasions,

and on my first entrance into the navy, was made

to feel. I look back with horror to that period,

when an unfriended and unprotected youth, I was

made to feel the contumely and oppression of a

proud and tyrannical, though gallant naval comman-

der. How I fyid patience to submit to it, or forti-

tude enough to bear it, is to me now a wonder and

a mystery. Perhaps my sufferings then, may have

had a powerful effect on my character subsequently,

in giving it a disposition to resist oppression, and

oppose tyranny, in whatever quarter they may man-

ifest themselves.

The Sultan Mahmoud, the most absolute sove-

reign on the earth, can afford to be kind and cour-

teous to thctSsc around him ; #
but the little tyrant, who

"fciruts his few fathoms of scoured plank, dare not

unbend, lest he* should lose that appearance of re-

spfcct from his inferiors which their fears inspire.

He has therefore, no society, no smiles, no courte-

sies for or from any one. Wrapped up in his notions

of his own dignity, and the means of preserving it,

die shuts himself up from /ill around him. He stands

.alone, without the friendship or sympathy of one on
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board ; a solitary being in the midst of the ocean.

This, nine times out of ten, is the condition of na-

val commanders.

A man of war is a petty kingaom, ana is govemea

by a pcjty despot, exacting from his subjects, all

the respect and homage, that arc voluntarily and

spontaneously bestowed on a higher ordcSTUf legiti- .

mate sovereigns.

But what am I doing on the quarter deck, when

my business is with Constantinople ? Excuse the

digression ;
my thoughts happened to turn on the

navy, a thing that occupies them generally as little

as any other, except as an arm of general defence

to our country. When they do turn on it., they arc

always unpleasant. During the whole thirty and

one years, that I have been in the naval service,

I do not recollect having passed one day, I will not

say of happiness, but of pleasure. Enough of this.

The Turkish women are no less anxious and cu--

rious to learn our custofris than the men. I have

frequent visits from tlfcm. Wlfble liaxems come to

m^r house, and go all over it. The iTTisbaiicl some-

times, though rarely comes with tlifctn. About

three wegks since,«six or seven of them, the wrftf™

and relatives of a captain of the Imperial Guards,

came to see me, and brought with them two boys,

one of the age of seven, the other nine years, who
were soon to be circumcised, and invited me and

my family to witness the ceremony. I promised

to attend. They remained some hours, insisted oif

my flowing them every thing in the house, looke<J
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into my drawers,* examined my coats, shirts and

cravats, and insisted on my putting on my uniform.

I ga\c them sweetmeats, fruit, and coffee. They
were delighted, and said they had never been so

happy, and would come again, but that I must come

and sec them, and dine with them
;
and wc parted

on both aides, well pleased with each other. Some
of them were very beautiful, particularly the young-

est, about seventeen years old. It is not usual for

them to take off their “ yackmacks,” but profiting

by my character of doctor, (for I practice physic in

my neighbourhood), when they asked me to feel

their pulses, I desired them to take off their veils,

that I might examine their faces and tongues,which

they readily did, and gave me a good opportunity

of examining their features, and three of them were

certainly very handsome. ^

,
The lime came round in a few days for the cir-

cumcision, and on notice of it being given me by a

soldier, I repaired to the house, with all my family,

except one servant -who remained in charge of the

house. We found three boys, decked out in all

,
sorts of finery preparatory to the occasion. A kind

vi throne, highly decorated, and large enough for

all three of the boys, was in one of the rooms, where

they were seated after the ceremony was performed.

There was a great concourse of male friends in the

house, and jthe one on the opposite side of the street

(which was so near that one could reach across

ifirom the projecting windows,) was filled with fe-

males ;
while the street below, was crowded with
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yomng girls of from ten to thirtegn years of age, all

well dressed, who were busily engaged in buying

up the confectionary and sweetmeats of fcvo or

three venders of these articles* who had takeft their

stand near the door.

Perlftips more pulling and hauling, and more noise#

was never before witnessed am<5ng an e*fjal num-

ber of girls, tifan was witnessed on this occasion

Every now and then, the hoarse voices of the ven-

ders might be heard among their pining and shrill

pipes, for several attempts were made during the

confusion, to seize violently, on the tempting arti-

cles of which they were the legitimate proprietors.

The railing and scolding of their mothers from the

windows above, were drowned by" the voices from

below, and had no effect whatever in restraining this

predatory disposition, as long as a sugar-plumb was

to be seen. A few handbill* of paras which were

showered down amon£ them from our windows, in-

creased the noisd, and hastened the disappearance

of the sweet tilings.

Our host gave us somc*soup and irjRits, and made.

a1>o\vl of excellent drink, while some Creek musi-

cians belonging to
t
thc Sultan’s household, regaled

us with funcs and songs. The windows were open

on«both sides of the street, and the women anxiously

waiting to witness the ceremony.

The father asked me if I wished to be present n\

the operation, when answering in the affirmative, he

took me into the room, where I found three or fou&

persons, a member of the* church, (an Tmaum,) and

VOL. II. B
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one of the boys, There were no prayersf not

church setvice whatever. It was done in an in-

stant
,
and the women on the opposite side of the

street, and the girb below, gave three shouts of

Amen J Amen ! Amen ! The boy was taken out,

and placed on the throne, and the others were

brought ia, and operated on, in succession.

Oil leaving the room, I found them all seated on

the throne, each sucking an orange, and laughing

with one another as if nothing had happened.

The ceremony being over, I took leave of the

host, and proceeded to the mosque of the howling

and jumping Dervishes at Scutary. I do not know
how to give you an idea of these people

;
but from

what i. have heard of the Jumpers and Shakers

among us, there must be some resemblance between

them.

The mosque is situated at the back of Scutary,

,
and not far from the grave-yard. It is a little

wooden building. After- .passing through a small

yard, you enter it by a door in front, and find your-

self in a sqfeurc room with a large enclosure in the

middle, having a platform outside, onwhich you stand

r or sit, as you please, leaving your shoes or boots on

the outside of the door.

On entering, the chief " Dervish,” a tall, giave-

looking man, dressed in the old Turkish costume,

with turban and loose robes, and his hands crossed

on his breast, was addressing a prayer to the AI-

mighty. Those who were standing in front of him,

about a dozen or more in number, occasionally re-
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spaded, Allah ! These were the performers in the

scene which followed, and consisted ofinferior der-

vishes, two or three soldiers, a veiy respectable

looking Turkish gcyitleman, ^ few more amateurs,

ind two young boys.

Afto* the j)i*aycr was over, all, except the ama-

teurs, stepped forward to receive the blessing of the

chief dervish, • who placed bojh hands on their

heads, and uttered a short prayer. They now fomuul

a row along one side of the square, witli their faces

towards the chiefdervish, who stood near the middle,

with his back towards a kind of altar, over which and

about it, hung various large coloured cloths with va-

rious Turkish inscriptions. Around and about the

altar, were a multitude of instruments of torture,

such as whips, scourges of iron chains, sharp iron

spikes, rusty daggers, knives, swords, axes and

hatchets, with which they formerly tortured them-

selves, as well as one •another, but latterly the Sul-

tan has forbidden the
#
practice

;
however, I ;fir;

promised a pirfomiance *>f it; but I am getting

ahead of my story.

• Two persons with small drums, jdaced them-

selves on sheep-skins, in front of the line, also two

singers.* They began by cliaunting a slow and me-

lancholy song, while the turbans and other head-

dresses of those of the line, were taken oil’ and laid

on one side; those in the line responding to the

chaunt, and the drums kept time. At this moment
,

several very aged and venerable looking men, with

lffng while beards, entered the mosque, and seatc3
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themselves on sheep and lion-skins, on the siderof .

the square opposite to the performers.

Tl\c chaunting and the music became gradually

more loud, rapid, and® animated? and the responses

more piercing and wild. The bodies of all the per-

formers began slightly to move from one side to the

other, tlie^chanting" became louder and louder, the

motion of their bodies more and more rapid,—their

heads were thrown from shoulder to shoulder, the

drums beat louder, the chanters clapped their hands

and shouted, the performers stamped their feet, and

began to swing their arms about, to roar, to bawl, to
•

jump, and gnash their teeth. Huge drops of sweat

rolled down their cheeks and breasts; the chief

dervish in the mfddle of the room, keeping time by

the motion of his body. The performers, the chant-

ers, and llic drummers, were worked up apparently

to madness. They roiled their eyes, and foamed

„al the mouth, their voices v became hoarser and

hoarser, and weaker and weaker: They lost the

power of utterance^ and could scarcely breathe.

They were exhausted and 'fainting madmen.

The chiefdervish now threw off his outer robe, arid

laid aside his turban. His tong and loose hair fell

down his back and over his face. He threw out

his arms, and looked to perfection the wild and

frightful maniac.

He sprang forward, he roared, he clapped his

hands, he jumped, he ran from one side of the room

to the other, encouraging them to new efforts. They
exerted themselves to the utmost. Human naturfc
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ccgild do no more. They were ready to faint. All

was still as death. This scenc'lasted about half an

hour.

One of the performers now stepped forward a

few paces, and in a faint voice, and most graceful

manner, sang a hymn to the Divinity, to which all

responded, Allah ! Allah ! Allah ! One verse, as

translated to rae, ran thus : •

“ God is my love, my hope, my delight,

With God, 1 am every thing
,
without God, I am nothing.

God is great and holy,

Great and holy is God.

Great is God,—God is great.”

The respondents sang,

—

“Allah! Allah! Allah!”

The effect of this liymn#was charming. It ap-

peared to me as if J could have listened to them lot

hours. It lasted for nearly a quarter of an h«iu£

and 1 regretted when it erased.

After this, another peijfbmiafice succeeded, similar

4o, but more wild and frantic than tfie first, as well

as more violent in the action, in winch the chief

dervislpparticipafed from the begyming, he, and the

qjd gray-bearded man, keeping time by the motion

of their bodies.

In about half an hour, they had worked themselves

up to a high slate of phrenzy, when, ata. signal given

by the chief dervish, they advanced hand in hand,

iiorming a wide circle, <rf which he was the ccntffc,

b 2
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r

riicy danced round and round him, stamping, jump-

ing, and bawling, he turning first to one, then to

another, like a maniac ready to spring on his victim.

He seized on one, ^nd drew him into the circle,

while the rest whirled round and round as in a waltz.

Hands were now placed on the elbows; tha circle

grew smaller, gradually smaller and smaller. Their

arms embraced each other’s necks, and they formed

as it were, a solid mass. Animal magnetism was

now at its greatest height, they jumped, they

screamed, they were at the pinnacle of madness.

They ceased, and apparently exhausted, every one

calmly walked to the door for air.

When I left the mosque, the sweet singer was

singing a liymn to the gray-bearded man. We
were immediately surrounded at the door by the

dervishes, who, before we left them, made out to

extract from our purses, the value of about three

dollars. They informed us of the prohibition of

the Sultan to the exhibition of their tortures, but

said, if I would appoint a day, they would perform

before me. I^m told that,they beat Mons. Cliau-

bert all to nothing in fire-eating and other matters.

.

If you want a description of the dancing or whirl-

ing dervishes of Galata, you will find a most accu-

rate account of them in “Jones’ Naval Sketches.” 1

believe he copied from Hobhouse; however, the

account is perfectly correct. As I have referred

you to him, it is not worth while for me to describe

them.
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LETTER XXIII.

• Kadi Kieuy, July 28, 1832.

My dear —
Yesterday being a fine day, I started early in the

morning in my “Kaick” for Prince’s Islands, to

pass the day.

I will spare you the description of the voyage,

the beautiful views of Constantinople, Barangoloo,

Manu Baurme, Fanar Bnchc, Mallcpcc, &c. &c

;

the calmness of the sea, the hundreds of small

craft with which \vc were surrounded, their sails

lazily flapping against theirynasts
;
the clear blue

sky, the Island of Marmora, and Mount Olympus •

clearly in view, t]ic thousand beauties of the distant

hills, and the group of Islands to which we were

bound. All these 1 lea^p you to fill up, as your

fertile fancy may dictate. Let it suffice to say, that

in one hour and a halfnfter our departure from the

quay of *Kadi Kicuv, we landed 04 that of the town

of.Prinkipo on the Island of that name.

The group consists of the four inhabited islands

Peoti, Antigone, Chalky and Prinkipo; the last be-

ing the largest. There arc some smaller islands in

and about the group, but they are not worthy of

qotice.
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On Pcoli, stands the lonely monastery of the #c-

dcmption. .At Ant'igonc tlicrc is a small, but very

neat*gnd comfortable looking town, and a good har-

bour, jicing protected by the ljttle island of Pitta.

At Chalky, there is a town of about one hundred

and fifty houses, a palace, and mosque of the grand

seignior, with extensive apartments for the wromcn,

domestics, and guards, and gardens. {This establish-

ment is very magnificent in the cxleriof. We had

not an opportunity to enter it.

On this island, there are three monasteries, to

wit, St. George’s, the Three Virgins, and the Holy

Family. At the latter is a Lancastcrian school

of one hundred scholars. At cacli of these monas-

teries there is at Jeast one Greek "uyu or priest.

On Prinkipo, there are three monasteries, those

of St. George, St. Nicholas, and Christ. Like the

others, they have but* one or two priests in each,

-who are paid by the Greek patriarch, and derive a

small revenue from furnishing visiters to the islands

occasionally with meals .and lodgings.

The inhabjj^nts ot the inlands are all Greeks. I

saw but one Turk, the representative of the age,

who resides on the main, at a town called Maltcpcc,

a visiter, and in the Frank dress .

1

They arc governed by their own magnates, and

appear to be very happy and comfortable. I saw

not the least appearance of distress among them.

The women arc very handsome, and dress with a

vast deal of taste. Many of them, at least twenty

In a group, were dressed in the very height of P^-
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risfen fashion. I do not know whether they were

visiters or not.

The town of Prinkipo, is on the northern £3*foT~

the island. It may*number from one hundred and

fifty, to two hundred houses.

The? landing place is near the market, for the sale
#

of fish, meat, and vegetables, and of course the street

is very dirty. *About this ^placc are a number of

coffee and tipling shops, and a crowd of boatmen

and fishermen. Turning off to the right, you as-

cend to a promenade called the Mijar or Magiar,

the resort of the ladies and gentlemen resident on

the island, and of visiters. It is an agreeable walk,

and is filled with company every pleasant evening.

There are long rows of benches litre for public ac-

commodation. At the end of this walk, there is a

small public house, and by the side, there arc hand-

some little shops, where icecreams and other re-

freshments may be had.

I am told by ^liosc yrho have spent some wedks

during the hot season at Prinkipo, that there is no

part of Turkey where society is s^ agreeable, or

%hcre one can enjoy oneself so much. People go

there to enjoy themselves, and it is asserted on good

authority that the Perotes, and even the Drogerma-

nerie arc bearable at Prinkipo. Prinkipo is in fact

a watering place, where people go to wash them-

selves in salt water, to dance in the dirt, eat bad food,

and be flea bitten. There is but one pleasure to

be enjoyed, and that is, to be agieeable to each

other.
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As we were walking along the Mijar or Magiar,

I saw a hand bill stuck up at the side of one of the

snrJl phops. It ran as follows,

—

“TEATRO

AL ISOLA 1)1 PRINCIPE A MAGI A F

DI MARIONETTE,0

Qucsta Sera Li 27 Luhic, 1832, si rappresentera:

Ilpoela Straciapanefarsa da ridere 11folettofarsa .

iSi chiudcrd il Divertimento con cen Caletto.

Prezzo d’ingresso per i primi posti 2 Pro .

Inpiedi do. per i secondi posti 1.

Si dard principio al Divertimento alle ore 8 1-2.”

And on arriving at the public house before mention-

ed, which consists of a bar-room and a back room, I

saw suspended a large board, on which the contents

of the hand-bill were printed. I inquired of the land-

lord where thoj.hcatrc was Seated, “please your ex-

cellency,” said he, with a bow, “this is the theatre

.

r

“When does the performance commence?” “At
eight o’clock, when the ladies come out to take a

walk. We must have something to amuse the la-

dies,; besides, we have a Milor A nglaise here, who
will be at the theatre, and we expect a full house, as

they all want to see him. He is now in the room,”

pointing over his shoulder.

I haddetermined to remain to see this extraordinary
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production of genius, but was struck all-aback when
I was informed of the presence of his lordship, who
was no less a personage than lord

company I had dined and supped, no less than five

times, since I, (or rather he) came here, without ever

having*cxchanged a word with him, or ever having

heard him address a word to any other person. I

have never known him to condescend to glance his

eye on any*one. I have watched him carefully,

and cannot to this day swear to the colour of his

eyes. lie appears to be a most consummate fop,

mapped up in his own importance, too good for

any person’s company; and the rest of the world, it

would appear, have agreed to think him so too, for

his lordship had not a single companion with him,

except two Swiss boors vrho were lounging near the

door.

There were some half down Perotes who were

watching at a distance to get a sight of the lion
,

who did not thin^ proper to make his exit.

The presence of this wo9den lordling would have

driven me from Paradise^ and it did derive me from

J*rinkipo. Chalky was in sight, and the lively song,

and the tinkling of thc«gay guitar came sweeping

over the Vater. 'fhis settled the*> business. We
left the sociable and no doubt improving traveller

to himself, and soon after, were skimming the calm

surface of the sea for Chalky. On passing Mijar

we had an opportunity of seeing his lordship list-

lessly lounging on one of the wooden benches,

swinging his right leg to and fro like a pendulum, in
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full consciousness of his dignity, and of nothing Else.

Lord ****V***** is a handsome young man, so far

abl iIkCOuH get a look at his face, and of a good figure

;

but perhaps a more.unsocial being does not exist.

An Elche’s “ kaick” always commands attention,

and on the minister’s approach to Prinkipo, and de-

parture from it, every eye was on ours, and on our

landing, crowds of men, women, and children, wcie

assembled at the spot. It is not common for Elches

to visit Prinkipo, and when they do, it is a wonder.

The news soon spread. We walked through the

town, and on our return, in some parts, the streets

were literally lined with ladies and gentlemen,

whom curiosity had attracted to see an Elche from

the new world, “ somewhere in London, where all

the gilt buttons and pen knives come from.”

The monastery of the Three Virgins, crowns the

summit of a conical .hill that overlooks the town of

Chalky, and thither we wended our way, by a spiral

road that winds round the hill. Some attempts

have been made to cultivate, on the slopes, a forest

of the pine, &jit with littlsrprospect of success. The
north wind had stunted and blighted them. The

views from the ascending Toad were very fine, but

all around the* hill was barrenness and solitude.

Not a sound was to be heard but the pipe and guitar

from below.

A wide breach in the wall of the monastic en-

closure appeared as we ascended the road, and tall

cypress and other trees began to show their tops.

A fine plain on the summit of the mountain, dis-
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closed itself, covered with Greek men, women, and

children* who were amusing themselves in various

ways, and who had taken up their residency ^Hhe
monastery for a few weeks to# avoid the stensh and

ennui of Stamboul, Gallata and the Fanar. There

were thirty-six of them
;
jewellers, and other re-

spectable tradesmen, with theirdamilies, and among

them, a public*writer of great ^volubility of speech

and much #intelligdnce. His conversation served

more to amuse than instruct us. His ideas of poli-

tics ran more on men, than on measures, and the

summum bonum of all his ideas of liberty, was ex-

emption from “ karach,” (the capitation tax) and

the right to wear a hat. I here, for the first time,

learned that the Greek workers hrjewelry, gold and

silver smiths, dealers in silk, furs and other trades,

above the ordinary shop-keeper, wear the Armenian

dress. It was the case with all now present, but

it was much neater than that worn by the Armeni-

ans with whomc I hac^ before associated. It was

finer and more choisi. The women wear the Greek

head-dress and the Frank gown, withjvide, or rather

big sleeves, such as our women use.

The Greek men were very sociable, and drank

our win'e with apparently great gout. But the wo-

men were more shy, and kept themselves, or rather

their husbands kept them confined {o their rooms in

the monastery, while we occupied a “kiosk” of a

single room, which overlooked the villages of Chal-

ky, Prinkipo and Antigone, and had a view of the

apartments of the women.
Vol. ii.

—

c
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When the Greeks departed to take their dinner,

Tit^was intimated to them* that it would be quite

agreeable to me to have an opportunity to pay my
respects to their families, and they promised to in-

troduce me. We could see by the view into the

windows when their repast was finished, and accord*

ingly sallied out of omv kiosk to meet them, but were

surprised to find on entering the monastery gate,

that every door was shut against us. After remain-

ing some time, (every now and then, a pretty face

peeping out of the windows), we were .about to

return to our kiosk, when one of the Greeks came

to ask in a very kind way, if we wanted any thing,

and if lie could be of any service? Another came
to show us an ancient inscription at the back of the

church
; a third, to show us the most pleasant walk

on the top of the hill, and in fine, they wheedled us

out of the monastery ya^d, andtowards ourown kiosk,

where they lighted their pipes, sent for a bottle of

their sour wine, and some rotten npplcs and pears,

and after they iiad d^rank. all our wine and a bottle

of our gin, w^. took our le.ive of them.

They expressed many kind wishes for us, and

wanted to show us the way down the hill
;
invited

us very pressingiy to return again, and themselves

to visit us, as soon as possible, at Kadi Kieuy

;

“ although it was a place not sufficiently respecta-

ble for an Elclic Bey, as it was inhabited by Turks

who were nearly as bad as the Franks of Pcra.”

On descending to the town, we were the subject

of curiosity. Every window was open, and every
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eye upon us. All Grecian women looking out of

the window, look like pretty pictures in*their framq«

—tlieir head-gear and busts showing off to great

advantage, and many a pretty picture we saw at

Chalky.

We* embarked in a pleasant, light and refreshing

drizzle, which served to blunt the rays of the sun,

to which our fScos were exposed, and (at the ex-

pense of aflight sponging of our hats and coats,

which were diy almost as soon as wet) answered

all the purpose of an awning or umbrella. This,

however, did not last long. The pleasing mist

suddenly ceased, and the rays of the sun, which

it had resisted, darted upon us, reflected from the

water as if from a mirror, with an*intcnsity almost

insupportable.

It was necessary to seek relief from it, and we
took refuge at Farar Bachejwhere we found a con-

siderable concourse of people making “ keff,” and

some of them oiv: acquaintances. A pipe and cof-

fee wasted half an hour, a quarter more, placed us

on manu bournee
,
and a few minutes’*walk brought

tfs home. “ So endeth this day’s wojk,” as they

say in the log-boojt.

Yours nfost truly.

P. S. The church of the monastery of the Three

Virgins, is the largest I have been in, in this country.

It is well filled with pictures, and is handsomely

finished. On entering the door, there is a tomb-

stone of the wife of a waivode of Wallachia on
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which is inscribed
t
an eagle flying towards the sun,

with this prftud motto
;
“ Nothing beneath this rules

me^1 *

The ancient inscription whioh I mentioned, is at

the back of the church, over the door, and may be

seen from a pig-pen.
*

The papa who attended the monastery was quite

old. In return for«the "pickled cucumbers, olives,

sardinias and fried eggs with which he furnished us,

we gave him forty piasters, with which he was well

satisfied.
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LETTER XXIV.

Pc^a, November 1st, 18.‘i2.

My dear ,

A great while has elapsed since I had the plea-

sure of writing yon, and during which time, many
events of interest have passed. I do not know now,

whether I can call them to mind and unravel them,

amidst all the confusion which a variety of circum-

stances jumbled together in the brain (or wherever

the scat of memory be) produces.

I have had the plague in my family. This caused

great consternation, and a quarantine in tents, for

one month, in one of 4he worst, spells of bad wea-

ther that I ever experienced, during which I took a

severe cold, followed by a bilious fever, from which

I have not yet recovered.* Captain ai;d Mrs. Read,

Vid fourteen or fifteen of his officers, with their ser-

vants, were at my house on a visit for a week. A
servant of mine whom I had engaged only a few

days before, was taken sick. I had him brought

up to my room, felt his pulse, and prescribed for him
a dose of calomel. Some time afterward, I went
to his room, assisted in undressing and putting him
to bed. Some of tho servants assured me that he

had the plague, I felt for the buboes which genet
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rally appear as soon as the person is attacked ;
but

could not find any.' Next morning a person came

from the pest-house to examine him, and immedi-

ately pronounced his
#
disorder to be the plague. On

the next day, the poor fellow was taken to his grave,

covered with buboes.

My fate was supposed to be sealed. Twenty-

four hours was the time allowed for the appearance

of the plague on me. This is the usual time after

personal contact when it has appeared. Twenty-

four hours elapsed. The minutes were counted.

I was shunned by all. My servants talked of de-

serting me, and leaving me to my fate. I sent for

tents, and encamped them in different parts of the

grounds. Armenians were employed in purifying

the house and furniture. Every article of clothing

which it was in the slightest degree possible had

been contaminated, were burnt, and after a month’s

employment, and suffering from the “ pelting of the

pitiless storm,” we were enabled to go in safety

back to the house.

Captain Read and his party left me on the day

after the plague appeared, in a small Turkish vessel

for Smyrna. On board of this vessel was a pas-

senger who had bought a turban in the Bazar, and

strange and incredible as it may appear, this man

escaped the pestilence, as did all on board ; but

three of his brothers, a short time after his arrival,

caught it, and all died. These were the only cases

of pestilence which had appeared this year in
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Smyrna, and its introduction was traced to the afore-

said turban .

These facts were well authenticated, and have

been published by authority in the Smyrna jyiper.

It is inconceivable, what trouble, alarm, and ex-

pense, the occurrence of a plague case occa'sions in

a family. I had no idea of it pntil it occurred in

mine, and it will be a warning to me in future, to

use every jjrecautionary measure to guard against •

its introduction into my household. I have them

now all under strict quarantine. Nothing whatever

. comes into the house without undergoing purifica-

tion. Letters and papers are smoked
;
other arti-

cles, when practicable, arc passed through water.

It could hardly have occasioned more surprise, if

I had risen from the grave, than that I should have

escaped the pestilence, after having come in per-

sonal contact with it. It is ^ case that rarely oc-

curs.

About the middle of October, finding the weather

too cold for a residence m the country, I was com-

pelled to remove to this jslacd, where I am very

comfortably fixed in a new house, (or palace as it is

called,) built since the fi$e which destroyed the town.

Nearly the whole bf the houses wjaich were burnt

down, have been restored by others, of improved

beauty
;
and in passing through the principal streets,

a stranger would hardly be able to discover where

the fire had raged* From my house I have a most

magnificent view of the port, the seraglio, (which I

look down into,) the Sea.of Marmora and Prince’s^
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Islands, Kadi Kieuy and Scutary,—the Bosphorus,

and the greater part of Pera, and Top Hana. I

am as it were, situated on the camel’s hump, and

can gee all around me. There arc few houses in

Pera more elevated than mine, and not one so snug,

handsome, and commodious. Yet it is a sad thing

to be eternally objiged to preserve quarantine, to

shun every human bci?)g you meet, in the street, be

* he a friend or otherwise ;
no approaching one an-

other,—no shake of the hand,—nothing but a dis-

tant salutation, from opposite sides of the streets

;

no sociability,—no meeting at one another’s houses

;

all is mistrust. To be suspected of the plague is

the same thing as being suspected of crime, and to

have the plague is to be guilty
;
for you arc aban-

doned by every human being, and left to your fate

with as little compassion and compunction as is felt

for a dog. And yet, self-preservation makes this

somewhat necessary, for at this moment, and for

some time past, the deaths by plague, have been re-

ported at seven hundred, aiid eight hundred per day !

In one week, three
0
thousand five hundred persons

arc said to have died of it ! I passed through the

village of *St. Demetrius a /cw days since, and one

half of the population were encamped in the fields,

undergoing purification from plague. A gentleman

who visited its grave-yard at about the same time, told

mo, that forty large open graves awaited the tenants,

who were ready to be deposited in them. Another,

passing by a landing-place at the navy-yard, counted
1 upwards of twenty dead bodies just landed from
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Constantinople, on their way to the grave-yard of

Pera. Dead bodies for the grave-yards, and plague

patients for the hospitals, are frequently met with in

the streets
;
and as these are narrow and crooked,

there is great danger of running foul of them in

turning the angles. They arc generally carried on

the backs and shoulders of the V hamals,” or por-

ters, and so little Is their apprehension of the plague,

that they wilj carry a corpse to its grave, or a pa-

tient to the hospital, for two piasters, not quite

twelve and a half cents. The plague hospital is

at the upper part of Pera, near the grave-yard, a

dark, gloomy looking building, without any open-

ing on the street, into which nearly all who enter

die.

There are plague hospitals for every different na-

tion; one for Greeks one for Franks, another for

Armenians, a fourth for Jcws,*nd a fifth, sixth, and

seventh, for Turks, fornt is a mistaken notion that

they take no precautions ^against the plague. There

are many of the respectably Turks who use every

means to preserve themselves and families from it, as

the Christians do. I may mention the^ Reis Ef-

fendi (the Secretary of State) as one instance. He
will, durihg the prevalence of the plague, permit no

one to approach him, before he has been put into a

box, made for the purpose, and which has been

thoroughly smoked. The box is high enough for a

man to stand erect in, and is something like a centry

box, with a hole in the side to put the face through
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the bottom is perforated, and under it, is a drawer,

where the? materials for purifying by smoke are

placed. In every Armenia!) house, and indeed in

almost every house; of persons who arc in the habit

of visiting the Bazars, and other crowded places,

there is a similar box, and every one of therinmates

of the house, when they return from tlicir business,

before they have any1 communication with the fa-

mily, are subjected to the process of smoking.

In other families there is a smaller box, about

three feet high, prepared with a smoking apparatus,

into which every thing is thrown that may contain

the plague, before it passes the barrier between that

part of the family which is in quarantine, and that

which is not
;
‘such as the door-keeper, the official

guards, the cavaisse
,
and the yackzackgee

, who are

Turks.

At this time, throughout Pera, there is a barrier

thrown across every shop-door, to prevent the en-

trance of pestilence. If you wfjnt any thing, you

point it out to the shop-keeper, who shows you the

article as a sample, but you arc not allowed to touch

it until after you have bought it. All these precau-

tions arc no doubt very neocssary, but they are very

troublesome afcd annoying, for they refhind you

every instant, that death is staring you in the face.

Do what you will to divert your mind from the sub-

ject, you cannot do it; plague and pestilence are

for ever at your elbow, and you can never get clear

of the recollection of them.
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But enough of this unpleasant topic. I send you

(to give you an idea of the state of literature in

this country,) a list of Turkish books, published in

this capital and at Scutary. No doubt there'arc

many others, but these will satisfy you that the Os-

manlccs^ire not so far behind the rest of the world as

some would imagine. You will# find in this list,

books connected flrith the highest branches of learn-

ing. Recently, the French Military system of Tac-

tics has been translated into the Turkish language,

and published here in two volumes, with all the cor-

responding plates. They have excellent colleges

established here, and many of the Turks are well

educated and well informed men on general sub-

jects, and have a very tolerable idea "of our govern-

ment and institutions.

I intended to have given you an account of an

accidental interview with the#Sultan, which was

highly flattering and gratifying to me, but as there

were a great many with jne at the time, there will

no doubt be letters written.and published on the

subject, and as I feel sick, I will for the present bid

yem adieu.

Yours truly.

P. S. It is an immense time since I have received

a line from a soul in America. I begin to think

that you may be tired of my scrawls, but as I have

told you before, I merely send you the rough ma-

terial. The Moniteur Ottoman will furnish you with

some excellent matter, as it contains a tolerable
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history of the Sultan’s difficulties with Mehemed
Ali, his cbnquests, and the progress of “reform” by

the Sultan.

£ send you an itinerary of Constantinople, the

result, ofmy peregrinations.

ITINERARY OF CONSTANTINOPLE.

Constantinople stands on seven hills, and to

see it to advantage, the traveller is advised to exa-

mine each hill separately, by which means he will

save himself a vast*deal of useless trouble and fa-

tigue, and the objects of curiosity and interest will

be the less likely to escape his notice.

There is a lithographic map of Constantinople to

be sold in some of thd* shops of Pera, which was
published in 1827, by Levrault of Paris, which is

very correct, and will be feftind of the greatest utility

in threading the labyrinth of that irregular city.

This, with a cavaisse
,
or personal guard to protect

him, and the directions which I purpose giving him,

will enable him to see almost every thing worth see-

ing, in this extraordinary place.

We will begin by dividing the labour of exami-

nation into as many parts as there are hills, so that
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he may be enabled to finish his examination in one

week, and shall commence with the ser&glio which

occupies the first hill.

First Day.

The lovely position of thfc seraglio which occu-

pies the first hill, offers so irresistible an invitation

to commence at that point, that we cannot refuse to

accept it. Indeed, it is impossible to direct our at-

tention to any other object until we have examined

that. It is the first thing that strikes our attention

on approaching the city from the Dardanelles, the

constant object of our wonder and admiration, and

the last thing on which we cast our parting looks.

The magnificent mosques of St. Sophia and Sul-

tan Aclimet, the burnt porphyfy column, the square

column, the Egyptian o'bclisk, and a thousand other

object.3 of beauty,and interest, although not within

the walls of the seraglio, widely enclose its palaces

and mosques, the mint, its
#massive towers, its gar-

dens, and hundreds of magnificent kiosks
,
yet mingle

with, and are even unitdU with the white walls, the

green shrubbery, the gilded roofs, and the tall and

tapering cypress, that it is impossible to separate

them. They all mingle in the view and the imagi-

nation, as necessary to form a beautiful whole, not

one particle of which can be taken away without

injury to the magnificent scene. Even the gilded

miniature crescent, twinkling in the sun beams,

vol. II.—

d
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which decorates the slender rod that terminates the

graceful nfinaret, and which points to another world,

could not be spared, without material injury to this

splehdid picture.

No sovereign on earth can boast of a residence

more favoured by art and nature. Both seen* to have

united to bestow on it their greatest beauties.

The extent of the walls which enclose the se-

raglio, are, as near as I can judge, about three miles

and a half in circumference
;
or in other words, en-

close a space of as great extent as is contained

within the walls of the City of Vienna, the capital of

Austria.

There are certain gates through which one may
pass the exterior walls, and walk through part of

the grounds of the seraglio
;
but admission to the

interior cannot be obtained without great difficulty,

except to medical nten and others in the service of

the Sultan. Formerly, it is said, the difficulty of

passing the interior walls was not so great; but

since the revolution, which cost Selim the third

his life, the access has been shut to all Franks, ex-

cept those before mentioned. We must therefore

content ourselves in taking the rounds of the exte-

rior, which may be done in about three quarters of

an hour.

Let us land at Tali Kiosk
,
the first public landing

place above the point of the seraglio, and near the

houses where the gala barges of the grand seignior

are kept in preservation. In one of these places is

deposited the splendid • barge of Sultan Murad,
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highly ornamented 'wiih precious stones of the great-

est value. For a few piasters to the guardian, it

may be seen. They have a tradition, that a Turk
stole two of those stones, and that the day after,

they were found in the places from whence they had

been taken, and that the Turk became blind. This

tradition, which is firmly believed by every true

Musselman, is if sufficient security for the jewels

with which jhis barge is decorated. Suspended in

copper chains near this place, are several large

bones, evidently those of a whale, which they

gravely tell you are the bones of a giant.

At Tali kiosk is a spacious place, where it was

usual in grand solemnities, to have tents placed for

the dignitaries of the empire, and foreign ministers,

to witness the fire-works and other public sports

there exhibited. The grand seignior on those occa-

sions, is seated on a silver throne, which is kept at

Techid Kiosk
,
or the green pavilion, which is close

by. This green pavilion, is a beautiful marble

building, with a portico all-round it, and for its bet-

ter preservation, is entirely covered with green

painted canvass. I found no difficulty in obtaining

access to it, and was shown the silver throne, occu-

pied, as before stated, by the Sultart.

Let us now step into our kaick> and proceed to-

wards Seraglio Point, and thence along the walls.

We pass several ancient looking cannon of a strange

construction and size, some of which have a bore

for large balls, and the outer shells containing

smaller calibres, for ballsof from six to nine pounds
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Weight. Many are calculated for balls of an enor-

mous size, and arc said to have been brought from Da-

mascus, where they were used in the siege. From

this place, the signal for the Bairam is fired, and sa-

lutes for other great public festivals.

Passingthc “ giant’s bones,”we come to Top Kapa,

or the cannon gate. - In this neighbourhood, are some

beautiful kiosks or pavilions, highly decorated with

ancient marble columns, the pillage of neighbour-

ing cities ; and the Mermer kiosk
,
is supported by

some of verd antique. At this position, but at some

distance from the quay, may be perceived in the in-

terior of the seraglio, among the cypresses, a beau-

tiful antique column of white marble, of the Corin-

thian order, and" of about sixty feet in height, which

is said to bear on its pedestal the following inscrip-

tion :

Fortune red&ei al devictos Gothos.

In passing along the walls arc to be seen many
pieces of ancient architecture inserted in them.

Some say, that they were taken from the church of

St. Sauvent; others, that they are the remains of

the palace of Marcian. Among them are several

Greek inscriptibns.

Passing successively different pavilions, some

of which are built in the Frank style, we arrive at

Balik Chane
, or the fishing place. A pavilion built

of wood, and glued, as it were, to the walls of the

seraglio.

To this place they bring the grand viziers imme-
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diately after they are deposed* Deprived of all

their dignities and splendour, abandoned by all the

world, they tremblingly await in this pavilion, the de-

termination of their fate. A boat, like that of Cha-

ron, takes them from thence, cither to death or

banishment ;
for a deposed vizier cannot life in the

capital after his fall.

Gadab Kios\ is the last building on this side.

At the gate Achar Kaper, arc the great stables of

the Sultan.* A small light-house terminates the

walls of the seraglio on the sea-side.

We now land, and proceed along the walls to the

interior of the city, and come to the open square

called Aya Sophia
,
(which is ornamented by a beau-

tiful fountain of Persian architecture), and to the

grand gate of the seraglio, called Balie houmayoun.

/Phis is the place where they expose the heads

of their enemies killed in battle, those of highway

robbers, and state criminals.

You may pass freely here into the first court of the

seraglio, when y*m will* sec to the left, the ancient

church of St. Irene, where* is kept in good preser-

vation, the ancient armour, which is at times exhi-

bited at the tournaments and exercises of horseman-

ship, which occasionally accompany public rejoi-

cings. This is not so much the case now as it was
formerly. The old mint, or Sarb Hane

, is in the

same court.

The gate which leads to the second court is

called Marbin, or between both. Here they exe-

cute the viziers who are condemned to death. This*

d 2
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is the permanent station of the public executioners

;

and what ,yrill appear strange, this is the place

where foreign ministers arc made to wait, before

and
0
aftcr an audience with the Sultan, and to wit-

ness the passing-by of the train of ministers, be-

longing to the Ottoman Porte.

The second court is divided into walks or pas-

sages, and has on eacljside, the va^t kitchens of the

seraglio. It was in this court that they were in the

habit, during the time of the Janizaries, of distri-

buting to them the pilau during public audiences.

This dangerous and tumultuous body of undis-

ciplined troops, at the moment the minister was

admitted to audience, precipitated themselves pell-

mell, on the dishes arranged on the ground, and

seizing them, rushed towards the hall of the divan,

to the great discomfiture of all present.

The hall of the divan is surrounded by a square

wall. It is of a handsome oriental architecture, but

is very dark. The minister is here subjected to

long ceremonies previous to the audience, which

terminates by a repast at the table of the grand

vizier.

The peristyle which le^ds to the third gate, ter-

minates the distance within the seraglio, that cannot

bo penetrated by a Frank, except at the audience

of a minister.

There are about a dozen persons who, on these

occasions, are allowed to accompany the minister.

Formerly it was the practice to dress three persons

in pelices lined with fur these were called “pelices
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of honour;” the Capiji Baches or chamberlains,

then seized them by the arms and hyrried them

along through the rows of white eunuchs, to the hall

of audience, where the Sultan, seated on his throne,
• .

9

allowed them to enjoy for some minutes, the honour

of his.prcsencc. It was considered an extraordi-

nary distinction if lie condescended to address a few

words to the foreign minister.

The present Sultan lias done away, in a great

measure, with this formality, and it is now usual for

him to meet foreign ministers at one of his palaces

on the Bosphorus, where the dressing with pelices

is dispensed with, and the presentation of snuff-

boxes is substituted. The Sultan has lately been

known to converse familiarly with foreign ministers

speaking the Turkish language, and to lay aside his

dignity so far as to give a hearty shake of his hand.

All the rest of the seraglio, (except the new mint,

which on some former occasion, I described), the

gardens, the treasures, the harem, &c. arc inacces-

sible to profane*eyes; \ve will therefore proceed to

other examinations.

Second Day.

We will now land at Bdktche Kapouri. The
mausoleum of Sultan Abdulhamid, built of white

marble is near this gate. The stone coffin of the

Sultan is surrounded by those of his wives’ and chil-

dren. They are covered with pieces of carpet whicl*
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the piety of Ottoman princes has sent annually to

Mecca, to^be used in the holy house of the Caaba,

and brought thence by the pilgrims, to sanctify the

graves of the deceased. On the other side is the

imaret
,
or pious establishment of the same Sultan,

where soup is daily distributed to poor students.

Near this is the library of Abdidhamid, which is

epen nearly cvciy day of the wce\ for every body,

not excepting the Franks. Among other rare man-

uscripts, (you find little else than manuscripts in a

Turkish library), they show you at a respectful dis-

tance, an Alcoran, written by the hand of Calif Os-

man, the third successor to the Prophet Mahomet.

In ascending the hill, aud keeping by the walls

of the seraglio, we come to the sublime Porte, or

the palace of the government, which was rebuilt in

the year 1812; the old one having been burnt down

on the night of the fifteenth of November, 1808,

which cost the life of the famous Barakdar Mus-

tapha Bacha. It is here where the affairs of state

are principally conducted. It is the habitation of

the grand vizier, oi his Kaimakam, and here are

the principal bureaus, or offices of the empire. From

a Kiosk placed in a salient angle of the seraglio,

the Sultan observes the approach, and the manner

in which foreign ministers who visit the Porte, con-

duct themselves.

Near the stables of the grand vizier is to be found

the entrance to the famous cistern called Yerbatan-

Sarai
,
or the subterranean palace. It is a vast cis-

tern filled with water, the top of which is supported
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by some hundreds of columns, in which you may
proceed in a boat to a considerable distance. Ano-

ther cistern, larger still and more accessible, and for

this reason better known, is situated not far from

the first mentioned one. It is dry, partly filled with

earth, and is supported by two hundred and forty

columns. It is called the “ Thousand Columns.”

Many of these (feluinns, wliich are in three tiers,

one standing on another, have on them numerous

Greek inscriptions. There is a silk spinning esta-

blishment here which is worked by a number of

•squalid looking wretches who torment you from

the beginning to the end of your visit for etmek

para, bread money.

A short distance from this, in an obscure lane, we
find extensive ruins, said to be those of the palace

of Bclisarius
;
and among these, the entrance to an-

other of those extensive dry cisterns, now occupied

by spinners of cotton thread.

These cisterns once served as reservoirs for the
, •

water brought from an immense distance by the

noble aqueduct, the ruins of which now serve only

a# an embellishment of the picture which the city

presents in some points*of view. There arc many
of these indent cisterns distributed iff different parts

of the city, some of which are nearly full of water,

and others dry. The latter are generally used for

the purpose of spinning silk and cotton. Thedamp-

ness, although unfavourable to the health of the per

sons employed, as their appearance proves to be the^
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fact, is said to be favourable to the operation of

spinning.

The celebrated mosque of St. Sophia, which has

served as a model for all the mosques in the city,

deserves to be visited more than once. Its exterior

is not prepossessing, and the enormously heavy

abutments attached, serve greatly to disfigure it,

and never could have * entered intfi the original de-

sign of the architect. ,

Constantinople and its environs, have at times

suffered severely from earthquakes, of which there

are sufficient evidences in the fractures and rents

of some of the old churches, and of some of those

of the Prince’s Islands, but particularly the old

church of St. Stephano, on the point of that name,

about eight or nine miles below Constantinople, on

the Sea of Marmora. It would appear to me, that

the stability of the church of St. Sophia had been

found insufficient, after one of these shocks, and

that these unsightly abutments were added to give

it additional strength. The front of the church is

handsome, and encrusted with marble, and the inte-

rior, as far as I had an opportunity of observing1
it

through the door, elegant. •

It is said tlikt this mosque may be visited with-

out a firman from the Porte, and that some ducats

judiciously distributed among the guardians of the

temple, will unlock the doors, for it is alleged that a

golden key is not less efficacious at Constantinople,

than elsewhere.
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In the street which leads from St. Sophia to the

Atmeidan
, or Hippodrome, formerly stotod the pal-

ace of the princess Heibetullah
,
and beautiful bar-

racks of the Djebedjes
,

built# by Sultan Sdim.

During the revolution of 1808
,
the Janizaries here

fortified themselves, and Cadi Pacha despairing of

forcing them from this post, set fire to the buildings.

This terrible fir<? raged during two days and two

nights, destiyyed the most beautiful part of the city

and a thousand of the best built houses, the ruins of

which testify to the fury of a civil war which ended

in the total destruction of the corps of Janizaries.

It is scarcely necessary to call the attention of

the traveller to the brazen serpentine column, the

Egyptian obelisk, and the square cofiirnn, formed of

cubical blocks of granite, which now ornament the

Atmeidan, and are all that remain of the magnifi-

cent monuments which cxisted^even at a late period.

It is not my purpose to dip into history, if it can

be avoided, but I may be permitted to say that the

triple heads of the twined serpents, once supported

the golden tripod, which after t&e defeat of Xerxes,

vttire consecrated in the Temple of Delphi, by the

victorious Greeks
;
and«that the space between the

two goalS of the Hippodrome, wherS these ancient

monuments are to be found, was once filled with

statues and obelisks. Various historians mention

the removiil of the sacred ornaments of the Temple

of Delphi to Constantinople %by order of Constan-

tine, and among them the serpentine pillar of the

Hippodrome, is particularly mentioned. Mahomet
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the second, broke the under jaw of one of the

serpents with a battle-axe. The heads have en-

tirely disappeared, and are said to have been taken

at night. The beauty of the Hippodrome has long

since been defaced by the rude hands of Turkish

conquerors, and although now the most extensive

and regular place* in the whole city, its space has

been retrenched by the building of the mosque of

Sultan Achmet and other encroachments. Its an-

cient dimensions were four hundred paces long, and

one hundred wide. Almost all that remains of

what it once was, is the use to which it is applied.

Under the similar appellation of Atmcidan, (horse

place) the Hippodrome, still serves a3 a place of

exercise for horses.

There is to be seen on the Hippodrome, a stone

building for the preservation of the archives of state,

and a niggardly menagerie, the gloomy entrance to

which, announces with much truth the residence of

wild beasts. At the other extremity of the Hippo-

drome there is a menagerie of another kind. This

is the hospital for maniacs and other deranged per-

sons, who are confined in about twenty rooms whith

surround a spacious court.

The mosque of Sultan Achmet in its exterior has

the most imposing appearance of any in Constanti-

nople. This is owing in a great measure to its

isolated position, on so extensive a square as the

Atmeidan.

This is the mosque which the Grand Seignor

•visits with a numerous and brilliant suite, at the
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Feast of the Bairam. In the court before the

church, are to be seenmany columns of verd antique.

With the colonnade whicli surrounds it, no fault can

be found. The oriental archilcfctural ornament? are

beautiful. As I have before described, they some-

what resemble the accidental formation of stalacti-

ties of the lime-stone caves. The fountain in the

centre, is also handsome. • The interior of the

mosque however, although in some respects distin-

guished by that simplicity of structure which dis

linguistics all Mahometan temples of worship, is

disfigured by four clumsy round pillars, which sup-

port the cupola, and arc much too large in circum-

ference for their length.

On descending on this side towards the Sea of

Marmora, it is worth the trouble to visit two Greek

churches, and the church of the Armenian Patriarch

in this quarter, which is surrounded with taverns and

wine shops. One of the most beautiful baths of

Constantinople, is to be found not far distant.

In passing along by the palac£ of Esina Sultan,

we arrive at ail irregular space called Condas Kale.

Hferc are to be seen several ancient columns of

granite of a large size, lying on the ground.

One of
#
the most remarkable objects in this quar-

ter, is the little St. Sophia, an ancient Greek church,

changed to a mosque as the large one has been, and

for the construction of which, it no doubt served as

a model. A well preserved Greek inscription, runs

all around the exterior frieze of the mosque.

From hence, you proedfed to Kadirgalimar
, or
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the old gate of the Gallics, and embark at Kaum
Kapa

, to return to Pera.

A List of the Bronze Statues fyc., which once deco-

rated and embellished the Hippodrome.

1 . The Victorious Charioteers in bronze;* stand-

ing aloft in their cljfariots.

2. The Sphinx/ Rivbr Horse afid Crocodile, the

spoils of Egypt.

3. The She Wolf, suckling Romulus and Remus.

4. An eagle, holding and tearing a serpent in his

talons.

5. An ass and his driver.

6. An equestrian statue of Bellerophon, mounted

on Pegasus.

7. A square and lofty, and highly ornamented

obelisk of brass.

8. Paris presenting to Venus the apple of dis-

cord, the prize of beauty.

9. An incomparable statue of Helen.

10. The manly form of Hercules, of such mag-

nitude, that his thumb is equal to the waist of a com-

mon sized man, and all the parts of the figure "in

just proportion.

1 1 . A colossal statue of Juno, which once adorned

the temple of Samos.

12. A colossal statue of Pallas, thirty feet in

height.

With the exception of the last figure, which was

destroyed by the Greeks themselves, all the rest

were broken and melted "by the avarice of the cm-
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sadcrs, for the purpose of coining into money for the

payment of their troops. The marble
#
forms, the

works of Phidias and Praxiteles, perished here, as

elsewhere, by the hands of pioift, ignorant, and*pro-

judiced Musselmans.

The* bronze horses which ornament (or orna-

mented) the place of St. Marlas at Venice, were

pillaged from the Hippodroific.

Translation of the Latin inscription on the base of

the Egyptian obelisk.

“ It was difficult to equal what gods accomplish-

ed, and to snatch the palm from the hands of van-

quished tyrants
;
but every tiling yields to Theodo-

sius and to his immortal race.”

“Thus, under the prefectory of Proclus, this

monument, which was lying on the ground, and

which now lifts its proud hcafl to the clouds, was

raised in thirty-two days.”

Translation of the Greek inscription on the same .

“ This quadrangular column (or obelisk) was ly-

iifg on the earth, but by order of Theodosius, and

by the efforts of Procliis, (none other could have

effected it,) this astonishing mass was placed erect

in thirty-two days.”

Translation of the inscription on the mural column,

07' column of bronze
,
a& it was called

.,
before it

was stripped of its ornaments .

“ This obelisk, celebrated among the chef d’ceu-
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vres of art, having been injured by time, the Empe-

ror Constantine has ordered that this monument, the

glory of the empire, should be restored in a man-

ner far exceeding its former magnificence. The

colossus of Rhodes was certainly a wonder of the

world. But this bronze is a still greater wohder.”
I.

The figure of Apollo* which occupied the summit

of the porphyry column, was the work of Phidias.

After it had been placed there, Constantine caused

it to take his own name.

A historian says, “the master of thunder, to

revenge this insult, offered to the sovereign of Olym-

pus by a mortal, hurled at the statue one of his

bolts, whicli precipitated it from its throne, carrying

with it in its fall, the three upper blocks of the co-

lumn.”

This happened under the reign of Alexius Com-

nenus, and as the Greeks considered this a presage

of misfortune, he sought to repair the damage
;
but

as there were no Phidias or Praxiteles in his day,

and as the column could not be restored as it was,

he sought to mask the defect with the rude ma-

sonry which now occupies the place of the missing

blocks.

This repair, barbarous as it was, was thought

worthy of being commemorated by an inscription in

Greek, which may also serve as the epitaph of the

arts and good taste.
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Translation .—First Inscription

“ O Jesus Christ, Arbiter and Sovereign o£ the

world, I offer my prayer to you
;
.protect this city,

this sceptre, and the Roman Empire, and preserve

them from all dangers.”

Second Inscription.

“ This divine work, injured by time, has been

restored by the orders of the Emperor Emanuel.”

Second Translation.

“ This divine work, injured by time, has been re-

stored by permission of our Sovereign Lord (Jesus

Christ) Emanuel.”

Third Day.

We now land at the grand custom-house, or him
reck

, a villainous wooden barrack, badly calculated

t<* protect from the dangers of fire, the immense

quantities of merchandise of every description which

accumulsfle there.

The mosque in the neighbourhood is called Va-

Vide or Valide Dschami, the mosque of the Sultane

Mere. It was built by the widow of Mahomet the

fourth, who was the mother of several sultans. It

is encrusted inside with porcelain of Persian manu-

facture.

e 2
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After having crossed the Misir Dscharschi,
or the

Egyptian market, an edifice solidly built of stone,

with two wings each two hundred steps long, where

they. sell all sorts tf drugs and spices of the Le-

vant, we come to Tahmis
,
where they burn and

pound coffee. This is a perquisite of the Sultan,

and between two ,and three hundred persons are

employed in the process, which l have described

elsewhere.

We shall do well to visit some of the fine khans

in this quarter, such as Yeni-Khan and Walide-

Khan, which are large edifices built of stone, very

much in the fashion of European convents, where

the merchants and bankers of the city, enclosed in

their nitchcs o'r cells, remind you of monastic po-

verty, while they are disposing of millions.

These khans are of great utility in the fires which

so frequently desolate Constantinople, and have

been the cause of its entire renovation, more than

once in a century.

In these fire-proof buildings, t'ne riches of the

capital for ages past, have been deposited, and with-

out them it would long since have been reduced <io

poverty. *

The Besisien, (the Bazaar) or the grand market,

forms of itself a large and considerable town, and

is the most animated part of Constantinople. . It

is difficult, and almost impossible to give a suffi-

ciently lively picture of this immense collection of

shops, corridors, and stairs, filled with rich merchan-

dise and articles of trade of every description. All
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sorts of trades, whatever can be desired for the pur-

pose of furnishing your house, for dressing or orna-

menting the person, or for any purpose of necessity

or luxury, arc to be found in this place. A whole

day is not sufficient^ examine the Bazaars in detail.

I have-been there several times,
(
and still am igno-

rant of their full extent. I liavp on a former occa-

sion attempted to describe .theig, but to form an

adequate idea, tli$y must be seen. The gates

of the Bazaar are shut at night, and there are few

examples of theft, even in a place which offers as

many facilities as temptations.

The mosque of Sultan Osman, although smaller

than the other imperial mosques, is unquestionably

the most elegant, and the most regular in its con-

struction, both inside and out. Its dome covers the

whole edifice, without leaving lateral windows, and

is perfect in its architecture .# It was finished in

the year 1 750 by Grecian architects. In the court

of the mosque is to be seen through a grating, a

beautiful porphyty sarcophagus. This is one of the

two, which are pointed out as die tomb of Constan-

tine the great.

The entrance to the slave market is generally pro-

hibited,btitthe golden-key will be fouralas efficacious

here as at the mosque of St. Sophia. It is a mise-

rable place, and not worth the time and trouble of

visiting it. I have described it in another place.

There is nothing to be seen here, but negroes, ugly

white women, girls, and small children of the ages of
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from eight to ten years, the refuse of other markets,

exhibited for sale.

An ancient cistern, smaller than the others de-

scribed, is to be seen near this place
; also, an an-

cient column generally called the “burnt pillar?'

from its cracked and injured condition, the* conse-

quence of the numerous fires which have happened

in its neighbourhood. /This column is of porphyry,

was erected in the time of Constantine, and bore on

its summit, the figure of Apollo in bronze, the work

of Phidias. Its injured condition made it necessary

to hoop it with strong iron to prevent it from falling

to pieces. To appearance, these hoops by no means

give it the security for which they were intended.

During the £icgc of Byzantium, here Constantine

piLched his tent, and to commemorate the event and

his success, lie here established the forum, of which

this column was the*.ccntrc. The forum was of a

circular, or an elliptical form, having for opposite

entrances, two triumphal arches. The porticos

which enclosed it on every side, were filled with

stables.

This column was erected on a pedestal of white

marble twenty feet high, and was composed of ten

pieces of porphyry, each of which measufbd about

two feet in height, and tliirty-three in circumference.

Each piece at its junction, is ornamented with a

rich garland.

This once magnificent column now bears the de-

grading appellation of the “Burnt Pillar and its
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appearance corresponds well, with the ruin and de-

solation which surround it.

The Tartars or couriers of the government, have

a khan near this place. The Bldsche khan wlflcli"

was also in this neighbourhood, was in former ages

the rcsiTlencc of foreign ministers? and embassadors

to the Sublime Porte.

Behind the moSque of Sulian Bajazet
,
(in which

there arc a number ef beautiful verd antique columns

and of Jasper and Egyptian granite), is to be found

the shops of the engravers of seals and talismans,

and in front, those of the braziers.

From the fowl market, or Taouk Bazaar, we pass

the quarters of the book-binders and copyists, the

.dealers in paper, ink, and other writing materials,

and arrive at length at a beautiful palace, where

they removed the bureaus of the state, after the de-

struction of the Porte in the year 1808. This beau-

tiful edifice belonged to the famous Yusuf Aga, the

favorite of Sultan Selim and of his mother; that

favorite, who for many years governed the court of

this empire, under the modest title of Kiahaja of

the Sultana Mere, and after amassing immense trea-

sures, finished his career by a violent death, as do

the greatCr part of the favorites of flic Sultan of

Turkey.

Here is to be seen the beautiful mosque called

Laleli or Tulips, and that of Bodram djamessi
,
the

ancient church of St. Theodore, which takes its

name from an ancient cisteni, supported by eighty

columns, which is to be seen in its neighbourhood.
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If it should be preferred not to go to Yeni-Kapou

on the sea of Marmora to embark for Pera, it will

be well to return to the landing place at the custom

house, taking in the way Eske Serai or the Old

Palace, and mounting to the top of the great tower,

from whence is tu be seen the most splendid view

of Constantinople 'and its environs, which appear

like a map beneath y6ur feet. The view fully re-

pays you for all the labour of die ascent, which is

very great, and for the few piasters which you give

the guardian. This tower was recently built by the

present Seraskier Pacha, who now makes use of the

Eske Serai as his bureau. The walls of the en-

closure occupy an immense space, which is used

for the purpose of disciplining the new troops, and

teaching the young officers military tactics.

Eske Serai was anciently the residence of the

Sultans, and for a long time after they ceased to live

there, was used as a prison of the women who were

turned out of the harem of the grand seignior. The
walls which surround it are of a great height and

strength. Here, isolated from the rest of the world,

the poor wretches were condemned to pass their

days in listlessness, within' their gloomy enclosures.

It may be of use to those who are blessed with a

good appetite to know, that at the termination of

this fatiguing excursion they will have the means of

restoring their strength. Near the custom-house,

there is the most famous eating place in all Con-

stantinople. Persons who like what is good, go

there to regale themselves with kibobs
,
a dish in
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great favor with the Turks. It consists of pieces

of mutton or lamb, cut into small moutftfulls, and

seasoned; then strung on an iron skewer, and ex-

posed to the heat in an oven of peculiar constructiBnT

They are, when done, served up in.fJieir own. gravy,

or in ketymar
,
which is cream, l/iere is also served

up with them, a soft, flat kind ofAread, or pancake,

which, as no knivfts or forks «ire made use of, suits

admirably as,a means of conveying the kibobs and

the kaymar to the mouth, whence they soon find

their way into the stomach. The bread is called

Fima Pidcsc. With this mess, they give you a

large vessel filled with sherbet, or a drink prepared

from dried grapes, and to each person is given a

large spoon, to sip it with.

After your mess of kibobs is well washed down,

you may embark at your leisure to return to Pcra,

as you will be in no haste for y#ur dinner.

"Fourth Day.

On the fourth day we land at Zindar Kapousi.

Passing a long line of shops which compose what

is called (Juzoun Tcharchy
,
we arrive at an ancient

building called Sou Serai or water palace. From

thence, mounting the third hill, we find ourselves

suddenly in the vicinity of the beautiful mosque of

Suleimanie
, the largest and most elevated of all the

mosques. Suleiman, called the legislator and the

magnificent, built it from *thc spoils of Christian
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churches. The church of St. Euphemia, where

the “ Council of Chalcedon”was held, in the suburbs

of Chalcedon, now Kadi Kieuy
,
furnished the mass

ofYhc materials, aftd many of the ornamental parts

of this stately nfosque. There are to be found in it

also, splendid coh mns of Egyptian granite of sixty

feet in height, taken from Ephesus.

The vast edifices which belong to this mosque,

such as the imarcts,
the hospitals, and the schools,

testify to the enlightened views, the liberality, and

fine taste of Suleiman. This prince, the greatest

of all the Osmanlccs, was unhappy in his family.

Many of his sons revolted against him, and perished

the victims of an implacable step-mother. The
beautiful mausoleum of Tcharzade Klian contains

their ashes. A monument of an octagonal form

surrounded by a dome, contains those of Suleiman.

The scholars of Sutaiman, are said to be the great-

est fanatics of the whole city, proofs of which they

have occasionally given to those who have visited

the mosque.

When we consider the immense structures erected

by the Turks, wc are struck with astonishment-at

the contrast between those* of a public, and those of

a private nature. The solidity, and the sumptuous

appearance, which characterise edifices consecrated

to the divinity, to suffering humanity, and to public

utility, such as the mosques, the hospitals, the baths

and the khans, seem calculated to defy the ravages
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of time, while the humble shelter of individuals, .

built of wood and mud, seem destined to fall on the

heads of those who built or who occupy them.

In front of the mosque of Suleinum, is a range oi

coffee-houses, which are the mostfrequented of any

in the iity. To these the Temakis or lovers of

opium resort, to inebriate themg/flvcs with this poi-

sonous drug. During the Ramazan, these brutal-

ized wretches may^bc seen waiting with the utmost

anxiety for the moment when the Muziem from the

height of his minaret, announces the setting of the

Sun. They then hasten to swallow their pills, ma-

king a thousand contortions and grimaces, which

end in a drowsiness that brings then\ sensations or

dreams of pleasure.

It is a fine sight during the Ramazan, to walk

through the most frequented streets of this im-

mense city. The mosques Are then beautifully

illuminated with differently coloured lamps. Long
extracts from the^Koran lire strung from minaret to

minaret. Representations of ships, steam-boats,

vases of flowers, tents, and a variety of other fancies

arfi every night exhibited suspended in the air, and

produce an almost magical effect. JThe coffee-

houses and shops are filled with crowds of people

and being well lighted up, all appear to be happy.

This month of rigid fasting from sun-risc to sun-set,

rivals the Carnival in gaiety during the night.

. It is during the Ramazan that the Meddah or

story-tellers, a kind of orators, such as are to be met

with in the streets of NajSlejs, meet here with the

VOL. II.—F.
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greatest encouragement. With an extraordinary

gift of eloquence, and an admirable volubility of

.tongue, they sing, and recite histories suited to their

audiences, in the oriental style, and which would

often bear a comparison with the Arabian Nights

Entertainments. l0n these occasions, this people,

so remarkable durihec the rest of the year for their

gravity, indulge tHemsfelves in all sorts of levities,

bursts of applause, and laughter, "at the conundrums,

the fooleries and waggeries, with which these sto-

ries are generally filled.

The palace of the Aga of the Janizaries is very

near the mosque of Suleiman. From a square

wooden tower attached to this palace called the

Yanguer Kiosk or fire tower, there is a fine view of

the city. Here was formerly kept a guard to give

the alarm of fire to the public.

You pass through the aqueduct of Yalens near

the mosque of Schazade. In Turkish, the aque-

duct is called Bozdogan Fennri . It still serves to

conduct the water - collected in the bends of Bel-

grade, to the different parts of the city.

By the street of Divan Tolou
,
we arrive at Eiki

Odalor, or the ancient bareacks of the Janizaries.

The Yeni Odalor or the new barracks, are more

distant. They enclose the Etmeidan
,
or the vict-

ualing place, where the provisions were distributed,

and which was famous in all the disturbances of the

Janizaries, for the blood of so many victims to

popular fury. It was to this place, that the Jani-

zaries, in all their revolts, brought their cazans, or
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kettles of the regiments, and turned th^m bottom

upwards as a signal of discontent ; and which served

as a rallying point to the mutineers. This place is

not always accessible to strangers but a few pias-

ters will generally remove all difficulties.

A hahdsome street conducts u/ to the mosque and

mausoleum of the celebrated Tjfiagio Pacha
,
grand

vizier under Osman the third, dnd Mustapha the

third. Thi^ great "statesman was also a poet and

patron of learning. A rich and and choice library

founded by Rhagio Pacha
,
contains many works

'composed and written with his own hand. His

ashes repose by the side of this monument of his

greatness, in the midst of a bouquqt of flowering

shrubs. In this neighbourhood, is also the tomb of

Selim the third, by the side of that of his father

Mustapha the third.

We may go from hence to
9Kis-tash or the col-

umn of Marcian. A monument of rather bad taste

and in the midst
#
of ruin%.

The mosque of Sultan Mahomet, situated on the

fourth hill, is held in high veneration by the Turks,

ailfl the entrance of which is interdicted to the

Franks. It is excepted! as well as tljp mosque of

Ayoub, in all the firmans delivered by the Porte, on

the applications of foreign ministers for permission

to visit the mosques. Some, however, have suc-

ceeded in obtaining admittance, and have found the

interior very handsome, owing partly to the variety

of beautiful marbles which have been lavishlv used

in its decoration.
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On the^day of the investment of a new grand

seignior, he stops at this mosque, to say a prayer

on the tomb of the conqueror of Constantinople.
**

jMahomet the,sefiond, after converting the church

of St. Sophia iniSf a mosque, built this in the year

1471. It was however so much injured in 1768,

by an earthquake, that Mustapha the third was obli-

ged to rebuild it almost entirely.
*

Near this mosque, is the «it-bazcuir or horse

market. The quarter for the saddlers, armourers,

shoe-makers, belt-makers, &c. is also to be found

here. This is very convenient for the horsemen

who wish to equip themselves after the purchase

of a horse.

It is an object of great interest to visit the differ-

ent shops in this neighbourhood, if it be only to

enable oneself to form an idea of the kind of taste

and degree of elegance which the Turks possess in

respect to these things.

After one’s curiosity has been satisfied on this

point, we may visit the mosque called Seirek-djame

or Kilise-djame. This latter name is sufficient to

make known to us an ancient Greek church, which

has not much of interest hbout it, except it be a

large sarcophagus of porphyry, surrounded by a

railing, which shares the honour, or rather the rep-

utation, as we have already mentioned, of having

served as a tomb for the founder of Constantinople.

Near this, is an ancient cistern, and many other ed-

ifices of the times of the Greeks. Among others,

there is one which they 'call Tchukur hamam, of a
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very massive construction, which is no\£ made use

of as a granary.

But it is time to put an end to the fourth day’s

excursion. By this time, you* arp sufficiently fa-

tigued to hiie a horse from the iforse market, and

you call descend a street having/mills on each side

of you, to the landing place? called Oun Kapau
, and

from thence take*a boat to pass 6ver to Pera.

Appendix to the Fourth Day.

The column called Marcian’s, is of granite, of fif-

teen feet in height. The Turks call it Kisk-Tash

or the girl’s stone. They have a tradition, that a

female figure, (the figure of Venus), once stood on

this column, which had the faculty of making known
the characters of women. That those who were

virtuous could stand boldly, and look the statue in

the face, while those who had seased to be virtuous

ran furiously about the streets like maniacs, tearing

their hair and clothing^ and exposing their nudity

like common bacchanalians.

The composite capital of this column is sur-

nlbunlcd with a cube of white marble, on which

stood the statue of Marcianus.

With sSme trouble the following inscription may
be partly made out:

Principi hanc statuam Marciani

Ceme torumque
,

Ter ejus vovit quod Tatianus opus.

The reply of Marcianus«to Attila, on his demand

f 2

'
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for gold, has deservedly immortalized him ;
“ I have

gold for my friends, for my enemies I have only

steel.”

Fifth Day.

On this day we ^nd at Fanar
,
or Fanaly as it is

sometimes called, jon ^e supposition that there was

once a light-house at this placev It is^a suburb in-

habited by Greeks. The most wealthy and distin-

guished families of this nation have their houses

here, but it is a filthy quarter, and has nothing in its

outward appearance to make it a desirable place of

residence. The ingides of some of the houses are,

however, sumptuously furnished, and the entertain-

ments occasionally given by their inmates, rival

those of the foreign ambassadors, resident near the

Porte. The individuals who have been princes of

Wallachia and Moldavia only, are prohibited from

residing at the Fanar, not only because they have

the rank of Pachas of three tails, who axe not gene-

rally permitted to reside within the capital, but be-

cause by this regulation or law, they are depriveduof

the opportunity of intriguing for their restoration to

their principalities, which they would otherwise en-

joy. But their residence on the beautiful banks of

the Bosphorus, not far distant from the capital, fur-

nishes facilities for intrigue, of which it would be

difficult to deprive them altogether.

The Greeks are a lively and sprightly people,

and if the Turk has the power in his hands, the
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Greek manages, by his wit, to make that power

subservient to his own ends. Extreme shrewdness

is the instrument by which he cuts his way to office,

and once necessary to the interestSyOr the pleasures

ofthe phlegmatic Turk, he gives aioose to his ambi-

tion, and rarely fails of success The next step

from Turgeman of the Porte, isfthat to a Waivode,

or principality, and although he may sometimes

fail, the prize is considered worth the trial and the

risk, notwithstanding that life is often the forfeit,

after it is gained. With the Greeks of the Fanar,

it was not unfrequent for a father to be opposed to

his son in an object of intrigue, or for a son to con-

tend against his father, although the success of the

one must inevitably cost the life of the other. Yet

the prize contended for, being no less than a prin-

cipality, every tiling must be sacrificed, even the

ties of blood and kindred!

These remarks are more applicable to the Greeks

of the Fanar of a few years back, than to those of

the present day
;
*but even now, the sumptuousness

of their houses and their habits of intrigue, are al-

most proverbial. At this moment, one of them is,

to use the fashionable phraseology of the day, “ be-

ing made’* Prince of the Island of SariTos. A few

days since, lie was Turgeman
,

(i. e. interpreter,) to

the Sublime Porto.

On entering the gate of Petri Kapau,
we come

to the Greek patriarchal church and the residence of

the patriarch. They show you, in this church, the

seats of the Princes of Wallachia and Moldavia,
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which they occupy during their visits to the capital.

Also, a piece of the column to which Christ was

tied when he was scourged. The church of the

patriarch of Jerusalem, the church of Mitachi
, the

church of Aga l\atiros, the Ytak Gerai
,
or palace

of Wallachia, the\two mosques of Faticha' Djami,

and Guul Djami
,
d^the mosque of the roses, were

the ancient Grcck^churches
;
the last, above all, de-

serves to be visited on account *of the, paintings in

fresco, which remain from the time of the Greeks.

But these two mosques are lost by the side of that

of Sultan Selim, which with the parts connected

with it, occupies an immense space on the fifth

hill. The marbles which decorate this mosque

were brought from Alexandria.

From Karah Gomruk or the custom-house of the

interior, where land-taxes arc paid, we may push

on to the gate of Adrianoplc, or Edirne Kapousc, to

see the beautiful mosque which owes its name to

its vicinity to this gate. A short distance from thence,

is a vast basin, surrounded by walls called Chukur

Bostar. In the times of the Greeks, this was a re-

servoir of water, which has by the Turks been ccfti-

verted into a kitchen garden. There can be no

doubt, that tlie numerous cisterns with "which the

city was provided, during the times of the Greek

Emperors, were constructed by them for the pur-

pose of securing a supply of water for the use of

the inhabitants for several months, in case their ene-

mies, who were continually threatening the city,
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should cut oft’ the aqueducts which brought the sup-

ply from many leagues distant.

The Turks, since their possession of Constanti-

nople, have never witnessed the approach of an

enemy sufficiently near the watfs of the*city to

cause any serious alarm or fears for the want ofwa-

ter, and have consequently ne^ifected the cisterns,

and made use of $ieni for other jfurposcs.

There is a smafl glass-house or place for the

manufacture of glass in this quarter, between the

gate of Adrianople and Tekir Serai . This palace

is situated on an eminence which overlooks the city.

The edifice, which i* of considerable extent, is well

preserved, and there are some inscriptions which

are still to be seen on it. It is now used as a place

for spinning silk. Some call it the palace of Beli-

sarius, others that of Constantine; to whom the

modem Greeks attribute all the^ancient monuments

in Constantinople, of the origin of which they are

ignorant

Scott’s Romance of fc< Count* Robert of Paris,”

has located in this quarter, the palace of Blacqueme.

TBis neighbourhood, which has been much ne-

glected by travellers to this part of the world, re-

quires further investigation, which with the light

afforded by history, may prove of great interest to

the curious.

There are remains of splendour in -this part of

the city which go to prove that it was once the impe-

rial residence
; and if health will permit, I hope, at
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a suitable season, to .give some further and more

satisfactory details on the subject.

On leaving the city by the gate of Egri Kapau,

wc find at a short distance one of the handsomest

coffee-houses in0 the capital. Formerly they em-

ployed here for the amusement of visiters, a*Medat,

or blind story-telldv^ who was famous in his way.

On returning tb thV city and descending towards

the harbour, we see an Armenian church with iron

doors of German manufacture. The dresses of the

figures in has relief, and the passages of Scripture

with which they arc covered, fully prove the church

to belong to that nation. I believe it is at this

church, that they show you a round stone, with a

hole in it, through which they cause women to pass

who have the fever, as a means of curing them. A
hospital for the insane makes a part of the establish-

ment of this church.

The quarter which we have now to pass, is called

by the Turks, Batata
,
and is one of the most filthy

of the whole city Let it suffice to say, that it is

the quarter of the Jews
;
they are every where the

same throughout the East.

In going, to the landing-place of Ainar Serai
, we

pass several palaces and ancient buildings, the his-

tory of which I am as yet ignorant of. In embark-

ing at this wharf, for the purpose of reaching

Meit Steeliest , the landing nearest to this quarter

of the city, wc pass the navy-yard, which with its

palaces, work-shops, magazines, docks, prisons, bar-

racks, mosques, rope-walks, &c., occupies the space,
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and contains the population of many respectable

cities.

Appendix to Fifth Defy
i

Not far from the gate of Adrianople is a noble

ruin of a palace which in all probability was that

which was occupied by Alexi^Comnenus. It is in

the quarter of Blaoqueme, connected with, and in

fact making part of the walls of the city. The
sculpture, and other decorations about it, too eleva-

ted for sportive destruction, prove its former ele-

gance. It has altogether an imperial appearance.

The grounds sloping towards the spot,
a
might easily

furnish all the facilities of falling gardens, and other

embellishments required for an imperial residence

in a luxurious age.

Near the mosque of Egri Cmpouri or the Adri-

anople gate, are extensive ruins of baths, built in

the most solid and expensive manner, and not far

from these, is one of those opey ancient cisterns,

now converted into a garden, and containing within it

a Ullage, called Sukar Bastar
,
(the margin of which

was formerly highly embellished,) servingjthc double

purpose of*imperial splendour and public utility.

Near the mosque of Sultan Selim, is another of

those cisterns converted into a rich garden, contain-

ing a pleasant Turkish village.

Nothing can be more beautiful than the mosque

of Sultan Selim, except it be the glimpses you catch

from its court of the different views of Constantino-
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pie, Galafa, the Bosphorus, the harbour, &c. These

alone, are worth a visit to it.

Sixth Day.

The sixth day, should recommend being em-

ployed in making tab complete 'circuit of the city.

1 think the day that I was occupied ifi this excur-

sion, was one of the most interesting of any of those

which I have spent in this quarter of the world.

Take boat at Galata, proceed over to Seraglio

Point, and coast close along shore, all the way to

the square marble tower, that terminates'' the wall

on the Sea of Marmora.

You have in many places an opportunity of look-

ing, as it were, into the heart of the city, and upon

the inhabitants, without their appearing to notice

you. You will find a busy scene every where,

where the gates admit of access from the city,

through the walls
f
to the sea. In many places, the

houses are built . outside the walls, and stand on

props over the sea, and it is interesting to seethe

expedients which the rich Greeks and Armenians

have resorted to, to obtain space enough in these

aerial and aquatic structures, to answer tbeir purpo-

ses of convenience as summer residences. Nothing

can be more agreeable, cool and refreshing during

this season of the year
;
but their exposure to the

bleak north and north-east winds, I should suppose,

must make them any thing but comfortable in the
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winter, yet they are occupied both sujnmer and

winter. Houses of this construction arc to be found

in the neighbourhood of Yene Kapouri, Daoud Pa-

cha Kapousi
,
and Psamethia Kapov&i.

There arc also at these places, artificial harbours,

made {ft great expense, with immensely large pieces

of rock brought from a distance. 'and deposited there

for the protection bf the boat£ Also, a great num-

ber of persons arc generally employed here in fixing

by means of the sea-water, the colours of stamped

and painted cottons, of which there arc extensive

establishments in this quarter. These when hung

out in vast numbers to dry, as is always the case

in fine weather, with the open and crowded kiosks

and coffee-houses, the bustle of the boatmen, the

crowds of men, women and children who throng

the landings, and the markets near the beach, give

to this place the appearance oh an almost constant

festival. The families of dogs which inhabit the

deposits of filth from the city arc also subjects of

interest.

Another object of curiosity is the wall itself,

which from its antiquity, and the various rich ma-
terials, the pillage of otlfler places, of wlpch it is in

many parts composed, cannot but excite our lively

interest. Here are immense numbers of pure white

marble columns inserted with their ends projecting,

to break the violence of the waves and to give so-

lidity to the base. Here enormous square blocks

of the same material are employed for the same

purpose, capitals of column^ of the richest order,

Vol. II.—
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bas-relief^ friezes, and in one place, even the whole

front of a temple, with its griffins on each side, and

in many places porticos with inscriptions, are in-

serted in the ^all, with no other apparent object

than to eke out the materials. In the construction?,

the workmen appear to have made use of whatever

material was nearest at hand. In many places, it

is made up of commdh stone and*mortar ;
in others,

thin bricks, with curiously wrought and inverted

arches ; some perhaps, filled up with stone. Else-

where, you will find that the mass of the material

consists of marble. Indeed, there arc scarcely any

two parts of the wall alike, and the different parts

appear to have been built in as many different ages.

The foundation of the most ancient wall is to be

seen some distance in the sea. Others, less ancient,

are visible within its limits, and so on with respect

to others. In som<* places, where the sea has raged

with most violence, may be counted four or five

different foundations of walls, that have yielded

successively to its,encroachments;

In other places, where the wall has gradually

given way to time and the destructive effects of die

elements, the brick and mortar and other more per-

ishable parts have disappeared, and naught remains

but the piles of white marble columns of the outer

wall, as they gradually settled down on one another

carrying the mind back to a period antecedent to

that which is reached by the thirty-six volumes of

Byzantine History, which fixes the foundation of

Byzantium at six hundred and fifty-six years before
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the Christian era
;
and according to Biz^s, a navi-

gator, (called the son of Neptune) one century

after the foundation of Rome.

We come now to the square marMe tower jutting

into the sea and defying the elements which beat

against*this extremity of the great city, and land at

a slight modern wharf, near the principal butche-

ries and tanneries *of Constantinople, which diffuse

their odours iar and wide.

You begin here to have a view of the triple wall

of Constantinople on the land side, and its double

line of towers, which arc the finest remains of an-

cient architecture now extant, and from their mass-

ive appearance, seem to bid defiance [o time and to

the modem invention of artillery.

On a former occasion, I gave an accurate descrip-

tion of these exterior walls with the fosse,—also of

the Seven Towers, and the grave-yards which ex-

tend from the Sea of Marmora to the Golden Horn

;

the cypresses, and gates
#
of the city

; the tombs of

Ali Pacha, of Joanina, his sons qjid grandsons
; the

water-house for the regulation of the distribution of

thtf water for the city ;
the frowning battlements of

the new quarter of Blactpierne
;
the sutjposed pal-

ace of Constantine, and the barracks of Ramos Chi-

flir
;
and slightly noticed the inscriptions which are

still to be seen on the towers, indicating the period

of their construction and the names of the empe-

rors who caused them to be built or repaired.

All these things require at present no particular

•description, as a leisurely walk, by no means fa-
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tiguing bqt pleasant, of about two hours and a half

will enable the traveller to see for himself, and

make his own observations. Before coming to Top

Kapouri
,
he wSl mount an eminence which over-

looks part of the city, and in the valley below and

in front of him, he will not fail to observe by the

ruined and battered state of the walls, the entire

filling up of the ibssfe, and the allvantagcous posi-

tion of the level ground of the valley, that this was

the spot where the tremendous artillery of Mahomet
the Second, effected the breach, which caused the

death of Palcologus and the fall of the city.

En passant, we will slightly notice some objects

worthy of observation.

First, the famous Seven Towers, formerly so

much dreaded as the prison of foreign ministers and

ambassadors ; they arc but a short distance from

the sea. There aie in fact, but five round ones,

very massive, and which flank the walls of a strong

ancient citadel. In what age they were erected, I

have not the present means of ascertaining. Time
seems to have had no effect on them, except as re-

spects the modem contrivance of a pointed roof° to

each, which spoils their appearance, and seems to

be going rapidly to decay. To make up the num-

ber of seven, a number highly respected by the

Turks, they are obliged to count two smaller square

towers, which stand in the neighbourhood. For-

merly, when the Turks were not so familiar with

European customs as they have become of late

years, the unfortunate foreign ministers who were
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the victims of their policy, were treated during their

confinement with great cruelty, but for a long time

past, this rigorous treatment has ceased. The young

Osman the second, who dared to infagine the dan-

gerous project of abolishing the corps of Janizaries,

was strangled by them in a chamber of one of these

towers. Posterity has done more than justice to

this unfortunate prince, for *Thc ^sixty-eighth orta,

which dipped their hands in his blood, has been en-

tirely destroyed, and its memory is loaded by the

grand mufti, with anathemas on the Wednesday of

6very week.

It is said, that the famous Golden Gate is in the

citadel of the Seven Towers, and tlyit it may be

seen from the road as you pass by the spot.

Whether this is an error or not, I cannot say; I

was within the citadel and did not see it.

There is a small menagerie here, of a few lions

and leopards, and a hyena. Over the gateway is a

portcullis drawn up ready
#
for use.

The walls of the citadel are computed, as arc all the

walls of the. city, and on them arc mounted several

snAll cannon, pointed towards the houses in that

quarter. I did not gain aditiission to the towers, as the

keeper was absent, and I could not wait until he was

sent for. There is no difficulty, however, in gaining

admittance by means of a present of a few piasters.

After leaving the Seven Towers, and before ar-

riving at the Selivria gate, in front of which is the

before-mentioned tomb of Ali Pacha and part of

his family, we must turn off \o the left, to make 9,

g 2
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short pilgrimage to the famous little Greek chapel

of Balou Kli, or Fish Church, where the priests

will point out to you, in rather an obscure cavern

filled with watA, a number of fried fish, swimming

about and in good health.

The story of the miracle of the fried fisli'is this.

There stood on this place, when Mahomet the Se-

cond laid siege tb Constantinople, a small monas-

tery of Greek Caloycrs
,
who, f

ii seems, were not

molested by the army. On the day of the decisive

attack, a monk was frying some fish, when news
was suddenly brought to the convent that the Turks

had taken the city through a breach in the walls.

“ F would as soon believe,” said the fryer of fish,

“ that, these fish would spring from the pan, and be-

come again alive.” To reprove the incredulous

monk, the fish did spring from the pan into a vessel

of water that stood Vicar, and swam about as briskly

as if they had never been in the frying pan.

Fn commemoration of this miracle, a church was
erected over this snot, containing a reservoir of wa-

ter, into which the fish which still conMnucd alive

were placed. The twenty-ninth of April was Ap-

pointed in the Greek calendar as a festival to com-

memorate the circumstance, and a vast concourse

of people were formerly in the habit of assembling

here on every anniversary, to sec the miraculous

fried fish swim about in the reservoir.

It is customary also, for both Greeks and Arme-

nians to assemble here on certain days of every

year, to offer a prayer on the tomb of St. Comidas,
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who was decapitated by the Turks in the last cen-

tury, in consequence of his religion, and was inter-

red in the Armenian cemetery.

The cemeteries which surround this holy place

arc almost daily filled with crowds of mcnf women
and children, who come here to weep and pray over

the graves of their relatives for the repose of their

souls, and after tfiis pious dfity fs performed, they

spread their repast# on the same tombs, which they

partake of in the utmost gaiety of their hearts, mak-

ing the air resound with their songs and laughter,

fcjo familiar is the idea of death in this country, that

even the tombs Avith which they arc every where

surrounded, cannot inspire them with.thoughts of a

gloomy nature.

All the rest of the road to the port of Constanti-

nople is on each side one great grave-yard. Whole
nalions and gene rati ' i is have been swept oil, and

buried here, and the grave-stones which they cut

and prepare at the gates of the city, that lead to

these cemeteries,‘serve to warn tfce passers-by of the

fate which.awaits them, and which they can by no

mCans escape. Many of their sepulchral stones

arc very handsome, and those of Ali ^aclia and

his family* arc conspicuous objects.

We will now leave the walls of Constantinople,

to visit the heights which overlook the mosque and

fauxbourg of Ayub . The view of the port and the

neighbourhood is very beautiful, and well worth the

trouble of visiting.

The handsome mosque pf Ayub is the most
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venerated And holy of any of the capital, and even

the approach of Franks to it, is interdicted.

This mosque contains the tomb of the holy Ma-

hometan AyubAnsari
,
the companion of Mahomet

in his flight, and who fell a martyr to his faith at the

foot of the walls of Constantinople in the daring ex-

pedition of the Calif Ommiade Suleiman against this

city. The memory hi Ayub was venerated, but

the place of his burial was unknown or neglected,

during a period of seven hundred and eighty years,

till the conquest of Constantinople by Mahomet the

Second.

A seasonable and convenient vision at length re-

vealed the holy spot, and the mosque of Ayub, has

been since appropriately chosen as the place for

girding on the sword of Mahomet the Second; the

simple, but martial ceremony, of the inauguration of

Turkish Sultans. 1

This little historical digression, which it would

have been difficult to avoid, will, I. hope, be par-

doned.

The environs of Ayub are very handsome. The
sultans and princes of the blood, have built here

some bcaytiful country houses, and the streets are

for the most part wide and regular.

We must not forget to view the mausoleum of

Sultana Valide, the mother of Selim the Third.

That of Hussim Pacha, the favorite of Selim up to

the day of his death, is also here. From a Georgian

slave, he in a short time, became Capitan Pacha.

He had great vices, but no one disputes that he had
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also great abilities. The Ottoman Marine, owes

to his talents and influence with his sovereign, its

present respectable condition.

Before taking leave of Ayub to enfbark for Peru,

we may visit the long line of shops where they sell

playthings for children.

On your return to CSalata, coast along the quarter

of the Fanar, and if the day fce fiile, you may have

an opportunity of seeing the smiling face, the becom-

ing dress, and the graceful form of many a pretty

Greek girl.

Appendix to Sixth Day .

The mosque anil cemeteries of Ayyb, with the

mausoleums of Sultana Validc and llussim Pacha,

are the richest and most beautiful things I have

seen in this empire. The enclosures, and most of

the other parts, are of pure whflc marble, in some

places richly gilt, and otherwise highly decorated.

Many of the mausoleums here have growing on them

rose bushes and otherflowering sly:ubs,which appear

to be well Jtaken care of; and many of them arc

protected by what appeared to me, a covering of

gold net work. You may go all round an$l through

the different winding lanes and avenues, and look

in on all that is worth seeing, but the entrance to

these places is interdicted to Franks. Nothing can

be finer than the view of the Porte from the hill at

the back of Ayub . Here I saw many descendants

of the prophet in religious garbs.
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Seventh Day.

I am now going to lead you a dance through terra

incognita . All that I have before described has

been seen by me. What I am now going to bring

to your notice I have learned from others, and

will not answer for the correctness of the descrip-

tions, although I have no doubt that* they will be

found substantially true. It is an unfrequented

part of Constantinople, one that has been rarely vi-

sited by Christians from foreign countries, and is as

little known to strangers as the most interdicted parts

of Pekin.

We will proceed to the new quarter of the Ar-

menians and visit the ancient gate of Theodosia,

which is on the Sea of Marmora, towards the south-

ern part of the- city, and may be found in the low

grounds among the gardens called Vlanga Bastan.

It is said to be worth the trouble to dive into the

interior of the city to visit an ancient monument

called the Column of Arcadius, which is in the inte-

rior of a Turkish house. Not far from this, is"an

ancient cistern converted ftito a garden, and like that

near the gate of Egri Kapouri
,
is called Chukar

Bastan.

Returning towards the sea, near the gate of Psa-

matia
,
we find some ancient buildings, and two

handsome churches
;
one Greek, the other Arme-

nian. These churches were built not many years
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since, during the reign of Sultan Selim.
t

If ever

there was a tolerant prince, Selim was one. A
proof of this is, the number of Christian churches

that were built in every part of the dty during his

time.

On going towards the Seven Towers, you will

find near the gate of Kauli Kapouri, the mosque

called Imraclio Djdtnisi, remarkable for the ancient

paintings whipli arc•therein, and which have been

so well preserved. It was fonnerly the church of

St. Jean Studius, with which was connected a very

large convent. There is an ancient cistern of

twenty-four columns to be seen here.

Near this mosque they show you the entrance of

a subterranean corridor, which extends, it is said,

far beyond the walls of the city, but it is filled with

water the greater part of the year. It is probable

that this is one of those ancient •isterns to be found

every where in Constantinople.

Near the Seven Towers, is a large pile of mar-

ble balls and fragments of the same, which were

fired by Magomet the Second, against the walls of

the® city, and which have been collected and depo-

sited here, as one among die many memorials of the

capture of Constantinople.

As I have now exhausted all the knowledge I

have been able to collect respecting this part of the

city, and as we have much time on our hands, I

would recommend an exploring party to proceed in

a northerly direction, nearly in a line with the walls

of Constantinople, until they strike the gate of Top
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Kapouri. In this course they will meet with seve-

ral mosques, some Greek churches and ancient cis-

terns. Over the gate-way, they will observe some

large marble Cannon balls, covered with Arabic or

Turkish inscriptions. From thence the party can

return by the mosques of Movra Gurani and the

foolish woman . From thence to the mosque of the

female slave market te> the landing of Paond Pacha

Kapouri
,
where a boat may bcHakcn for Pera.

In tin's exploring party all that may be discovered

will be their own. The course marked out, com-

prises a part of the capital little known to Franks.

I have been particular in my inquiries, and have

never known or heard of any persons that have ever

penetrated this quarter beyond Movra. Gurani from

the harbour. This, and the new and small quarter

of BlacqveniP
,
at the head of the harbour, merit the

particular attention of travellers. The immense

ruins of palaces in this latter quarter, are evidences

of its having been the seat of taste and elegance,

and it would be strange indeed, if after a careful

examination, some of the works executed during

the reign of Justinian, besides that of the rebuilding

of St. Sophia, should noi be found. To excite a

spirit of research in the traveller, I will mention a

few of that emperor’s works.

To enable himself to execute the splendid ideas

he had formed towards the embellishment of the ca-

pital, Justinian invited to it, Prompius and Anther-

mus, and of the six books written by the former on

edifices, one of them is confined to those of Con-
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stantinople alone. The others relate to
# those of

Mesopotamia, Syria, Armenia, and the Euxine, Eu-

rope, Asia Minor, and Palestine. Italy was not

thought worthy of notice.

The edifices of Justinian were cemented by the

blood mid treasure of the people. Nevertheless,

those stately structures appeared to announce the

prosperity of the eftipirc, and? did" actually display

the magnificence of the emperor, and the skill of

his architects. There is reason to believe that Pro-

clus discovered the composition of gun-powder, or

erf something very similar to it, which was employed

in the destruction of the Gothic fleet.

The description given of St. Sophia^ after its re-

storation by Justinian, at which lie is said to have

worked as a common labourer, is too long for intro-

duction here. I would therefore refer the traveller

to Gibbon, or some other historian on the subject.

The exclamation, however, of Justinian, at the ter-

mination of his labours on this edifice, may convey

some idea of it& splendour apd magnificence •

“Glory be Jo God who has thought me worthy to

accomplish so great a work
;

I have vanquished,

thee, ( ) Solomon !”

In about twenty years after this, part of the

church of St. Sophia was overthrown by an earth-

quake, and in the thirty-sixth year of the reign of

Justinian, its splendour was again restored by his

perseverance, and at the second dedication of whicli

he assisted. This temple, after a lap^p of twelve

centuries, remains a stately nqonument to his fame.

VOL. II.—II
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In Constantinople, and the adjoining suburbs, Jus-

tinian dedicated twenty-five churches to the honour

of Christ, the Virgin, and the Saints. Most of these

churches were decorated with marble and gold, and

their situations were chosen in spacious squares or

pleasant groves, on the margin of the sea-shore, or

on some lofty eminence, which commanded a view

of the continents of Europe and Asia.

The Byzantine palace, which had been damaged

by fire, was restored with new magnificence, and

some notion may be conceived of the whole edifice

by the description of the vestibule, which from the

doors or roof, was called “ the brazen palace.” The
dome was supported by massive pillars, the walls

and pavement were ornamented with many coloured

marbles, the emerald-green of Laconia, the fiery

red, and white Phrygian intersected with veins of a

sea-green hue. Tj these embellishments may be

added, the Mosaic paintings of the dome and sides,

representing the glories of African triumphs, <fcc.

On the Asiatic shore was built as the summer re-

sidence of Justinian, the splendid palace of Hc-
racm, the foundation and lower story of which ’are

still in good preservation, and may be seen a mile or

two beyond Bastangi Baschi
,
on the left of the road.

Every where Justinian displayed his taste and

passion for building. The churches of the Holy
Apostles and Saint John of Ephesus, were built on

the same splendid model.

The temple to the Virgin at Jerusalem, was erect-

ed without regard to labour or expense. Hospitals
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were every where built for the relief of the weary

traveller. In Egypt, Syria, and Africa, new churches

were built, dedicated to every saint in the calendar;

and almost every city in the empire, obtained from

this munificentprince, the solid advantages of bridges,

hospitafs, aqueducts, and fortifications.

The fortifications of the empire both in Europe

and Asia, were multiplied byflustinian. From Bel-

grade, on th® Daurtbc, to the Euxinc, a chain of

eighty fortified places was extended along the banks

of that great river. Single watch-towers were

changed into spacious citadels
;
vacant walls, which

the engineers contracted or enlarged, according to

circumstances, were filled with garrisons. The vil-

lage of his birth became a great city, which ex-

tended its jurisdiction over seven provinces, and by

the strength of its walls, resisted during the life of

Justinian, the assaults of the Hilns and Sclavonians.

The fortifications of the Strait of Thermopylae were

strengthened, and a strong wall was built from the

sea-shore to the Ifhessalian mountains, which occu-

pied every practicable entrance. The walls of Co-

rinth, and the mouldering bulwarks of Athens and

Plataea, were rebuilt
;
and the open cities of Pelo-

ponnesus covered by the fortifications of the Isth-

mus of Corinth.

These were a few of the many works of a single

emperor, and it is difficult to believe that in his fa-

vorite city, the capital of his empire, the church of

St. Sophia, should be the only monument of

his piety, his magnificence and munificence, and
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passion fcr building, that remains in Constantinople.

I have noticed the bronze statues which orna-

mented the hippodrome ; those of marble have no

doubt suffered the fate of all those which were ex-

posed to Turkish barbarism and prejudice. The
burnt pillar remains, a3 does also the mural or built

up column, divested of its rich and highly orna-

mented covering of b?ass. But what has become

of the Theodosian Column of white marble, and one

hundred and forty-seven feet in height, from which

the blinded and degraded Mouzouffc was hurled

head long, and dashed to pieces on the pavement

below? What has become of the thousand other

ornaments of the city, too massive for the hand of

man to destroy, either in sport or malice, and the

vestige of the palaces erected by successive em-

perors ?

For forty days dflring the reign of Justinian, vio-

lent earthquakes shook not only Constantinople, but

other parts of the Roman Empire, which probably

destroyed many noble edifices and monuments;

and since the fall of the empire, the colossal statue

of Justinian, cast in bronze, erected on a column of

the same, material, and having a stone pedestal of

seven steps, which stood in the square before the

church of St. Sophia, was molten into cannon, by

the victorious Turks; but the porphyry column

erected by the first of the Constantines still remains

erect, as it were, in defiance of time and the ele-

ments. What has become of the other monuments

of equal solidity, and which were equally calculated
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to resist the effects of time, and the convulsions of

nature ? We can only suppose that they have been

sacrificed to the cupidity, the violence, and the mis-

chievous propensities of man.

In a government where whatever might.be con-

sumcd*for its present wants, or reserved for the fu-

ture use of the state, was liable to a first and impe-

rative demand for the pomp «r pleasure of the reign-

ing monarch and his will or discretion only, could

define the measure of his expenses both public and

private, there was a great display of magnificence.

The primitive edifice of the first Constantine, was

a copy and a rival of one at ancient Rome, and the

gradual improvements of his successors aspired to

emulate the wonders of the old world. In the tenth

contury, the Byzantine palace was pre-eminent for

its strength, size, and magnificence. It surpassed

the capitol of Home, the pulaoe of Rcrgamus, the

temple of Adrian, the pyramids of .Egypt and the

pharos at Rhodes, considered as the wonders of

their respective figes.

What lu4s become of all these splendours ? Alas,

tlffc city that could give an obelisk to embellish

Rome, has nothing to .show of all her former mag-

nificence fhat has yet been discovered, but the mea-

gre remains which I have brought to notice in our

seven days’ excursions
;
yet the historian gravely

declares, that those who wore the imperial purple

were all anxious to leave behind them some solid

memorial of their greatness.

If by what I have said, I should excite a spirit of

h 2
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investigation in my readers, and thereby give rise

to new objects of curiosity, or cause new light to be

thrown on those which I have presented to their

view, my object will be effected; and I shall be

amply repaid for the few leisure hours spent in the

hasty composition of these pages.

Turkish prejudice has heretofore opposed a bar-

rier to research, but the time has arrived, when an

enlightened Sultan has removed all obstruction to

investigation. Tlie Christian in Constantinople, is

now nearly as secure from insult, as in any part of

Christendom, and may pursue his inquiries, without

apprehension of injury, or fear of interruption from

any one.

Appendix to the Seventh Day*

The column of Arcadius is to be seen within the

domains of a Turk: The different fires that have

happened around it, have reduced it to an irregular

demi-calcined mass, which might well be mistaken

for a common rock,

Antiquaries however, by the discovery of some-

thing like an A and an E, have made out to tliVsir

satisfaction, that the inscription related to Arcadius

and Eudoxia, and what is supposed to be'the pedes-

tal, is eighteen feet in height. The base, (or shaft)

of the column, measured twelve feet in diameter,

which is the proportion of the Doric order for a

column of one hundred and twenty feet; the height

of Arcadius’ column. This can be nothing more

nor less, than the remains of the aforesaid column

of Arcadius.
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One writer felicitates himself on making the no-

table discovery of an A and an E, “which surely,”

he says, “ can mean nothing else than Arcadius and

Eudoxia!”

“ Et qui, bicn surcment, sont Ics lettres initial •

* d’Arcadius ct d’Eudoxia.” Pertusier.

Wheeler, Tourrrcfort and#Pocock say, that the

figures in b^s-relie/, with which the column was

embellished, could be easily traced in their time;

that it was one hundred and twenty feet high, and

bore the statue of a mortal who was unworthy of

his elevation.

In a few years more perhaps, every vestige of this

column of Arcadius will have disappeared.

There has been some dispute whether this was

not the triumphal column of Theodosius; but that

of Theodosius was hollow, and was ascended by

an interior flight of steps, of which, there is, in this,

no appearance. In other respects they were both

alike, and equally ornamented with figures in bas-

relief. Besides, the Theodosian column stood near

th% forum of Constantine, and is supposed to have

been demolished by Bajazet, to obtain materials for

building his baths.

Seeing the passion of the Turks for lofty build-

ings, such as minarets, which no doubt caused the

preservation of the town of Galata, built by Anasta-

sius,) the Seven Towers and other edifices, one

would suppose that they would have respected the

column of Theodosius. Yet nothing will excite
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surprise, „when the reader is informed, that I have

seen the materials of a beautiful temple, built at

Nicomedia by Dioclesian, and dedicated by him to

thegods, in progress of being moved off by cart-

loads, to build a woolen-cap factory. In fact, the

most precious relies of the arts and of national

greatness are converted by them to the vilest pur-

poses.
11 Imperial Casar, dead, and tyrned to clay,

May stop a hole to keep the wind away.”

THE

DIVISIONS OR aUARTERS OF CONSTANTINOPLE,

ACCOllblNO TO THE ANUIENTS.

Ill’ to the present, I have carefully avoided any

guide but my own senses, in describing the scenery,

the manners and customs of Constantinople and its

vicinity. I have not looked into books, but have

set down my thoughts as they struck me, and while

impressions were fresh on my mind.

With the exception of the few historical notes

appended to the Itinerary, I am answerable for the

truth of all I have said on the subject. What that

is, I do not entirely remember
;

I have no copy of

it, and in very many instances, I have not even read

over, or in any way corrected what I have written.
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The Itinerary, which was the thought* of a mo-
ment, as a means of whiling away a few leisure

hours of a severe and somewhat protracted sickness,

has, in the progress of its production, satisfied me,

that unless I do as others have done, I can never

convey*a suitable idea of what Constantinople was

in the days of its splendour ; and by contrast give

to the reader a proper idea of what it is.

I have therefore Collected the works of some few

authors which have been saved from the terrible

conflagration which in a few hours swept away

Pera, and all its palaces, leaving scarcely “ a wreck

behind.” These books, written in different ages, I

have placed before me, and on examination, I find

that the knowledge of one, is freely made use of to

fill the pages of another
;
and if the more modern

writers have introduced any thing into their books

which may bear the appcaraiffce of novelty, or a

claim to investigation, it will be found generally, to

consist more in a cliangp of words to express the

same thing, than an addition of fcicts or circumstan-

ces. If any thing really new be hit upon, it is

infroduced in such slight quantities, and is so hidden

among a mass of verbiage, that it is scarcely to be

distinguished.

The siege and capture of Constantinople by Ma-

homet the Second, the horrors perpetrated by the

Turks, the death of Palcologus, and the names of

the successive Sultans who have filled the throne

of the Ottoman Empire, have been copied over

and over by every traveller and historian who
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and an obelisk brought from Thebes, which was

presented by Constantine to the city of Rome, as a

memorial of his gratitude and munificence, on liis

visit to that city.

The sixth occupied the summit of the second hill,

where the burnt column now stands. It extended

to the second valley, and took in the column of Con-

stantine, the church of Saint Anastasius, and the

hot baths.

The seventh was situated on the summit of the

third hill. It occupied the spot where the Bazaars

stand, and it was used for the same purpose as they

are. There was also in this region, a high pillar

or obelisk, ornamented with bas-relief, on the top

of which was a vane to indicate the direction of the

wind. The principal forum of Theodosius, and his

triumphal column, also stood here.

The eighth, was ^situated behind the third hill,

towards the south. It did not border on the sea

in any part. There stood here a vast portico, which

extended from the porphyry column, (the burnt pil-

lar), to the column of Theodosius, the IJasilican, or

great church of this emperor, and the capital.

The ninth, embraced the space comprised be-

tween the aqueduct, the mosque of Suleiman, and

the gardens called Vlanga Bastan. It took in the

gate, the magazines of Theodosius, and also a fo-

rum bearing his name.

The tenth occupied the valley which the acque-

duct crosses. It contained the hot baths of Con-
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stantine, and the great fountain and aqueduct of

Valens, which still conveys water to the third and

fourth hill.

The eleventh, occupied the summit of the fourth

hill and its north side. It extended to the walls

which "separated the fourteenth region, Blacquerne,

from the rest of the city. It contained the palace

of Facilien, the cistern of Artadius and that of Mo-
dcstus. The chuith of the Holy Apostles, not in-

ferior to that of St. Sophia, was in this district
;
also

the Virginal column, (the column of Marcius), which

had the miraculous power of distinguishing the vir-

tuous girls, from those who had ceased to be so.

The twelfth, occupied the scventhjiill, Xerolo-

phas, and separated the six others, by a large valley.

It included the Golden Gate, the porticos of the

Troad, and the cistern of Arcadius.

The thirteenth, was not witJiin the walls of the

city. It stood on the opposite side of the harbour,

and occupied the place where the suburbs of Galata

and Pcra now stand. It contained a theatre, the

forum of Honorius and a naumachia, or place for

tlifc exhibition of sea-fights.

The fourteenth distrief occupied the sixth hill, and

included t£at quarter of the city called Blacquernes.

It contained a theatre, extensive baths, the ruins of

which still exist
;
as well as a remarkable palace,

the walls of which are in good preservation, and

called by the Turks, Tekir Serai. This is, no

doubt, the celebrated palace called the Blacquerne,

which occupies so conspicuous a place m Walter

VOL. II.—
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Scott’s romance of “ Count Robert of Paris.” I

have seen it somewhere asserted, that one of the

richest jewels belonging to the Ottoman throne, was

found by a child, among the rubbish of this palace.

Of this quarter of the city, little is said by travel-

lers. One among the most intelligent of them

speaks of it as follows :
" That quarter which stands

at the west angle of the city, at fhc head of the har-

bour, is called Blakerns. There was formerly here

a monastery dedicated to the Virgin, and celebrated

for the miracles which she performed. There arc

only a few ruins Of it now remaining, and an aiasma\

or sacred fountain, still renowned among the Greeks

for the virtues of its waters. This is confided to

the protection of a Turk, who distributes the water

for money.”

I hope this short compilation may not prove un-

acceptable.
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PERA AND GALANA.

Before I begin a description of Pcra and Galata,

it becomes absolutely necessary that I should give a

slight sketch of their history, in order that you

may have syeme idea of the strange anomaly, of

two large towns forming the suburbs of the capital

of an empire, under a government the most despotic

*on earth, and with an established religion supposed

to be the most intolerant and fanatic, enjoying more

privileges, greater exemption from the operation and

clFcct of the laws, and greater toleration of religion,

(as far as the government is concerned,) and free-

dom of conscience, than any other towns in Eu-

rope.

The name of Frank is a sufficient passport and

protection from the Turkish authorities
;
and an

Elche, as the representative of Jiis government, re-

ceives from all classes, almost as much homage as

a Sovereign prince.

Galata is a walled t(Avn, occupied by jhe Frank

merchants, all of whom have their counting-houses

and magazines there. The most wealthy, reside in

the villages on the Bosphorus, or in Pera, the resi-

dence of the foreign ministers, the turgemans, the

rich bankers and fancy store-keepers, who occupy

the front rooms of the lower stories of most of the

houses on the principal stree$. Here are also many
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Christian churches, and monasteries of various de-

nominations, which, in their proper place, I shall

endeavour to enumerate and describe. Here, innu-

merable priests, who are maintained by the various

Christian sects, throng the streets, always dressed

in their canonicals. Here also resort the adventu-

rers and vagabonds of all nations, in search of for-

tune, or to avoid' the pursuit of justice. When a

man is in desperate circumstances, or considered too

bad for society in any part of the Mediterranean,

they have a saying which is intended to express the

utmost contempt, and to convey the greatest insult

that can be offered to character, “ andate en Levante,”

or “go to fera.” The English and Americans,

when they wish to consign a human being to the

hands of his satanic majesty, have a somewhat si-

milar expression, but it does not convey the same

idea of character.
1

But it is time that I should begin the task I have

proposed to myself, in which I shall make use of

such historical fact? and observations, as I may find

ready prepared for me, and are pertinent to my sub-

ject, and shall throw in such remarks on the charac-

ter and manners of society, as have suggested them-

selves to me during my residence here.

The suburb of Galata extends along the northern

shore of the harbour, between Top Hana, the gun

foundry, and Ters Hana
,
the navy-yard. It is

bounded on the north by Pera, which is joined to,

and overlooks it.

Galata was formerly called Sika, in consequence
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of the fig trees which covered the summit on which

Pera now stands. It afterward took the name of

Justinianopolis, to perpetuate the name of Justinian,

who had been very liberal towards tins place.

This emperor, besides the embellishments which

he mafle in this suburb, furnished the inhabitants

with a direct communication with Constantinople,

by means of a find bridge thrown across the head

of the harbour. Blit in spite of the desire which

he manifested that his name should pass to posterity

with this town, as well as many others, which he ex-

hausted the resources of the empire to establish

the inhabitants of Justianianopolis, even at that early

period, manifested the character whielj their poste-

rity have inherited, and have lost the recollection of

their benefactor together with his name, in having

taken that of Galata, which the merchants of Genoa,

Pisa, and Venice, gave to it. • The ancient wralls

which surround Galata, built by this mercantile

community, still exist in tolerably good preservation.

Galata has scarcely change^ its character from

what it was during the later ages of the Greek em-

pire. This suburb is still inhabited by merchants,

originally strangers, the Inajor part of wl*pm come
to this country to remain only long enough to make

their fortune; being favoured by the prerogatives

attached to the title of Frank. There are some

who make up their minds to make it their perma-

nent residence, but in these cases, it is generally

marriage connexions, or some other motive equally

cogent, which produces this determination.

I 2
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The buildings which are used as store houses,

are of stone, vaulted, with iron-doors and window

shutters, to make them fire-proof. These precau-

tions are very necessary for the preservation of the

rich deposits which they contain, and which not-

withstanding oftentimes fall a prey to the flames.

At the back of Galata, there is a high and magni-

ficent tower, where there is always a look-out, and

from the top of which the alarm is given the mo-

ment a fire breaks out in any part of the city, or

suburbs. “ Yanguenvat ” " there is a fire,” often

disturbs the repose of night, and is repeated by the

croaking voices of the numerous watchmen sta-

tioned in each quarter, freezing with fear the waking

inhabitants, who sometimes hear the alarm too late

for their own safety.

These watchmen pass the night in making the

rounds, armed with heavy staffs shod with iron,which

when struck on the pavement, make a singular noise

that may be heard at a great distance. It is their

duty on seeing any extraordinary tight in a house,

to apprize the inhabitants of it, that proper precau-

tions may be taken.

The most beautiful view1
in the world, is from the

top of the tower of Galata. Whichever way you

turn your eye, you do not cease to admire the views

that present themselves. Here the seraglio, into

the grounds of which you look. There, Constanti-

nople, in its full extent, is spread out before you..

The suburbs
;
the Bosphorus with all its villages £

Galata under your feet
;
Pera

;
the harbour with its
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forest of shipping, and myriads of boats
; Hop Hana;

Ters Hana

;

the Sea of Marmora, with all its isles,

are in one vast and beautiful picture, under your eye.

There is a beautiful mosque at Galata near Top

Hana
,
called Arab Djamisi

,
or the Negro {dosque.

Near this, is a fountain which discharges miraculous

water, which has the property of assisting women
in child-birth ! THb Turks have fnany of these su-

perstitions which they certainly do not owe to the

doctrines of Mahomet, but to their gross ignorance,

and their frequent contact with people of different

beliefs. Ghosts are much dreaded by the Turks, as

is also the effect of the “ evil eye A kind and an

affectionate look from a Christian, to a Turkish

child, lias given so much distress to its mother, that

the Christian lias been asked to spit in the child’s

face, or offer it some other indignity, to undo the

clmrm which the kind look w*3 supposed to liave

conveyed. This is what is called the “ evil eye.”

Galata is cut up by narrow and crooked streets and

lanes, having in many places a rapid and fatiguing

ascent. Some arc very populous, and others are to

abearance, almost deserted. One might suppose

that these wdre destitute of inhabitants. #The first

are occupied by the tavern and shop-keepers, the

latter by the foreign merchants.

A residence in Pera is exceedingly gloomy and

disagreeable. In the winter the gutters are filled

with mud, which prevents your leaving the house;

and in the summer, from the heated and impure air

which can scarcely be respired.
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Besidec the foreign merchants and shop-keepers,

there is at Galata a dense population of Jews, Turks,

and Christians
;
people from every part ofthe known

world, and rascals of every description. Galata is

the commercial part of Constantinople
;
there fo-

reignvessels discharge their cargoes, and for tfne con-

venience of the merchants, there is a custom-house

established at the' place of landing merchandise.

A more crowded, bustling, dirty hole, than Ga-

lata, it would be difficult to find. Its neighbour

Pera, is filthy enough in all conscience
;
but Galata

has the advantage of being situated far below Pera,

and serves as a receptacle for all the filth that is

brought down by the rains, from the latter. Sca-

vengers are unknown here, and if water does not

descend from heaven in sufficient quantities to

cleanse the streets, the filth collects in them from

year to year, poisonkig the atmosphere, and produ-

cing plague and pestilence, carrying with them the

besom of destruction.

There is nothing to interest a traveller at Galata,

except it be the mosque and beautiful Persian foun-

tain at Top Hana. All the rest is chaffer and bar-

ter, cheating and roguery. The Christian churches,

of which I shall speak more hereafter, are built

quite low, with a high wall, which suirounds and

conceals them. I have visited five. The Arme-
nian church of Saint Gregorio, the Greek churches

of the Virgin and Saint Nicholas, and the Catholic

churches of Saint Christo and Saint John. In this

latter, I saw a picture pf the saint, clothed in skins,
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and walking off, apparently very well satisfied with

himself, with his head in a dish under his arm. He
had however another head on his shoulders. There

were three other churches, which I di& not visit.

On leaving Galata to go to Pcra, you may take

the waj by the great tower, where you will be an-

noyed by beggars at every corner and sideway
;
or

you may take the rrtorc pleasant foute by the Petit

Champ ties Worts. •

On arriving at the height near the walls, within

which the Britisli palace once stood, the ruins of

which now only remain, you have a fine view of the

burying-ground, loaded with its forest of evergreen

cypress, and its countless thousands of grave-stones,

with its winding paths, crossing one another in eve-

ry direction, and converting into a labyrinth this

truly beautiful spot. Here resort the grave and the

gay, the old and the young, th® rich and the poor

;

who on all festivals, when the weather will permit,

and on every pleasant afternoon, seek at this place

health and exercise, and freedom from that ennui
m

which eternally haunts them at home.

*fhcre is something indescribably pleasant in

standing at tlfe spot just mentioned, and^plunging

the sight, as it were, down the sloping verdant banks,

through the thick foliage of the cypress, into the

deep valley below. At intervals, your eye catches

the gray funeral stones which speckle the verdure,

and the next moment rests on living groups of men,

women, and children, gaily sporting among the me-
morials of death. Deep in

#
the low ground, you
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catch a glimpse of the long line of houses which

bound this cemetery, the inhabitants of which being

accustomed to its vicinity, have lost all sense of me-

lancholy or dread of their last home.

The eye rapidly passes over this interesting

scene, to the navy-yard, the Otmcidan (or arrow

place,) the smiling valley of sweet waters, the in-

termediate villages, Ayub, the'’harbour constantly

animated by a thousand busy l&ticks
,
plying to and

fro in every direction. The wide and extensive

view over the Thracian wilds. The noble barracks

of Ramos Tchifflir and the city of Constantinople,

with its numerous mosques and spires. The eye,

however, becomes somewhat fatigued with so many
objects of beauty, each of which of itself is suffi-

cient to claim the attention
;
and turning our backs

on the whole of this grand scene, we plunge our

aching sight into the crooked and narrow lanes and

filthy streets of Pera.

Pera is inhabited by people from nearly all the

nations of the earth; and as many different lan-

guages are spoken, as there are differentiations ex-

isting in it. It is the modern Babel, without Its

stateliness and splendour. J Those from Europe call

themselves Franks

;

the rest are called Rayahs in

general ; although the Greeks, Armenians and Jews,

have each a distinctive title which indicates their

relationship to the Ottoman Porte, as a conquered,

an invited, or a visiting people. Of this I shall en-

deavour to treat more at large hereafter.

This modern Babylon, which ha3 as many differ-
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ent interests as there arc nations is it
; ihistsingular

want of union, of principle and good faith; this

self-love which prevails
;

this desire of rising to

eminence and to fortune, by effecting* the downfall

of their neighbours
;
regardless of the means, pro-

vided life end be attained
;

this total prostration of

honour, honesty, truth, and morality
; all prevail in

Pcra, to a greater degree, thaiw pcrlftips in any other

part of the wgrld, and have grown out of its com-

mercial and political relations, the great sources of

duplicity and chicanery, and the parents of all the

other vices which stalk forth in the full blaze of day,

in the street and the lanes, of this contemptible fil-

thy domi-suburb. I say street and lanes, because

there is but one street, and this scarcely deserves

the name
;
and I say demi-suburb

, because Galata

forms ihe other half.

There were once here some handsome houses, oc-

cupied by the ambassadors and representatives ofthe

different nations having relations with the Porte, and

as every bubble ?s swelled in Pera, into a balloon,

these houses were called palaces and all houses are

caltbd so, in which a minister resides.

There is buf one of these houses now regaining ;

the rest were swept away by the sea of fire which

lately rolled over this modem Gomorrah. Yet in

the wooden, clap-boarded sheds, the work of a few

months, we see the Spanish palace, the Tuscan pa-

lace, the American palace, &c. &c.

These palaces are crowded as near as they can

be got, to the grand centre of the nobility of Pera,
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that is tcf say, at tte quatre coins
, or in other words,

where the lane leading from the Petit Champ des

Moris
,

crosses the dirty, crooked, narrow street,

which runs along the ridge or back-bone of Pera.

Here stand two large stone houses facing one an-

other, belonging to and occupied by wealthy dro-

germen, in the employ of foreign legations,who have

become rich by their 3trict regard to the prevailing

morals of Pera ; and opposite7 to these, stand two

houses of wood, but so painted as scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from stone. This is the centre of Pera,

the Holy of Holies, the Sanctum Sanctorum, where

you may kneel down, and kiss the earth. You are

now in the very heart of the paradise of Pera. No
doubt Moore must have had this in his mind’s eye

when he wrote his “ Pera and Paradise.” From this

point, a radius of about one hundred yards, will

sweep round and beyond all the diplomacy, the Tur-

gemanic nobility, and ill-gotten wealth of this cele-

brated speck
;
which is hardly to be distinguished

on the map of Constantinople and its suburbs.

The American palace, a wooden buSding of two

stories, and four small rooms on a story, stands hap-

pily within this envied 'circle, or just within its

verge ; and from the upper windows of which, is

a fine view of the coast of Asia, Olympus, the

Sea of Marmora, the seraglio, and the harbour. It

looks down on the canaille situated in the slope be-

yond (out of the circle,) and extending to Top
Hana.

No description can possibly give you a sufficient
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idea of the narrowness, the filthiness, and«the crook-

edness of the lanes of Pera. Many of the streets

of New-York, have admitted a comparison with the

horns of a cow ; but I know of no comparison which

which will suit the lanes of Pera, unless it be the

stick Of wood that was so crooked that it could not

lie still, but was ever seeking a position of rest. No
one thinks of going into the* streets, after a spell of

damp weather, except it be with a singular kind of

galoshoe, which placed on the feet, gives the wearer

the appearance of being on stilts.

There is but one street in Pera which will admit

of the passage of a cart. Of course carriages can

no where bemused. Some families'(of the nobility)

are provided with sedans. I believe there may be

as many as four, perhaps half a dozen in the place.

When the ladies of a family are invited to one of

the ambassador’s “ large parties,” they get into these

chairs, and arc carried off, one at a time, by four

stout hamals or porters, through mud and mire,

splashing on both sides, the single files of foot pas-

sengers who occupy the narrow trottoirs, where

there are any. On their arrival at the palace, they

wait in a prii&te room for their companions to join

them, before they make their grand entree.

There is little more to be said respecting the to-

pography of Pera, except, that it is nearly sur-

rounded with grave-yards, the only agreeable places

to be found near it.

The forms and construction of society in Pera

merit particular notice, which though I despair of

VOL. II.—

K
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doing justice to thsm, I shall endeavour to deline-

ate. Let no one take to himself or herself the

portrait, however well it may resemble them. I

shall describe classes, and not individuals. If the

likcness .be correct, no one will have cause to be

offended
; if incorrect, no one can possibly’be of-

fended, because no one will be able to recognise it.

My business as a traveller, is to describe what I

see, and to describe it accurately. I am a servile

copyist. I cannot make morals or beauties, where

neither morals nor beauties exist. I am in this re-

spect a perfect Chinese.

A gallant commodore, once in our navy, employed

a Chinese to take his likeness. The Chinese was

faithful to nature. Not a mole, a scratch, nor a

wart escaped him. Every thing was put down.

The florid, bluff, fat cheeks, the pug nose, the small,

twinkling gray eye, ‘the puckered mouth and double

chin. When the picture was finished the commo-

dore appeared no ways satisfied, though every one

else pronounced the performance admirable. “Why
you no like him ?” asked the Chinese. •» “Because

it is so horridly ugly,” replied the commodote.

The Chinese, in the most ihelancholy tone possible,

exclaimed, “ But how can make pretty, when no

got?”

I hope I may succeed better than the Chinese,

and find some beauties, and fewer blemishes to note.

Yours truly,
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LETTER XXV.

T*cra, February 16, 1833.

My dear

I am almost afrsftd that you will think my picture

of the population of Pera is too highly charged, but

be assured that it is not so
;

for if I ever drew a

correct likeness with my pen, this is one. It is an

abominable place, and there is an abominable set

of people in it. I could relate to you many anec-

dotes about them that would surprise you, if it were

worthwhile.

I may perhaps give you another sketch of them

;

but I am from time to time vcPy sick and good for

nothing. This last attack of mine has been a ter-

rible blow to me. It has deprived me of all my
strength, and I fear I shall never recover it. Some-

times, I haye no energy whatever. I feel as if the

vrtiole world, and all that is in it, were indifferent

to me. This'climate never will suit me
; J cannot

live longTiere. I abandon myself to my fate, what-

ever it may be. I am sometimes exceedingly

wretched
;
perhaps no one in my situation, could

be more so. My only amusement is in writing to

you; and even that, I sometimes have to force upon

myself until I get interested in the matter. But I
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tire you toith my 'glooms, I do not know what I

shall begin at next.

Before I leave Pera, I must give you some notion

of the religious fanaticism here, and of the Christ-

ians. Ignorance and superstition go hand in hand.

I fear I shall not be able to do justice to the state

of things.

I send you a sketch of a morning’s observation.

It may help to give an idea of the land I live in,

and of the kind of people who inhabit it.

Yours truly.

DIARY.

FROM 9 O’CLOCK A. M. TO 3 P. M.

Pera> Feb . 9, 1833.—This being a pleasant day,

and what would be called in this place, “ un temps

magnifique,” I have determined, if it can be pos-

sible, to pass one entire day in the Perote fashion, at

a conspicuous window and a street before me.

Thus seated, pen in hand, my attention was sobn

attractedby perceiving I bad a fair rival, three doors

from myself, who had also, as usual, (for thus she

passes every day), arranged herself for gathering

news for the following evening. At the head of

the street, sat an old beggar woman, who from time

to time, cried out, “una para, pour l’amor de St.

Maria, una para,” and by calling herself orfano,
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(occasionally) caused the purse fef Perotg liberality

to open, and give her a para. \Beggars after beg-

gars passed, all proceeding to the A. J. from whom
they receive a daily sum. Next caflie a poor Jew

pedlar, crying out in a shrill, piercing tone “ Cot-

tone ^nericano,” and my fair rival soon disappeared,

and poor “ Yahoudi” was seen approaching her

door. For two loqg hours, there Jie remained, and

after having displayed every article in his pack,

from silk, down to the aforesaid American cotton,

madame la Drogomanesse, dismissed him by pur-

chasing a skein of thread. On he went, still crying

his old favorite song, until perhaps another patro-

nising dame made just such another purchase.

Whack ! whack ! went the knocker of a neighbour-

ing door between me, and “ ma belle compagnone”

and upon turning my eyes towards the spot, I found

I had been preceded, and the yholc errand of the

hamal, (a porter) had no doubt been determined by

her, even before I had perceived him. A cavaisse

;

a company of balloon-headed Armenians next pass-

ed
;
next came the lady’s husband, and entered al-

njpst unnoticed, but who, to my no small dissatis-

faction, caused her to remove from the post she

occupied*

A few moments passed, and two very important

personages made their appearance at the head of

the street, looking full of dignity, and as they ap-

proached, proved to be two “Attaches,” aspirants

to drogomanical honours, following them, they are
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seen entering Madime’s abode, and soon after here

they go, attaches and all;

“ Such winning graces, such majestic mien,

She moves a goddess, and she looks a queen.” .

No arms are offered, but a respectful distance is

kept between the beaux and the belles. Madame
la Drogomanesse of course take? the lead according

to rank, and away they go, casting their eyes, and

in fact their bodies, for no one position is kept for

two moments. I am perceived, and a killing

glance from their piercing eyes is enough malgrz

moi
,
to cause me to admire them. One hour passes

and here they come full of talk
;
much news, no

doubt great news has been collected
;
videlicet, his

excellency, the ’s caique, has been seen at

Top Hana, and no doubt a visit to the Porte is in-

tended ;
and that M,. the I. has received the latest

dress pattern from Vienna, and that it has blue trim-

mings instead of red. Full of talk, they are met

at the door by their ghostly mother,
rwhose hideously

withered features Warn them of the effects of paint

in younger days. Before they enter, a servant maid

ia perceived at the head of
fc
the street with a bundle.

A minute after she is called to answer t& their in-

quisitive demands. Scarcely have they time to

mount en-haut, before thump, thump, goes the pi-

ano, and for half an hour, its divine strains sooth

me in my laborious task.

A ball being in perspective, the uniform of some
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important personage Has just passed, which is .con-

tained in no less than three large trunks, besides

a hat-box of an immense size.

Next passes a flock of Greek belles, with their

turbaned heads and white veil which serves for no

other purpose than to hide their most beautiful

head-dress.

Walking in wooden overshoes, Jicre they come,

holding their dresses almost “above the knee, to the

no small exposure of a well turned ankle. The old

women as usual behind, that the fairer part of the

company may be seen to advantage.

A number of Perotes now passing down the street,

have stopped in full front of the American palace

to view the goose and gridiron (spread eagle), and

who having perfectly satisfied themselves that the

motto, “ E pluribus unum,” is not in any language

used by “ nous autres,” and having understood that

legation means somethings they are moving off be-

fore a self-important personage, who mounted on

horseback, preceded by a surrigec, and followed by

a servant, proclaims himself to be a Turgeman.

TJieir proffered bows are scarcely noticed, and as

he rides on wjth every feature set and arranged for

action, fr«n the bottom of his soul, he trenlblcswith

fear of the Reis Effendi. His servant carries in his

hand a large tin box, containing perhaps, one soli-

tary production, which has been written and pre-

pared by his hodjaor kiatib, while the master enjoys

the empty reputation of being u tres fort,” (to use

the Perote term), in the Turkish language. And
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dearly is his reputation gained, lor let it rain or

shine, snow or sleet, Monsieur le Turgeman drudges

to obtain the reputation of, “ II cst tres capable

;

ilfait des gremdes affaires /”

Two priests with hoary beards are seen descend-

ing the street, and a Perote having joined* them,

seems to fancy himself between two prophets, and

as they pass on, they are saluted by all who meet

them.

Here comes one of no less importance than a

charge. He takes his daily walk past here pro-

ceeding to the Fs, and although one with few pre-

tentions, carries a bundle of papers in his hand, and

fancies he is of
iC beaucoup d'affaires” After him,

comes a ca*rot man crying out in Turkish, “ hon-

wuchi,
for sale.”

To be faithful to my task, I must mention the

modest Armenian ladies with their red papouches,

who glide along without attracting perhaps, the at-

tention of any one save myself
;
and while their

yackmacks can boast of covering as pretty faces

and flashing eyes, and theirferidjis as well propor-

tioned forms as Pera contains, no one thinks of no-

ticing them. Go to their houses and jherc is Pera

again. While moving along so silently tboy gather

more news than a foreigner would in a week.

And the Turkish ladies must not be forgotten,

for they form a very important article in the passing

events of a day.

Maisle voici! A charge d’affaires (your humble

servant), on horseback, preceded by his cavaisse
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(constable) has just emerged, afd a geiferal rush

was made to the window of my fair friend
;
hus-

band, brother, sister, mother, all run Jo see, and to

conjecture where and for what lie could be going.

In the street he meets two young Pcrote females.

But alas ! they were not noble, nevertheless they

were pretty, and are therefore honoured by a con-

descending nod. Pleased with the attention, they

proceed to boast, n<5 doubt, of the unexpected hon-

our. Kyaksakdjc meets him, and who to show his

manners, touches his head as a salute. Two or

ihrcc hamals ; a Jew, and he disappears. The car-

cass of a dead sheep. A hamal with a huge box.

The master of the Hotel d’Europe. A blind beg-

gar
;
a crazy woman

;
a man crying bread

;
another

fowls; and a third onions; fill up the view.

A few minutes after and a number of horses were

seen passing, destined for the A. S. and a number

of Austrian officers, who mounted them on the great

street of Pcra, and proceeded towards Buyucdcre.

The street has now remained empty for some-

time, but many very interesting objects have passed

tlic head of it. Among these, were two German

pedlars,
5^

number of a%scs loaded with*stone, a

horse with bread, an Araba, a great number of Pe-

rotes passing to and fro, and a led horse. It being

now past two o’clock, the beau-mondc are not seen

out of doors in such numbers, as the cool air and

bright sun of the morning entice forth. Those few

who make their appearance at this hour, are of the
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masculine gender^ and are seen generally at the

" Petit champ des mortsP

A number ^of Turkish females have just passed

with children in their arms, and an attache following

them. .A servant with a bundle, and a yaksakdje

with a letter, arc all I have seen for some time past,

so that I will withdraw from my post, highly grati-

fied with my occupation for the day ; and would

recommend it to any new comdr who may find Pcra

as I have found it.

Wishing to know what occupation or employ-

ment a lady could find at her window in a narrow

street of Pcra, for a whole day, I desired a nephew

of mine to make a note for six hours of the passing

events, which on perusal will be found to be no

trifling concern, and certainly sufficient to afford

subjects for conversation and conjecture for some

hours in the evening.

Suppose for example that all the ladies of Pera,

who had been similarly engaged on the same day,

were to meet in the evening, what possibility would

there be, for each of them to detail fully the news
or occurrences of the day ? None. Weje there as

many different tongues, employed as there are lan-

guages in Pera, they would not suffice.

The Abbe Bernard St. Pierre, created for him-

self a little world on a strawberry leaf ; it would

therefore be hard, if a fertile imagination could not

find something in a lane of thirty yards long, to while
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away a few hours, and afford subjects for inflection.

Let us suppose for an instant, the variety of charac-

ters and nations that have passed, and the eventful

histories that are connected with the life of each

individual, which if fully written out, would fill

nearly all the libraries of the earth ! The Abbe’s

account of his strawberry leaf, and its inhabitants,

makes a good sized book
; i>ut ht)w many books

would a lane of Para and its inhabitants make !

!

The life of man, were lie to live to the age of Me-
thusaleh, would not suffice to read the half of them.

Yours truly.

LETTER XXVI.

^Pera, February, 1833.

My DEAR - -,

tfiiE court of Rome, which directs all Catholic-

ism, has for its? representative at Constantinople, an

Archbishop in partibus in Jidelium,
and allows him

a"title both in Rome and in Constantinople. My
lord C., a native of the island of Chio, is the pre-

sent archbishop, with the title of Archbishop of

Sardis, or Sardice in Roumelie, and Apostolic Vicar

of the Pontificial Chair ;
and whenever present at

any ceremony, he ranks with an ambassador, of
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three claps of the^bell;* and the British ambassa-

dors have never yet refused him this honour.

He has two canons near him, who, with an abbe

and a chancellor, direct all the ecclesiastical affairs.

Several abb£s are the registers and certifiers of

marriages. The chancellor enjoys the same privi-

leges as the chancellors of foreign nations. He
examines all affairs pf conscience and morality;

settles all dissentions in households or families; and

draws up and signs wills.

This archbishop receives a moderate salary from

the court of Rome of some hundreds of crowns

yearly, but which would not suffice to support his

household and other expences, if the government of

France, anti the court of Vienna, did not also grant

him a pension sufficient to maintain them. My
lord C., the present archbishop, is old and un-

healthy, but of a -moral and exemplary character.

Without being a fanatic, he is strict in the perform-

ance of his duties, and is much respected as a wor-

thy old prelate.

From the time of the occupation of ^lalata by the

Genoese, the residence and cathedral of the arch-

bishop,
a
was the church <of St. George, but after-

ward, the emperor of Austria presented to the

court of Rome, the monastery and church of the

• When an ambassador enters the door of his own palace or visits

another palace, or departs, the porter rings a large bell, placed for the

purpose in a convenient situation, giving three distinct peals. The
same honour is shown to the archbishop, as alluded to. A minister

resident, receives two peals, and a charge only one.
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German Trinitarians, whose dress was Arhitc, with

the cross suspended at their sides, and whose con-

vents were suppressed by Joseplj the Second,

throughout his empire.

The court of Rome then ordered this convent

and church to be given as a perpetual residence for

her archbishop at Constantinople, and the cathedral

was transferred to 43era ameng tfie Trinitarians, at

which time, my Idl’d F. of the Franciscan order of

St. Antonia was installed in this cathedral, and when
he died, my lord C. succeeded him. It is situated

in the great street of Pcra.

This cathedral has been several times burnt, and

some years before the last conflagration, my lord

C. had the misfortune to sec his chancellor and the

abbe C. from the island of Tino his secretary, assas-

sinated by some enemy of the said convent of the

Trinitarians. I was the first ^rlio was informed of

this outrage, and hastened to the house at six o’clock

in the morning. The corpses were examined by

the employes of the French ctuyiccllerie.

The bod$r of the chancellor was found wrapped

iif his bed-cover under the bed ; and although every

possible inquiry was made to discover the assassins,

jhey, and the cause of the outrage still remain un-

known.

Twenty thousand dollars are necessary to re-esta-

blish this cathedral in a state of service, and a sub-

scription paper has been written by the archbishop,

and presented by his canon and chancellor to all the

VOL. II.—L.
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Jiideles in 'Constantinople and on the Bosphorus,

who signed his pastoral letter.

The convent and its apartments are ready for the

reception of the archbishop, but finding them rather

damp, he preferred inhabiting the ancient cathedral

of St. George, at Galata until spring; and allows

his chancellor and secretary to remain in a maga-

zine amongst the turns of a house near at hand.

In the revenues of the archbishop, besides his

pensions from different courts, are embraced all the

perquisites of the church, arising from baptisms,

confirmations, marriages and deaths. The income

of his secretary amounts to some seven or eight

hundred dollars.

When the church of the Trinitarians was in a

flourishing condition, there was a considerable gain

from the Armenians who resorted to it, and from the

sale of wax-tapers ‘rind candles; also from alms,

collections, and sermons given every Saturday in

lent. It was then that this church flourished and

did good business, but being now much impaired,

her resources are very much curtailed.

CHURCH OF ST. ANTONIA.

The church of St. Antonia situated on the de-

scent of the French palace in Pera, has several

times been burnt, with the dwelling houses of the

convent, and restored through the influence of

France and Naples. It was lately put upon a rich
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and splendid footing by the loqps of the provincial

father Guifrida; and in the conflagration of the se-

cond of August, which destroyed the means of sup-

port of all nous autres
,
it was again burnt to the

ground. By the aid of the faithful, and -above all

of the Alleppines,* who advanced considerable

sums, a convent of twenty-four chambers with cor-

ridors, and many #
stories high, has been erected.

The four walls of"this church were covered with a

roof to prevent the entrance of the rain and snow,

and it is now within these, that they celebrate the

holy sacrifice of the Roman rite, and which, not-

withstanding its pitiful state, without means, (but

which nevertheless it is able to procure^, is crowded

by the Catholics.

The church of St. Antonia in Pcra, has many re-

sources, and an immense parish when compared

with the other churches. From the French stair-

case to the right and left, all the streets and pas-

sages as far as the “gregt champ des mortsf and

all the district as far as St. Denaetrius, viz. Tatavola

belong to the parish of St. Antonia.
#Thc Alleppines arc of great assistance to this

church. JBy necessary economy, and a j^bod un-

derstanding within the convent, and the apartments

which they let to honest people who arc good pay-

ers, they have quite a fine income. Besides this,

they have the aid of the pious members of the

church from six o’clock in the morning until eleven;

* Catholics, in and from Aleppo, whefe Othello 11 wwfc" the Turk.
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also that of alms qnd collections, and masses, at

from five to twenty piasters each, which are given

on Sundays and holy-days by the faithful. On ftte-

days, there is a continual ebb and flow of attendants,

from three o’clock until vespers. .

The court of Rome gives nothing to this church,

nor to the others in the shape of support, but on the

contrary, demands something, the convent of the

general of this order at Rome, called St. Francois

d’Assisi Minori Conventuose. The principal, with

his companions of this church, sign the account of

income and expenditures of all its moneys, under

oath; and thus this state of things continues to this

day.

There is at present in the church of St. Antonia,

in Pcra, two very distinguished monks. Father A.,

a very gentlemanly man and celebrated preacher;

and the father P., who is vicar, and indefatigable in

his ecclesiastical duties, in the absence of father M.

who, by an order from the court of Rome, went as

inspector general into Moldavia for their convent.

They have two abbes, who aid them in* their parish

duties, and a layman, who is of great service to the

children of the church, who receive an.*education

however barely sufficient to enable them to read tb*

prayers and sing. Their education in other re-

spects, is very much neglected, and their minds are

left in a state of profound ignorance and obscurity.

The monks of St. Antonia have annually their bene-

fits on holy-days, which, by the influence of the
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Christians, are productive of yiuch gain; also by
customary ceremonies, baptisms, marriages, &c.

One of the provincials of St. Antonia obtained

permission from the court of Rome, to have a cha-

pel at Buyucderfe dedicated to the Holy Virgin.

They bought one of the houses of Mr. F., and esta-

blished a poor priest as curate, with ecclesiastical

powers for Theraf>ia;
# a source* of much gain in

summer, and of mfleh labour in winter.

Although the church of Saint Antonia is in a very

dilapidated state, its priests have never ceased per-

forming their duties, which arc productive of gain,

and they depend entirely upon the provincial, of the

order of Saint Francois, in Rome, an<J the propa-

gandi consistory of the Pope, for the propagation of

the Catholic faith.f

Saint Louis.

•

The chapel of Saint Louis, the ornament of all

others, wassbuilt upon the premises, and annexed to

tHb palace of France, but the conflagration of the se-

cond of August reduced ft to ashes ;
and onS is now

Thcrapia, a Greek village on the European side below Buyuc-

derfc.

t That is, they moke as much money as they can, and leave the

responsibility of taking care of souls, to the principal of the order,

who resides at Rome, and to the propagandi consistory’of the Pope,

whose special business it is to make converts to the holy Catholic

filth,

l»
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scarcely a£le to distinguish the few remains of the

antique monuments of the deceased ministers of

France, whose remains have been thus honoured by

their government.

This royal chapel of France has always been

under the orders of the barefooted capuchins, and is,

together with the French palace, (whose ruins re-

semble those of Palmyra,) neaJr the dwelling, and

under the care of a truly worthy capuchin, father

Paul, chief warden of the chapel. He is a Pied-

montese, and worthy the respect of philosophers

in whose society he would be perfectly at ease
;

is

of a strictly moral character, conversing freely with

every one, vyith respect and modesty in his deport-

ment
;
and never departs from his correct manner

of thinking. Italian and Latin, are the only lan-

guages in which he is conversant, in liis ministry.

He is here very coiAfortably situated.

The duties of these capuchins, who merited a

royal chapel, was to keep it open to the public, to

perform the ecclesiastical duties common to other

churches, and on Sundays and fete-days* to perform

a mass in full dress, with all the immensely rifch

ornaments and paraphernalia of the embassy. On
Sundays, the best sermon was to be heard in tfca.

chapel of Saint Louis, and its influence was un-

bounded.

This is a sketch of the chapel of France, in ruins

near my house, and which well merits a visit.
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The church and convent of St.
9Mary Draperis of

Pera, named Saint Mary of the Miraculous Im-

age
,
but bearing the appellation of Draperis.*

This church has existed for majgy years. It is

related that a lady sent a present of alms, and

an image of the virgin, with a request that the

church should be dtdicated [o her* holy image. It

has been twice destroyed by fire, and was lately,

with its convent, saved from the conflagration of the

second of August. At least, its exterior apartments

were saved ; viz : the Normal school for children,

the handsome houses upon the great street of Pera

belonging to the convent, and another, all let at high

rents ; one of which is inhabited by Baron Antoine

de Testa, Aulic chancellor and counsellor of the

court of Austria, and another by the family of Lucca

Vimoni. It is now governed Ipy the local Francis-

can fathers, six in number, 011c layman, and a Pied-

montese prefet;, chosen from among their numerous

monasteries, and named By the congregation of the

propagandafideles as prefet.

•The revenues of this monastery arc very consi-

derable, as th(fy have several convents in thg Archi-

pelago, at Sira, Vino, Naxia, Lantorino, &c. Here,

besides the revenues arising from its dwelling-

houses and shops, it derives a considerable amount

from masses, processions, its daily functions, bap-

tisms, marriages, and funeral ceremonies
;
also of

In mourning.
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the rich, from the islands of the Archipelago, who
from preference, desire to be buried in the vaults of

the church of the holy Mary Draperis.

The collections from solemn church ceremonies,

and the believers, assist the church
;
also the Arme-

nian concourse who frequent it daily in the sacristy,

which contains the holy thorn* taken from the

crown which wa»' placgd on the head of our Saviour,

and which is respected and even adored by the

Turks.

There you may always see females embracing

that thorn, and kneeling, whilst the Gospel of Saint

John, and prayers arc read over them.

* This holy thorn was taken, (it is said,) from the crown which

was placed on the head of our Saviour. In the early part of the

thirteenth century, kuc.1i was the distress of the Emperor Baldwin,

that the crown of thorns, which had been preserved in the imperial

chapel of Constantinople,uvas pledged for the sum of 13,134 pieces

of gold, and taken to Venice, as a security for the payment of the

debt, and to he forfeited if not redeemed within a short and definite

term. It is stated also, that the holy relic was redeemed by Louis

the ninth of France, and was sent lo Paris in a golden case, enclosed

in another of silver, and was delivered to the king • who barefoot,

and in his shirt, boro it in triumph through the city. u
For the transmission of the crown, and the miraculous cures per-

formed by.it, in the holy chapel of Paris, sec Ducange, Boileau, Ra-

cine, and Gibbon.
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LETTER XXVII.

Pcra, March 6, 1833.

My dear
,

*

I send you a more particular account of the Ar-

menians. This is the most systematic thing I have

done and I hope the manner I have executed it will

please you if you can make out to read it. I shall

take hold of the Jews and the Greeks next; I have

not yet determined which. I am dreadfully at a

loss for books of reference, and therefore for histor-

ical facts, I have to limit myself greatly. Yet I be-

lieve that I have said all that was necessary as

regards the Armenians to shdW how they came

here. I wish I could get some account of the exit

or exodus as they call it of the Jews from Grenada,

so that I could trace the history pf those of Turkey.

They all ca«nc from Spain, and still keep the lan-

giRige they brought with them. These cunning

fellows thg Greeks, I dfln’l expect to have much
^r^ublc with. You find something about them in

every page of history. They arc in every body’s

way. I think I shall be able to send Jews and

Greeks both together by thc\jcxt opportunity

—

perhaps I may send them by this, for I have made

a discovery lately that greatly encourages me, to

wit: that I can write almost, as fast as I can talk,
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and thatmy composition such as it is, is the easiest

thing in the world ior me.

I think nothing now of undertaking a whole

quire
;
I don’t think that the great Well Known,

if

he was Jiving, could make a book faster than 1 can.

He, poor soul, had to imagine every thing, whereas

I have nothing to do but to put down facts. It is, I

fancy, much easier towrite truth than fiction. The
latter, I never tried

;
the former, as they say in Vir-

ginia, is “ mighty easy.”

After I have killed the Jews and Greeks, I pur-

pose picking up the odd comc-sliorts, to be found

about such a place as this, such as Hamals, the Sa-

cas, the Karkjcs, &c. &c. &c., and giving you a

kind of hodge-podge, a sort of salmagundi. Then
take you to all the villages on the Bosphorus, and

show you all that is to be seen in and about them,

and if I keep my hftalth, I shall in the course of the

summer lead you a dance about the Sea of Mar-

mora, where there are many remains of antiquity,

and other objects pf curiosity and interest. These

will, I think, swell up my quantity of pDt-liooks and

trammels to a pretty good pile, as big as the book

the Dutchman boasted of having written.,

Do let me hear from you sometimes, for heaven’s

sake.

My best regards to every one of the family large

and small.

Yours truly.

P. S. Find as much fault as you will with my
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writing, but don’t criticise my composition, “ as you
love me.” However, sans badinage

,
tell me can-

didly, what sort of an author I should make, if 1

was to set earnestly about it. I have myself some

qualms about the matter, but believe, if I had more

patience I could do things better.

My physician says I must go away from here
;

that I cannot live m<Src than a ycai
,%
longer

; this is

rather hard. Don’t jfou think so ?

THE ARMENIANS AT CONSTANTINOPLE.*

The genius of the Armenian is essentially mer-

cantile, but many of them having a mechanical talent,

arc employed as jewellers, gold and silver smiths,

and the various other trades called for by the luxu-

ries and the necessities of a greatCapital; and being

of strong frames, the lower or poorer classes are em-

ployed almost exclusively as liamals, or porters, for

the purpose of transporting the heaviest burthens

through the steep and narrow streets of Constanti-

nople, Galata, Pcra, and the neighbouring towns.

Where moqpy is to be gairfed, Armenians arc*to be

fQuqd employed. There is no financial occupation,

however exalted, that is beyond the reach of their

mercenary ambition
;
and none too vile or base for

theiracceptance,where money is S^pir object ;—from

the superintendence of the mint, to the filthy and

* This article has appeared in the New-York Monthly Magazine.
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contemptible employment of cleansers of common

sewers
;
and all tfce intermediate gradations of em-

ployment, are sought by the strong built, industrious,

avaricious Armenians.

The,Turks, in their application of a term which

they conceive suitable to the Armenian caste in ge-

neral, call them Bakji Bokji a phraze indicative of

the most filthy of all their employments.

But commerce in all its various and extended

branches, is most congenial to the Armenians, in

pursuit of which they brave the frosts of Russia,

the deserted regions of Asia Minor, where fever

lurks in every vale ;—the heats of Syria, and the

Simooms and droughts of the Arabian desert ;—dis-

ease in every shape
;
the dysentery

;
the cholera,

and the plague. The rapine ofprofessional robbers,

and the rapacity of pachas, and governors, through

whose territories tnese roads lay, all are encountered

in the hope of gain, and when the Armenian has

arrived at the uttermost limits of the Ottoman em-

pire, he appears but to have reached the place, from

whence to start in fresh pursuit of hi*? object, until

India and Japan furnish the merchandise destined

to be vended in the khans and bazaars of Constan-

tinople. Endowed with great personal strength and

passive courage, the Armenian undertakes these

dangerous joumies, with a forethought of the risks

and difficulties hp has to encounter, and occupies

his mind on his journey, in calculating as every dan-

ger is past, and every loss sustained, the additional

per centage necessary to be charged on what re-
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mains of his merchandise, to enable him to make
good the losses which he has buffered, from acci-

dent, rapacity or whatever other cause.

Thus, patient as the camel he bestrides, and en-

during as his pack-saddle, months are spent in ma-
king* those tedious and dangerous journies; and

while a being less mercantile, would reap intellectual

stores from observations or^ men nadrustoms, the

only stores he thinks of are those within his bales ,

and the stores of paras he will receive for them,

while comfortably seated in his little shop at the

bazaar.

Industry is the inheritance of the Armenian, and

inTurkeyresolves itself into four principal branches

;

to wit,—banking, and the administration of public

and private estates for the Turks ; the coining of

money ;
the manufacturing of muslins and stamped

cloths
;
goldsmith’s work and* jewellery, and the

greater.part of the mechanical arts, and other occu-

pations before alluded to. Whatever may be his

occupation, during the hburs devoted to it, he never

suffers his mind to be drawn off 6y any circumstance

whatever ; he almost forgets his own family, in the

thoughts of paras,
and ^calculations of gaip, while

waiting tlic appearance of customers, and it is only

oil feast days that lie abstains from indulging in

almost the only food of his mind, to partake with

his family in the festivities of |hc occasion.

With literature and science nc has little to do,

and is an entire stranger, even to the name of the

fine arts ; hence his education is limited to the calls

Vol. II.—

M
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of his religion, and the necessities of the trade or

profession to which he may be destined.

To read and write Aimenian, to learn as much
arithmetic as is necessary to keep accounts, and to

pick up a knowledge of the Turkish sufficient for

the intercourse, which he is destined to have with

that nation, arc sufficient for all his worldly pur-

poses. * „

But more particular attention is paid to that part

of his education which relates to his religion; for

example, psalmody in the choirs, accompanying

their spiritual songs with movements of the hands,

body and head, in a manner that it would be diffi-

cult to explain, but which however is calculated to

excite laugliter among strangers, as they are thereby

forcibly reminded of the motion of puppets. It is

in this manner that the precious hours of the Arme-

nian youth arc wasted.

The Armenian priests generally superintend this

miserable education. Schools, they can scarcely

be said to have any
;
they are afraid to trust their

children to the tuition of masters out of the family,

lest they might be taught something not in evety

respect conformable to the dogmas of their sect.

Latterly, however, the Armenian missionaries for

the establishment of schools, have had sufficient

influence among them to induce them to establish

schools on the Lancastcrian principle, and with

books published irf^ their language, under their di-

rection, and submitted to the inspection of the pa-

triarch, whose approbation they have obtained, there
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is a fair prospect of education becoming more ex-

tended among them
;

as Armenians having the

confidence of the community arc instructed in the

system by the missionaries, and placed at the head

of these establishments, in the villages along the

European side of the Bosphorus. These schools

are placed on the footing of free schools; part, of

the expense of thcrti is paid#hy the! ^ffalthy Arme-

nians, and the deficiency is made up by the mis-

sionaries, who have in their ellbrts to get these

schools established, manifested a wonderful degree

of praiseworthy zeal, and a perseverance and sound

discretion, that have conquered the- opposition of

the Armenian clergy, and broken down the prejudi-

ces of the more intelligent part of the nation. Es-

pecial care however is taken, that these school books

contain nothing whatever, that can interfere in the

slightest degree with the dogfiias or the ritual of

their church. The Armenian press at OrtaKicuy
,

(the present residence of the Rev. Messrs. C nodell

and Dwight and their families, #and the Rev. Mr.

Schaeffer), is crigagad in printing the translations

fofr the schools now in operation, and about being

established- formerly, flic Armenian presses were

•employed only in the multiplication of books of de-

votion and the alphabet. Books of this kind were

the only ones calculated to captivate the minds of a

nation, in which all their rcligi^^s tfaditions amount

to articles of faith.

The books now in course of publication, besides

precepts of Christianity, biblipal and other history,
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treat on learning and science in general, and arc

calculated to awaken the minds of the young Arme-

nians, and excite to farther pursuits of knowledge.

That they do not want for solid talents is proved by

the progress in learning of the society of St. Lazaro,

near Venice, and also by the learning spread among
some of lire clergy of the nation, who have received

an education" in Italy. There is no difference be-

tween them and well instructed men of other na-

tions; a sufficient proof that the general ignorance

which prevails among the Armenians, is not owing

to natural defects in the construction of their minds,

but to that blind submission to the will of their

ignorant pastors, who know not how, nor are willing,

to spread open to their view the book of knowledge.

Minds, thus shackled and locked up in darkness,

find employment in the sordid pursuit of wealth,

and their thoughts become divided, between their

badly conceived idea of the attributes of the Sove-

reign Ruler of the universe, and their well conceived

estimate of the value ofparas, the only things which

their education is calculated to aid them in acquir-

ing. However, civilization, and instruction, rfre

creeping in among them, and not only have many
of the young men thrown off the hideous calpac,.

and black pelisse, and adopted the coat and hat of

the Frank, but they have shaken off their sliack-

sheers and kicked off their red capouches9 and sub-

stituted for them the pantaloons and boots of civil-

ized Europe. The young Armenian ladies also

have in some instance^ had the boldness, in defiance
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of all the remonstrances and prejudices of the elderly

members of the nation, to lay aside the yackmar,

which concealed their really lovely faces, and to

cast off their ill fashioned loose national attire which

placed all shapes on an equality, and to adopt the

fashion of the Franks, displaying as beautiful and

as graceful forms as the world can boast. The
Armenians share tvith the •Georgiaris

r-
and Circas-

sians that reputation for beauty, for which the two

latter are so celebrated.

The men of Armenia, in their native climate, arc

hardy, bold, and industrious. In Turkey they be-

come sordid and base, the natural effect of the de-

sire of accumulation, which has destroyed the noble

and manly countenance which distinguishes the

one, and given to the other, the anxious careworn

and cowardly look, by which lie may be known

from all the rest of the lmman*racc.

The Armenian on his native soil, still retains the

love of arms; and from inclination he seeks service

among the troops of the Soplii ^>f Persia, where he

makes thejbest of soldiers, and is proud of the ter-

rftr which his name spreads among the Russians.

The Armenian of Turkey meddles not with cold

. styel, none has ever been known even to defend

himself when attacked
;
none has ever been known

to bear a weapon about his person, or to have one

of any description under his rfcpf, flot so much even

as a fowling-piece. From inclination his submis-

sion is the most abject ; it is the acquirement of the

precious metals alone widely absorbs all his facul-

M 2
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ties. Arms are his utmost aversion, his utmost hor-

ror. Slave and coward are written in every linea-

ment of his countenance, and manifested by every

act and gesture. Yet this nation furnishes the men
of wealth, the men of business, and the men of Jrust,

to this portion of the Ottoman empire.

I have divided the Armenians into four classes,

to wit, the banker, the 'coiner, tfic manufacturer of

cloths, &c., the goldsmith, jeweller, and other me-

chanical artizans, including the labourers. The
merchants, large and small, are absorbed among
these four great classes.

The bankers arc known by the name of seraff

\

and may be looked on as the farmer-generals of the

empire, as well as the intendants or men of business

to those high in office in the service of the Sultan,

and generally to those who have any of the affairs

of the state to manage. It is they to whom the

kharaji bashi
,
the collector of the capitation tax, the

chief of the custom house, and all others who farm

the revenues of the state, apply for the security de-

manded of them for the faithful performance of their

contracts, for which the rich seraff becomes respon-

sible; the means of making his payments, /or which

he receives an interest of twenty per cent, per an-

num, with the condition that at every three months

the interest due shall be added to the capital ad-

vanced. And as \be Mussulman contractor has

rarely the faculty of managing his own concerns,

the Armenian contrives it so, that all the moneys

arising from the revenue collected, go into his strong
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box, which is delivered out to the contractor, as lie

may call for it, and in such proportions as the Ar-

menian may think it safe and convenient to furnish.

He also becomes the agent for purchasing supplies

for t^c great contractor and his family, op which,

besides having the use of the money for six or twelve

months, as he generally buys on credit, lie^charges

a profit of ten or fifteen percent. ^fdjTn fact, be-

comes the entire manager of all the money concerns

of his principal; to him creditors and debtors apply

for the adjustment of llicir accounts. They can

scarcely be said to be accountable; they possess

the entire confidence of the Turks, who trust their

whole fortune in their hands, without even troubling

themselves to inquire into the amount of receipts or

expenditures, or of the stale of their affairs.

It is easy to perceive from this statement, the

many facilities the Armcniaft seraffs enjoy for

amassing the enormous fortunes which some of

them are known to possess, and to which is some-

times added all the fortune of the great man, if his

existence should be suddenly terminated by the

liowstring or^ the plague, or by the many other

modes olideath which ffesli is heir to in this part of

the world.

But wo betide the scraff who falls under the sus-

picion of appropriating to himself that of which

Pada Scha claims the inheritance* or who has not

sufficient adroitness to arrest lh
%
c evil which on the

slightest proof, and sometimes without proof, falls

heavily upon him. I have .shown the fair side of
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the picture, so favourable for the interests of the sc-

raff, but let us now* look at the other side.

If a Mussulman who has a proprietorship in any

contract with the government, for any one of the

branches of the revenue, should die before the jgeraff

has drawn in the amount advanced to him, this is

entirely lost to the Armenian, so that in this respect

his risk is {TTncie lottery.

Suppose him to be in the sc'rvice of a minister,

and this minister happens to be decapitated; on the

seraff nine times out of ten the blow falls with great

severity. Ilis head to be sure is often left on his

shoulders, but they bleed him of that which is much

more precious to him than life, and allow him no

rest or peace until they have squeezed out his

wealth to the last drop. If his paternal love for his

gold should carry him so far as to induce him to

refuse to give it up,* the torture is applied without

ceremony, until every para is extorted ; and it lias

so happened after all, that the poor seraff has been

found hanging at the lintel of his own door, as an

example to others, with a paper pinned t/^ his breast

showing the cause of his execution, and to prevent

any erroneous conjecture about it.

The fact of the seraff becoming surety for tlje

fidelity of the Mussulman, and the implicit, blind

confidence of the Turk in the honesty of the seraff

>

who is the receiver and depository of all his wealth,

completely identifies them, at least in the scales of

Ottoman justice; and it is, in fact, no more or less

than a virtual contract between them to share all
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the risk of the dangers, with the hope of escaping

the rocks and shoals that surroufid them, and in due

time arriving safe in port, laden with the riches

which they look upon as certain.

01^ all the situations most desired by the Arme-

nians, next to the administration of the affairs of the

mint, is the employment of seraff. We have seen

what it is, and the hopes nn<l the dar;
ft
v?T?vmch en-

viron it; yet it is sought with the utmost avidity,

and after all he is no more than the first servant, the

freed man, or rather the slave of the confidence, of

his Turkish master. A scruff must never think or

act but by the will of him in whose service lie is

enlisted. This personage is every thing to him

;

oil his safety that of iho scruff is dependent, whose

first prayer to God is for the preservation of his in-

fidel chief.

The Armenians are made fertile use of the Turk

;

they arc precisely what he would wish them
;
their

passion for gold has turned their thoughts from all

ambition to mingle in the affairs of state, in which

the Turks %rc very adroit, and they occupy tlicin-

scflvcs with their financial speculations, of which the

Turks knpw nothing. They arc therefore treated

• with a gentleness, and a kind of consideration which

no other nation enjoys
;
and in fact, from their ha-

bits of business, they are indispensable to the Turk

who, if he gives them his confidence at all, which

he must do, gives it to them entfre and undivided.

My desire being to avoid fatiguing details, more

calculated to confuse, than enlighten, this sketch
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of a scraff will be sufficient, I hope, to satisfy your

curiosity. I have only to add, that his dress is ex-

tremely simple and plain, generally of coarse mate-

rials, his demeanor the most humble and respectful,

and the whole outward appearance of the man ab-

ject and mean. His first movement, on approach-

ingjany person of rank or distinction, is to bend

himscll SU uu touch ^he ground with his hand, and

then place it on his head, signifying that he covers

his head with the dirt of the great man’s feet. He
then kisses the back of his hand; if anything in

compliment be said to him, lie raises the skirt of the

coat and places it to his lips
;

lie then retires back-

ward a few paces, and places himself on his knees

to await the will of his master. When he takes his

leave, the same marks of respect are observed; lie

then, with many salaams, sidles off obliquely to a

part of the room nc:<t the door, taking especial care

never to turn his back on or towards his superior.

Such is the invariable custom of the rich scraff of

Constantinople, and of ail other Armenians, well

drilled and skilled in the exercises of tl)c school of

humiliation, debasement, and degradation.

In a* society constituted like that of the United

Stales, where every man is equal in the eyes of the

law, where no other testimony of respect is called

for than reciprocal civilities, and courtesies of good

breeding between man and man
; where the proud

republican in his ‘poverty stands erect before the

rich and the great, and scorns to offer a salulalion

where he supposes he will not meet a suitable re-
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turn ; where even the slave is not required to distin-

guish himself from the freeman* by any act of de-

gradation, it would be extremely difficult to convey

a suitable idea of the servile humility of the Arme-
nian towards his lordly Turkish superior.

. Let it

suffice to say, that it is studied and formal, and re-

duced to system
;
that all that ingenuity can ig^ERt

to manifest the most abject tyumility oirTOTpart is

practised, which the* proud, indifferent, or indolent

Osmanlcc receives as his rightful homage, without

honouring the abject, humble creature before him,

with the slightest token of recognition or of appro-

bation.

LETTER XXVI H.

St. Stcphano, August II, 183.1.

M* DEAR ,

Your three Esteemed favours of the 5th o£ Feb-

ruary, and the 3d and 25th of May, reached me a

short time since, all in a lump.

I have not written you for a long time past ; not

from any disinclination, but from absolute inability,

for such has been the state of mjHhealth, that when

I was not suffering much violent pain, I was labour-

ing under the effects of it, and incapacitated and
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depressed by nervous affections, the immediate con-

sequences of it; so that the excitement which would

naturally have been produced by the calls of

duty, was not sufficient to induce me to take pen in

hand, when required to transact the most indispensi-

ble business. Under bodily sufferings my mind

bas/pne totally inert, and had I not been occasion-

ally roused by a sen s\e of pain, my whole system

would have become prostrated. Pleasuies and

amusements of all kinds had no charms. Com-

pany of all kind was irksome to me. The la-

bour of thinking for the purposes of conversation

was more than I could bear. I withdrew myself

from all society
;

for there was none that I could

amalgamate witli ;
none that could sympathise with

me. The disease of the body had pulled down my
mind, and they were gradually destroying one ano-

ther, and would h,*vc destroyed, but for the lucky

arrival of Dr. H., my brother-in-law, my two sisters,

and the rest, of his family, ^together with my son

Thcodoric. They found me in the solitude which

I had created for myself, and where for months I

had been confined by my own aversion to society;

never leaving my room excepting under the most

absolute necessity, and never for five months leav-

ing my house. This was produced in a great mea-

sure by medical treatment while labouring under a

high and violent inflammatory fever, and the regi-

men afterward adopted to produce a change of sys-

tem, at the age of fifty, to suit it to this climate,

when every one who comes to it at my age is a
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sufferer. Life was indifferent to me, and I wished

to die. I felt that existence bhrthcned with such

bodily and mental sufferings, was what no one ought

to bear willingly
;
but sclf-dcstruction looked like

cowardice, and I continued to endure the. greater

evil.*

Luckily, my relations arrived, and I began to *hcl

there were some enjoyment^ still in store for me.

They had heard of my sickness, and the primary

object of their visit was to endeavour to relieve me,

and cheer me up. The next was to see this extra-

ordinary, and in many respects, grand and beautiful

place. In a few days I was well enough, with my
Itinerary in hand, to commence the exploration of

every thing worth seeing. I had, before their ar-

rival, made many additions to it
;
but at the end of

the seventh day, we had made the tour of the city.

They staid with me two months, and it was to me
two months of uninterrupted pleasure and happi-

ness. The doctor knew my bodily disease and ap-

plied the proper remedies*, also recommended to me
to continue the treatment he had laid down for it.

Tfae best medicine for my mind was the cheering

society of the family, and* the pleasure and exercise

attending *my daily excursions as their ciceroni.

Several times we visited the beautiful Bosphorus,

so as to look into the Black Sea, and on all such

occasions, wc took our provisions* and wine, and

when the hour for our picnic armed, and appetite

suiting, as it always did, we landed at some one of

the lovely valleys, the shores of which are washed

VOL. II.—

N
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by the waters of this beautiful canal, and spreading

our rich Persian carets under the shade of a widely

spreading plane tree, by the side of a marble foun-

tain, spouting a stream as clear as crystal, and as

cold as ice, enjoyed a feast that monarchs might

have envied us. Hunker Ischuhsiy
Chihoukli,

ar.'
1 the valley of the Asiatic Sweet Waters,

were ourVisual stopping-places The Bosphorus

cannot be visited loo often, and when you unite,

with the pleasure of viewing its numerous beauties

which meet your vision through every turn of its

meadows, the delights of a kc(/\ with agreeable so-

ciety, in one of these pleasant valleys, I know not

how time can be more agreeably or more profitably

spent; for the object of life is rational pleasure
;
and

every moment so spent, cannot be otherwise than

profitable, to body ns well as mind. On several oc-

casions we visited the harbour, the arsenal, and the

European valley of Sweet Waters; following the ex-

ample of the many happy groups that were scattered

about the verdant and lov'cly plain, shaded by the

noble trees with which it abounds, and feasting on,

and enjoying, the leisure and the pleasure which the

three Sundays in the week give them all time for.

The Turk has his Friday, the Jew his Saturday,

and the Christian his Sunday
;
but as the interven-

tion of one Sunday occasions an interruption in bu-

siness to all, so all parties, during the season for

keffing, take the opportunity of enjoying all three

Sundays harmoniously together; alike happy in

their exemption from the cares and toils of life.
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We abo visited and keffed at Fanar liatshc, that

beautiful peninsula, with its aheient Pham
,
con-

verted into a modern light-house
;
its thick grove of

lofty cypresses, its ruined palaces, ancient reservoirs

of t^c time of Justinian, its magnificent plane trees

which shade its refreshing fountains and cisterns,

that serve as baths, and its lovely lawns, all imd-ag

into the sea of Marmora, affording an interesting

view of the Prince’s Islands and neighbouring coast

of Asia, the City of Constant inoplc, and the coast of

Europe, as far down as the village from whence T

date this letter.

Bourogula about three miles from Scutary, was

also visited, from the summit of which wo enjoyed

the finest views in the world, overlooking many of

the palaces and villages on the Bosphorus, tracing

all its mcanderings to the castles above Buyuedcre

which guard the entrance from^he Black Sea
;
tak-

ing in a view of Anatolia as far as Nicomcdia, of

the sea of Marmora as far as the Dardanelles, of the

City of Constantinople afid its suburbs, which were

like a map #before us, of the wilds of Thrace, and a

streak of the Balkan mountains, which, until of late

years, served as a barritfr to protect the capital of

Turkey. On the top of this mount, under the shade

of a clump of trees, we drank of the clear fountain

from whence the water is obtained for the seraglio,

and after enjoying our repast, with*the whole world

as it were at our feet, we dcsccrfticd in our arabas
,

a gaudy Turkish four-wheeled carriage, drawn by

oxen, to Belez-Beg
;
where the Sultan’s new and
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splendid palace is situated. Here our boat met us

and we embarked, hnd passing close under the vil-

lageswhich extend to Scutary, crossed over to Pera;

all delighted with our jaunt, and sufficiently fatigued

to enjoy a good night’s rest.
^

On another occasion we visited Keffed', at Maur-

dH*J3pwrnuey which is a promontory near Kadi

Kieuy
, overlooking thej sea of Marmora, and is one

of the favourite resorts of the Turks and Greeks.

We visited twice the Russian Fleet at Buyucdere

and went through the Russian encampment on the

Asiatic shores opposite, where I had the opportunity

of introducing my party to Count Orlof and General

Mourvicf. Admiral Lazaroff and our young friend

Thomas Mmiroe, (now Captain Munroe, aid-de-camp

to his Imperial Majesty of Russia, with the lineal

rank of Colonel,) were 30 kind as to accompany us.

It was the day appointed for the review of the

troops, and with the exception of the Sultan, all the

great officers of the empire were present. As I was

acquainted with all of theta, and had not seen them

for months, on account of my sickness, they all came
forward and gave me an opportunity of introducing

my friends to them. Among them were the Grand

Vizier, the Seraskier Pacha, the Captain Pacha,

Namirk, and Achmet Pachas ; the hirst, the com
mander of the Imperial Guards

;
the other, the Sul-

tan’s principal tmd confidential aid. These, with

many other Turks'of distinction, surrounded by their

numerous attendants, conversed for a long time with

the ladies, by means of their different turgemans,
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and took great interest in these notions of the yene

duna (new world), being the jirst they had ever

seen. On another occasion, they had an opportu-

nity of seeing the Sultan going to the mosque, and

were placed by the politeness of a young Turkish

officer, who had found out by means of my'cavaissc

who accompanied them, in an elevated situaliop,

where the Sultan gassed on horseback, ^iii going

and returning, within a few feet of them, and where

they attracted his attention as much as lie did theirs.

Enfin, what with daily excursions when the wea-

ther was fine, keffing, and frequent visits to the

bazaars, promonades on the Champ dcs Moris, a

visit to this place, St. Stcphano, and the villages in

the neighbourhood of Constantinople • they had

seen all that was worth seeing here, excepting the

mosques
;
and as they had fixed on a day for their

departure, the minister sent to t^e Sultan, requesting

him to redeem a promise long since given him, by

sending a finnan to visit the mosques, which was

done the next day. I had scarcely strength to accom-

pany them
;
but 1 went with a prffty of about twenty,

as the minister embraced this opportunity of inviting

all the Americans in Constantinople. They were

all much pleased, but 1 gave out after visiting Saint

SOphia, Sultan Aclunet, Osmanie, and Sulcimanic.

Excepting the mosaic in Saint Sophia, and the

magnitude and richness of their marbles, they differ

but little from those I saw at Biyussa. The same

simplicity and plainness, the same multitude of glass

lamps, the same destitution of ornament. The rich

N 2 •
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mosaic dome in Saint Sophia, and the two mosaic

seraphims, are the principal things that attract the

attention. The latter are made up of wings differ-

ently disposed, so as to give the idea of the human

form enveloped within them
;
and to one there is a

faint resemblance of the face being partly concealed.

They arc taken from the description of a seraphim

intB8>kion of Isaiah, sixth chapter, second verse.

“Above it, stood the sbraphima; each one had six

wings
;
with twain he covered his face, and with

twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did

fly.” They are placed on an elevated part of the

church, a little below the dome, and are left there

out of respect for Isaiah, whose prophesies are often

quoted by the Mahometans, and particularly the

foretelling of the coming of Jesus, in the eleventh

chapter and sixth verse. They say that Jesus is

to embrace the Mahometan religion, marry a wife,

have children, kill anti-chrisl and at length die, af-

ter forty years’ continuance on earth. Under him

they say, there will be gnjal security and plenty in

the world, and all hatred and malice be laid aside

;

when lions and camels, bears and sheep, shall live

in peace, and a child shall ^>lay with serpents unhurt.

The Mahometan Paradise is, according* to them,

also foretold by Isaiah in the sixty-fourth chapter,

and fourth verse; in describing which, the very

expression, and nearly the words of the prophet arc

used. “ Such things as eye hath not seen, nor ear

heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of man to

conceive,” &c. In addition to the pleasures that
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are common to the meanest in heaven, which are

minutely described, the additional preparations fore-

told hy Isaiah, are to be made for those who are

seated in the highest heaven.* However, in every

page of the Koran, there arc references to Moses

anefthe prophets, including Jesus
;

for all uf whom
great reverence is professed, and whose aulhoritiyr

are frequently cited.

I shall not attempt to describe to you what has

been so often described by others. On a reference

to Hobhouse a few days ago, for the first lime, I

find his descriptions of what I have seen about

Constantinople, generally correct, and his spelling

of Turkish words and names of places, may with

few exceptions be relied on. Whenever you are at

a loss to make out the true spelling in my letters, 1

must refer you to him, McFarlano, or Hope's “ An-

astasius, or Adventures of a (reek.” There is

only one word in all my letters, which I. am certain

(however they may be written) of not having spelt

wrong, and that is the word bavtsh fascii, which sig-

nifies a present. I have heanUt so often (at least

four or five times a day), and my car is so accus-

tomed to the *oimd, ami my tongue to the pronun-

ciation, that I am now certain, 1 am not wrong, the

hundredth part of a whisper or lisp. There is no

other word in the Turkish, so well impressed on

my mind, and so well remembered.^ Whatever else

I have written, that you cannot^ make out, I have

* See preliminary discourse to Sale’s Koran
;
also Koran, tenth

chapter, entitled Jonas,
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forgotten, and I have kept no memorandums to re-

fresh my memory but bactsli tasch ! my earliest

acquaintance in the Turkish language, 1 shalkicver

forget you

!

As I have observed, I shall not attempt to de-

scribe thb mosques, when so many others have*"le-

ogribed them better than I could. Besides, I was

so overcome by sickness and fatigue on the late

occasion, that I could dot give «ny attention to the

subject. They arc all vast without elegance
;
the

interiors simple, but their appearance clumsy, from

the disproportion of the large columns to the weight

to be supported by them. Saint Sophia was in

better taste than the rest, but in truth, I was disap-

pointed in •all, for I found nothing in them worth

seeing, after visiting Saint Peter’s in Rome. Their

best recommendation is, that there is nothing in or

about them, to abstract the mind from its devotion

to God.

On our way to Saint Sophia, we passed through

the seraglio gardens, and game out at the gate near-

est that mosque, ck>se by which there is a splendid

fountain in the Persian style, and neat this is an
extraordinary large hollmy tree, in full health and
verdure, in the interior of which, is a Store room
of two stories, of ample dimensions and well sup-

plied. Access to the upper story is attained by
means of a ladder in the interior. This extraordi-

nary tree was considered an object well worth see-

ing
; and really, as it afforded ample shade, and a

resting place after the fatigue of ascending the hill
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from the landing place, I most cheerfully subscribed

to the general opinion, and will* add my testimony

to thaf of the party, that it was not only an agreea-

ble and interesting object, but that it left a more

pleqgant and lasting impression on our minds, than

any thing we saw on our way to or from, dr within

the mosques. Beneath its shade, I drank a cup cf

cold water, which I found vgry refreshing.

Every attention wSs paid to the minister and party.

Four officers were sent by the government to ac-

company us, and an offer of horses was made on the

part of the Seraskier Pacha, but this was declined.

The firman of the Grand Seignior was shown to the

imaum of the mosque of Saint Sophia, but was not

required at the others ;
at each of which* the minis-

ter directed a few piasters to be distributed among

the religious attendants. The presents to the four

officers of the Porte, and the attendants at the

mosques, amounted to about forty dollars.

It is indispensably necessary before entering the

mosques, that the shoes should be taken off, and in-

deed it is the custom, in going* into any Turkish

gentleman's house. To tread on a carpet with dirty

shoes, or to spit on it, would be considered#almost

as great an insult as to pull the master’s beard.

The Turks wear a thin pair of leather socks under

their shoes, which latter are left at the door. The

Christians carry with them a pair «large enough to

slip on over boots, or put on the«socks after taking

off their boots or shoes.

At the period of our visit to the mosques, the
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entrance to them was interdicted to Christians, in

consequence of a liussian having spit on the carpet

of one of them, for which offence he was near losing

his life. A Turk sometimes on entering a mosque,

takes his shoes in his hand, and on such occasj'ms,

[ have seen them spit on the sole of one of them

Vghcn spitting could not be avoided. I have heard

some fastidious people
#
say, that they would not de-

grade themselves by taking off their shoes, as if it

were a degradation to conform to a custom based on

cleanliness. The Turks have no chairs, they there-

fore scat themselves on the carpet. What would
be thought, if on entering one of oui houses, a per-

son were to stand upon the chairs with his shoes or

boots on, dV if lie should spit on the bottom of the

chair, instead of the spitting-box ? The practice of

wearing over-shoes is a very good one, and should

be adopted in all countries, particularly in the win-
ter season. It is conducive to health and comfort,

as well as cleanliness. Instead of 'going into a
house wdtli cold and wet feet, you go in with them
dry and warm; instead of taking the dirt of the

streets into the parlour, you leave it at the doer;
and instead of that most detestable df alljDractices,

the practice of washing and scrubbing the floors,

once or twice a week, to the destruction of health,

and the discomfort of every body, it is avoided al-

together by leaving the over-shoes at the door.
I will say nothing of the offence to the eyes and
noses of the company, the injury to the carpets and
hearth-rugs, by coming into a room, with, you know
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not what kind of filth sticking to the soles of your

shoes, which, although you may be ignorant of it

yourself, may be seen or smelt by all the rest
; and

if it escape their notice while you are present, they

arc^ure to find evidences of it on the carpet after

you leave them. But by the comfortable practice

of wearing over-shoes, vve can escape the weekly

slopping of the dirty house-pencil, up to her half-

frozen knees in watdt, with her filthy house-cloths,

enough to turn the stomach, and her mops and

brooms. All husbands will thank me for recom-

mending the custom. As to the ladies, I expect

much opposition from them; for if they cannot, like

the Naiades of old, preside over rivers, springs,

wells, and fountains, they claim the inferior right of

superintending house-washing, to the great annoy-

ance of every male inmate, who is happy if he can

rise early enough to escape being drowned every

Friday, whether the house be dirty enough to re-

quire scrubbing or not. J believe Friday was chosen

for no other reason but that it is an unlucky day.

A Turkish house is never washed; water never

touches lhc
#
floor, and for this plain reason, that the

floors, by the jfracticc of leaving the dirt at thg outer

door, are never made dirty. A Turk, it is true, is

master of his own house
;

ct voila la difference

!

Saint Paul says, “wives be obedient to your hus-

bands but the koran explains why they should be

obedient, and points out the remedy for disobedi-

ence. “ Men shall have pre-eminence above women,

because of those advantages wherein God hath
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caused the one of them to excel the other ;
and for

that which they expend of their substance to main-

tain their wives.” This is the reason why they

should be obedient Now for the remedy of diso-

bedience :
“ But those whose perverseness ye $hait

be apprehensive of, rebuke, and remove them into

separate apartments, that is, punish them with soli-

tary confinement and chastisenjcnt.”* I am almost

of opinion that the same authority vested in a Christ-

ian husband, would, if properly exercised, induce

his wife to give up the practice of weekly house-

scrubbing, if the house was not, in her own opinion,

dirty enough to require it. Dry rubbing with sand,

is less objectionable, but this has its inconveniences.

I have lieald of an old lady in Virginia, who carried

it to such excess, that she fell through the floor into

the cellar, and broke her leg which caused her death.

I obtained the storj* from her grand-daughter, who
has as strong a propensity forfloor-washing, in con-

sequence of which, she is never free from a cold,

which will sooner or late* terminate her existence.

My purpose in dwelling so long on this subject, is

to introduce among my countrymen, a.n<f, ifpossible,

my countrywomen, a custom having so many ad-

vantages, and which is free from so many evils and

inconveniences.

The practice of dry-rubbing is very destructive

to shoes, for the operation is performed by the soles

of old ones. BuJ. the old lady before mentioned,

carried the practice to such an excess, that after

* See koran, fourth chapter, entitled 11 women.”
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wearing out the floors by the expenditure of every

old shoe she could lay her hands on, she reduced

her husband to beggary, by wearing out every new
.shoe that was brought into the house. Let no man
thStefore, whose wife has a passion for dry-rubbing

venture to put on over-shoes, if lie wishes to keep

himself out of the poor-house.

My friends at length left me ; and to give you an

idea of the unsocial and niggardly habits of the

Frank population in Pera, I will mention that al-

though it was known to all that they were on a visit

to me, not a human being showed them the slightest

attention or hospitality, except three ugly old maids,

who called one evening, in the hope of being of the

party to visit the mosques, and who staid so late

that we were sick and tired of them, and wished

them any where else but wherp they were. They

were however disappointed in their expectation,

and we had the satisfaction of never seeing them

afterward.

I believe the visit of Dr, H. *and his family, to

Constantinople, saved my life; by the advice he

gave me, whioh I have followed by the exercise it

called foi? and by the pleasure the society of the

family afforded me. No people could enjoy them-

selves more than they did during their stay. Every

thing to them was novel, and their visit was at the

season of the year when the lovely Bosphorus was

decked in all its beauty.

My kind regards to all your family, and believe

me, my Dear ,
your friend and well wisher.

VOL. ii.
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LETTER XXIX.

St. Stcphano, August 15th, 1833.

My Dear ,

Jews are to be found in most of the villages on

both shores of the Bosphorus, and indeed every

where except in Jerusalem, but their principal places

of residence here arc in the quarter of Balata, which

is included within the quarter of Blaquemes,—at the

village of Hassa Kieuy, where it is said they have

a population of fifty thousand, (but this must be a

vety great mistake,)—at Osta Kieuy, where they

arc very numerous,—as they are also at Istavola,

on the Asiatic side of the Bosphorus. Indeed some

of them are to be found in almost every village in

the neighbourhood of the capital
;
and in all the

large cities of the empirg, where money is to be

gained by labour, by changing of money, by selling

old clothes, and by any other small traffic, Jews

arc to be met with. They were expelled from Spain

during the time of Ferdinand and Isabella, and re-

turned to the East, from whence they came origi-

nally, bringing with them in addition to their He-

brew a corrupt
#
Spanish, which they occasionally

mix with it in their writing, their prayers, and their

ordinary conversation with one another, as well as

* This letter has appeared^ the Now-York Monthly Magazine.
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when they address a stranger ; but they generally

speak to the latter in tolerable Spanish.

After various persecutions, which caused the emi-

gration of vast numbers from Granada, and other

>*ts of Spain, an edict was issued for their total

expulsion ; and eight hundred thousand wanderers,

destitute of a home, set their faces to the East, and

sought a residence in the land of the Ottomans,

where they were wfcll received, after having been

refused an asylum in every Christian city of the

west.

• They form a large part of the populations of Sa-

lonica, Smyrna, Rhodosto, Broussa, and other large

towns, where they have their synagogues, and the

freedom of worshipping, as they did oil the Holy

Mount, and in the Temple of Solomon, in Jerusa-

lem, the city of the Lord. At Salonika they have

no less than thirty synagogues. The principal di-

vision of this persecuted race came to this capital,

where the quarters I have named were assigned to

them, and where they continue a distinct and a “ pe-

culiar people,” as Moses prophesied and wished

tljpy should be.

The three nations, subjects of the Porte, the Ar-

menians, flie Greeks and the Jews, as before observ-

ed, are designated by names indicative of their rela-

tionship with the government, although they all

come in under the general name* of subjects, or

Rayahs,
as they are called. TJie Armenians are

properly Rayahs
,
and are so called because they

are not considered a conquered people
;
the Greeks
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are called Yeshir, or slaves ; as since the conquest

of Constantinople,, they have been considered as

holding life on sufferance; the Jews are ‘called

Mousaphir, or visiters, because they sought here an

asylum. „

The Jews are every where a persecuted people,

and even in that Paradise of Jews, Leghorn, where

they are the owners of one half gf the city, and more

than one half of the wealth in ft, they arc still con-

fined to their own quarter, and not permitted to re-

side in any other. In every other part of Tuscany,

they are objects of detestation, and it would not be

safe for a Jew to visit the capital, if he were known

as such. Degraded as they are, however, in Con-

stantinople; the conduct of the government, and the

Ottomans generally, towards the Jews does not differ

essentially from that which is manifested towards

the other Rayahs . ,

Indeed it is supposed by some that they are

treated with greater kindness than the rest, because

they remain in the character of visiters, and there-

fore are entitled Ur all the rites of hospitality,—and

as a further motive for good feeling towards thejn,

they assimilate more nearly than the rest in their

religious opinions and observances, to tlie Mussul-

mans,—in their belief in the unity of the Godhe'ad,

—in their practice of circumcision,—their abhor-

rence of pork—-.and in their manner of writing from

right to left ;—all^ of which gives to the Turk and

the Jew an identity of feeling, which does not take

place with the others. .According to the opinion of
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my most amiable and observant literary friend, l)r.

Walsh, the Jews in Turkey are a favoured people,

and held by the Turks in greater consideration than

4ji any Christian country.

It is said that the Sultan, in his spirit of reform,

has declared, he wished it to be recorded in history

that during his reign, the Jews passed the Bospho-

rus in the kaicks with fou^pair of oars, more than

any Christian or Turk is allowed to use, who is be-

low the rank of minister or pasha. This from the

tongue of the Sultan might sound hyperbolical, yet

it shows, at least, that his Jewish subjects had their

share of his good will, and were included in his

wishes for the general improvement, which it is his

object to introduce in the condition of his people.

The time was, when the Jews were the scraffs or

bankers to the Ottomans high in office, and if by

dishonesty they lost the employment, if their whole

race arc tricky,—and more so here than elsewhere,

as they are supposed to be,—perhaps the indolence

of the Turks which offered them facilities, and their

subsequent extortions, makes them so. The child-

ren of Israel have no other object but chaffer and

barter, afld are satisfied with the most humble of

tire branches of trade, where more profitable em-

ployment is not to be obtained. Tf then they lost

these elevated posts, witli the prospect of amassing

enormous fortunes sooner or later to be squeezed

out of them by the Sultan or his pachas, it must be

acknowledged that they gained thereby in tranquil-

lity and happiness
;

for, as tlie Armenians, by step-
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ping into their places, advanced in wealth and im-

portance, they became the inheritors of all the evils

which, in the shape of suspicion, extortion, and all

the various means of persecution, had made th°

situation- of the Jews so little enviable.

. The unintellectual Armenian, in his ambition for

office, and passion for the acquirement of wealth, is

more bold than the Jew ; his risk, therefore, is pro-

portioned, and his punishment, on detection, docs

not fall short of it. The Armenian, when he has an

opportunity, plays for high stakes, and when a long

career of success and superabundance of wealth

lulls his apprehensions, and gets the belter of his

meanness, he runs from one extreme to another,

and desires to shine in splendour. A fine house,

gloomy and obscure in ils exterior,—fine gardens

concealed by high walls from the prying eyes of

those without,—jewels and fine dresses for his wife,

his children and himself, which they dare not wear

abroad,'—all these are his craving passions; while

the timid Israelite, profiting by the wisdom of his

ancestors, and his own experience, locks*up or bu-

ries his treasures, clothes himself in rags, and is

content to pass as one of the poorest of the poor,

claiming only the privilege of cheating others on a

small scale, and increasing his wealth by denying

himself and family all the luxuries and most of the

comforts of life. Of the ambition of family, rank,

and distinction, we hear not among the Jews, al-

though there may be some of them who trace their

ancestry to the highest among “ the renowned of the
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congregation of princes of the tribes of their fathers,”

who Jieard in thunder the voice of God from

Sinai’s smoking and quaking mount, and trembled.

Yet, poor, enslaved and scattered as they arc, they

look forward to the day when they shall be •free and

united as a nation, governed again by that Divine

Presence, which said “ Thou shalt have no oilier

gods before me.” The huntble and despised Jew
can look back to the past with pride, and to the fu-

ture with hope
;
he is, in these respects, supciior

to his Armenian rival, who neither recalls the one,

nor anticipates the other. To the latter there is

nothing offered as a substitute for patriotism;

whereas the Israelite looks back with pride to the

times when a David and a Solomon sat upon Ju-

dea’s throne, and when, even in their Egyptian

bondage, and Babylonian captivity, a Joseph and a

Daniel inspired by the omniscience of God, could

save and rule kingdoms.

This, and the full faith and confidence with which

they look forward to the fulfilment of prophecy,

generates nuch of that national pride and attach-

ment which wo call patriotism. These sentiments

have lasted from the earliest period recorded by

history, and although the poor Israelites are shun-

ned and despised by all sects, and by all but our

own liberal and tolerant nation ; and by tacit con-

sent are shut up in a society by themselves, yet wc
cannot but feel, and even hope, that so much faith,

—that so much constancy, may find grace in the

eyes of Him who rules the universe, that pardon
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for their hope in tlje fulfilment of the misunderstood

prophecies, and for their errors, may be found when

we shall all be assembled together before the judg-

ment seat ;
and that they may be permitted to tjs^e*

the “pure river of the water of life, clear as crystal,

proceeding out of the throne of God and of the

Lamb.”

Besides the coincidence of litiial forms and the-

ism between the Jews and the Turks, history may

have furnished some motive for the friendly greet-

ing the former met with on seeking an asylum here.

They must have taken good care to have reminded

their Mussulman friends, that the success of the

Saracen invasion of Spain was greatly owing to as-

sistance furnished by them
;
and that their subse-

quent persecutions and final expulsion were owing

to the fidelity of their attachment to the conquerors

of Granada, and to their hostility to the followers of

Christ.

But whatever the consideration of the Mahome-
tan may be for thu Jew, and whatever the cause of

it,—whatever the hopes of the latter muy be, tem-

poral and spiritual,—frona the Christian in Turkey,

the Jew scarcely looks for mercy
; or if he does, it

is for that mercy that would be extended to a deg.

The yoke placed on the neck of each, weighs

heavily alike to both
;
as heavy on the neck of the

Christian as on the Jew
;
but the opprobrium which

follows the Jew everywhere accompanies him here.

When a Greek wishes to express strongly his

hope of mercy for others, or deliverance from pend-
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ing evil, he says, “ I hope it may not happen even
to a Jew,” or, as we would say, “ even to a dog.”

But his charity for others is more frequently ex-

pressed in the following terms—u If this misfortune

ia*4o happen, God send that it may fall most heavily

on the Jews !” With this bad will on the part of

Christians, and the indolent pas3ivcness of their

Turkish masters, Jhe Jews have much to suffer.

On Holy Friday, nit one ofthese persecuted peo-

ple dare to go into the quarters of the city or suburbs

inhabited by the Christians, for he will find his race

burning in effigy, and will run the risk of being

stoned
;
and no sum that could be offered to a Jew,

with all his cupidity, could induce him to pass that

day in Pera.

The Turks themselves, in fact, consider this ven-

geance of the Christians as a perfectly legitimate

punishment for the death of Christ ;
for although

they cram the Jews and Christians along with the

Magians, altogether without ceremony, into the

sixth hell, still they respect Moses and the Prophets,

and have the greatest veneration for our Saviour.

TJhey belifve that God gave written revelations to

Moses, to Jeshs Christ, and Mahomet, though they

acknowledge none of those to be extant, which pre-

ceded the Koran, except the Pentateuch of Moses,

the Psalms of David, and the Gospel of Jesus, all

of which, however, they say were before Mahomet’s

time, altered and corrupted by tl\p Jews and Christ-

ians.

According to the Koran, the Turks have no right
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to decide between the Jew and the Christian on the

subject of religion
;
this is left to the judgment of

God. " The Jews say the Christians are grounded

on nothing; and the Christians say the Jews are

grounded on nothing
;
yet they both read the Scrips

turcs. So likewise say they that know not the

Scriptures
,
according to their saying. But God

shall judge between tlityn on the/lay of resurrection,

concerning that about which they now disagree.”*

It will be seen, by the foregoing, that the Turk

is placed in a perfect state of neutrality in all dis-

putes of a religious character between the twb

sects
; and this, with his naturally passive character,

befoie adverted to, which cannot be roused to ac-

tion without a strong motive, may account for the

continuance of not only the prejudices, but of the

active persecutions, of the children of Israel, which

are too often witnessed in the streets of the capital

and those of the neighbouring towns.

The Jewish nation in the Ottoman empire has a

very feeble political influence. Since the Armeni-

ans have supplanted them in their employ as seraffs,

they have scarcely one member of their nation, who
can be ranked among the high in ofhee

;
t
thc Bazi-

riam Bashi, the chief of the merchants, perhaps, is

the only one, and I am not certain that a Jew now
holds the office. I think it will hardly be denied,

that the Jewish .nation in Turkey is in a complete

state of indigence., as is sufficiently proved by the

mean and vile employments to which the indivi-

Koran, chap. 2, entitled tho Cow.
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duals belonging to it devote themselves. There is

no appearance of comfort, no appearance of compe-

tency, among them
;
every thing, where sight and

smell are concerned, among them is extremely dis-

gusting, and in passing through their quarters, the

sounds that assail the ears prove that they are a

querulous race, destitute of domestic peace and

comfort.

The Jews, in their isolated state, constitute a so-

ciety, regulated by a government formed by a mix-

ture of aristocracy and theocracy; but the latter

prevails, and the ancient maxims of the Mosaic laws

have so greatly the influence over the oligarchy,

that we are somewhat surprised to find, in appear-

ance, a well regulated republic in the midst of arbi-

trary power and anarchy.

The grand rabbi, and two others of the higher

order of the hierarchy, with a council composed of

seven members, all appointed for life, are the depo-

sitories of the legislative, temporal, and ecclesiastic

powers of the nation,—the assembly of which they

convoke, when in their opinion tSe interests of the

community may seem to require that it should be

done. T^ey tiave the power, also, of choosing the

members of the assembly, who are taken from those

of the rabbins most distinguished for their wealth

and influence. Every question submitted to the

national assembly is settled by the convoking party

before their meeting, so that theydiave only to con-

sent to that which has already been concluded on,

and to leave to those in whom their confidence had
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been previously placed the care of making such re-

forms as in their wisdom they may deem right and

proper.

This manner of disposing of the legislative power

cannot be too highly prized, as the nation is thus

relieved from all uneasiness with respect to its in-

terests ;—knowing, as it does, of course, that every

necessary care will be taken of all that concerns its

welfare, by those appointed to protect its rights !

!

But this sort of government is very well suited to

the ignorance and prejudices of the Jews, who arc

thereby saved the trouble of thinking about national

affairs, and left masters of their own time, to em-

ploy it as they think proper. It suits also the go-

vernment of the people among whom they reside,

which always looks to the head of the nation, as

responsible for every thing relating to those who be-

long to it. It was intended by this form of govern-

ment originally to provide checks on each of the

different branches ; thus the two rabbis were to be

checks on the grand rabbi. The Council of Seven

was intended as a check on these, and the national

assembly was to have power over all. But the ori-

ginal intention appears to have been forgotten in the

usurpations, which the indifference of the people

rendered so easy, and which, indeed, would appear

useless, when we consider the true condition of the

Jews with respect to the Turks,—a society sur-

rounded by despotism. In case of the death of the

grand rabbi, his place is filled by the second, and

so on, and the vacancy is supplied by one of the
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council of seven, chosen by the national assembly,

who, in like manner, supply ttfe vacancies in the

council of seven from among the rabbis and the se-

cular
;
but the chain generally falls on the former.

There arc two tribunals where justice is adminis-

tered, one at Ilassa Kieuy
,
the other at Balata

,

each composed of four rabbis chosen for life by the

national assembly. All litigations are brought be-

fore these tribunals, and if there is a difference of

opinion among the judges, the cause is submitted to

the grand rabbi whose opinion has the force of

law,—and is decisive. The only expense of these

suits are the small fees to the court and clerk, so

that justice may be said to be rendered almost gra-

tuitously.

Crimes, whatever they may be, are never sen-

tenced to be punished capitally. It may be easily

imagined that the Turkish gofernment would not

tolerate an encroachment on a power reserved to

itself. The Jews however account for this modifi-

cation by saying that Gocfhas taken from them this

right sinc^ the destruction of the temple.

•The punishments inflicted are generallyimprison-

ment, and hard labour fh the arsenal, whefte they

ar$ received on the application of the grand rabbi.

Respect for their religion and attachment to their

nation cause a blind submission on the part of the

Jews to the decision, of their courts, and if any one

was known to murmur, or to hate recourse to the

tribunals of the Turks, he would be an object of

VOL. ii.—
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detestation to the whole nation, and perish under

their anathemas.

The Expenses of the administration consist of the

emoluments of the grand rabbi and his two col-

leagues the fees of the courts of justice
;
pensions

given to about one hundred rabbis, whose duties arc

to study the laws, attend to public instruction, and

religion, and from among whojn are chosen the

members of the government. There is deposited

also in the public chest, a sum of money to assist

the necessitous, which is so distributed as to do

away with beggary altogether among the Jews. As

a security against being pressed into the service of

the marine,
#
and for protection against the vexations

they would otherwise be subjected to on fitting out

of the fleet, they pay to the admiralty, annually,

seventeen thousand piasters; and from six to ten

thousand piasters more, for the purpose of defray-

ing the expense of those who, from devotion, wish

to go to Jerusalem to lay their bones in holy ground.

The management of the public funds is confided

to five persons, chosen every two years by the na-

tional assembly, and each head of a family is taxed

in proportion to his means.

To this end the nation is divided into three classes,

—first, those able to pay taxes,—second, the poor,

who in place of paying receive,—third, the class of

individuals who are not so fortunate as to be taxable,

yet are well enough off to do without succour.

The first class scarcely forms the fifth part of the

nation.
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In the collection and distribution of the national

funds, there appears to be mudi confidence placed

in the five individuals chosen for this object
; but

there is a security for their honesty in the smallness

of their number, the short period of their election,

and in the fact that, however dishonest Jews may
be supposed to be in their transactions with individ-

uals of other sect»
ft
they a|e extremely scrupulous

in all their dealings with one another. Their mu-

nicipal police and censorship, are exercised by ma-

gistrates called regidors (a Spanish title). They
watch over public and private tranquility, and do-

mestic habits and manners, and have the right of

knowing whether the individuals of the districts

confided to them respectively keep good hours.

Each quarter has its regidor chosen from among

the people whom he is to superintend. They have

power to inflict the bastinadei? or send delinquents

to prison without any other form of process
;
and

military discipline is not more severe than that ob-

served by these officers.* Each quarter has also its

rabbi anc^synagogue, and the observance of religious

<$uties, is exacted by them with the utmost rigour.

Religion is the great ^nd of all the Jewish insti-

tutions; therefore, their education is confined chiefly

to reading, and to the knowledge of dogmas, and the

ritual. The most learned among them arc those to

whom the Hebrew language is iflost familiar, and

who are said to be versed in the Scriptures and their

commentaries, and to possess a knowledge of the

annals of the nation. They are ignorant of science.
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ifwe except some among them who have sufficient

knowledge to make up the almanack. The number
of Jews in and around the capital, is supposed to

be about sixty thousand.

Banking, commerce, and above all, brokerage,

and the other professions of the lowest order of traffic,

which admit easily of dishonest practices, fall to the

lot of'tlie Jews. They cultivate none of the liberal,

nor any of the respectable mechanical arts, such

as the weaving of fine stuffs, jewellery, watch-ma-

king, &c, &c. In this respect they are far below

the other rayahs, and this ignorance is the natural

consequence of their separation from all people who
are not of their nation. The laws and economical

habits of the Jews have banished luxury from among

them, and, against the common custom of Turkey,

their domestics are limited to the very smallest

number. If they ever depart in any way from these

rules of moderation which they have established, it

is on or about the time of their festivals, so that this

infraction is the work of ieligion, and not that of a

desire to incur expense, or indulge in luxpry.

There is a commission composed of iour mem-
bers, who are charged with keeping up, relations

between the Jews of the capital, and those of the

Holy Land
;
every Jew wishes to make a pilgrimage

to it at some period of his life, and to finish his days

there. Every year a ship sails from Constantino-

ple for Syria, with from one hundred and fifty to

two hundred pilgrims of both sexes, and those who

arc rich pay the expenses of the poor. On these
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pious pilgrimages, sometimes wars and oppressions

subject them to exactions, which they are unable to

meet, and in these cases the nation is their resort to

which they apply for succour, which is never refu-

sed to them.

The national assembly iixes the amount, and the

commission of four have the management of its dis-

tribution.

All rayahs pay the capitation tax, so do the Jews,

as also their quota of extraordinary tax levied by

the Porte, which they regulate among themselves,

so that all the Porte has to do, is to intimate the

amount to the grand rabbi.

The fact is that the Jews, by the organization of

their government, are the most happy of all the ra-

yahs in avoiding all difficulties with the Ottoman

government, and all the evils which follow in their

train.

In some respects, there is a striking resemblance

between the Jews and the Turks,—to wit, in sepa-

rating themselves entirely from the society of other

sects—in their fraternal regards—in their charities

tf» one another—and in their thcocratical govern-

ment. §ut let us sec where they differ.

The Jews are as timid as the Turks are brave

;

lowly as the Turks arc proud ; the Jew barricades

himself from society, because society rejects him

—

the Turk keeps himself at a distance because he

conceives others inferior to himself. The Turk

never debases himself by contemptible dishonesty

like the Jew, and a difference of belief is never a

p 2
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consideration sufficiently strong to induce him to

compound, like theJew, with truth, to which in fact

the Turk is a slave.

The double yoke of the Ottoman Porte, and that

imposed by his own laws, which is worn by the

Jew, loses in a great measure its weight by the

mere force of duplicity; for the vigilance of the

master relaxes in proportion to, the submission of

the slave, and hence the cause of the continual at-

tention of the Jews, to their interior regulations.

There is one thing that strikes a stranger very

forcibly, which is the extraordinary resemblance

which the Jewish women here, have to each other

;

they are extremely homely, and have a singular ex-

pression of countenance and features. It would be

difficult to convey an idea of them by any descrip-

tion whatever. There is something repulsive and

cadaverous about them. I have never seen one

who had any pretensions to beauty. This is not

the case with the men, they resemble one another

nearly as much as the women do, but they are a

handsome race, generally tall, and well formed.

You know them to be Jews, at first sighi—but this

is not die case with the women, they resepiblc none

of the nation that I have seen in any other part of

the world ;
those of the coast of Barbary are as re-

markable for their beauty as those of Constantino-

ple are for theirdisgusting ugliness.

The Jews have a fair every week in one of the

principal streets of Pera, where they sell all sorts of

old things ;—old clothes, old knives, old spoons, old
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copper, iron and tin utensils, and in fact, every thing

that can be named. Here the poor people, sailors,

&c., come to buy old effects.

They have another one near the arsenal gate of a

still inferior stamp, where the sailors and others

from the ships of war, and the laborers, go to make
purchases.

These fairs are jrcry much resorted to, and it is

curious to see what strange articles they expose for

sale,—mere rags, old shoes utterly irreparable, and

useless, and we wonder that any one can be found

so poor and miserable as to become the purchaser.

There are many of them who expose their wares

for sale, whose stock in trade would not sell, at its

highest price, for half a dollar
;
and I have known a

dealer in spunk, for the purposes of tinder, bawl out

through the whole continuance of the fair, to the

annoyance of every body, “ Isca senor bucuo esca

comprar senor bueno wco,” when his whole stock

could be bought for twenty-five cents. On a hill

behind the Jewish village of Hassa Kieuy, they

have an immense cemetery, and"every stranger who
visits it, must acknowledge, that poor and miserable

as the Jqjvs may be, op affect to be, during their

lives, in death they have much of oriental pomp and

magnificence. Their tomb-stones or monuments

are very rich and expensive, being of white marble,

and beautifully sculptured in higforclief, and filled

with inscriptions in the Hebrew character. This

grave-yard, standing on a lull without a shrub or any

thing to intercept the view, has at a distance, say
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from the Atmeidan, particularly when the weather

is a little hazy, the*appearance of a large and well

built town, such is the illusion effected on the op-

tics, from the circumstance of their being no object

near with which the size of the tombs can be com-

pared. The foundation of these funeral monuments

is a solid mass of white marble, covering the whole

length and double the yidth of the grave, highly de-

corated with sculpture and inscriptions. On this is

laid a heavy block of marble equally white, shaped

like a coffin cut off at the shoulders, about six feet

long, but three or four times the usual height,—this

is also highly decorated and inscribed. What these

inscriptions contain I do not know, whether extracts

from the Scriptures, or family records,—but, if the

latter, no better means could be devised for perpet-

uating a knowledge of their ancestry than by mon-

uments, durable as* the pyramids, inscribed in a

language infinitely older, and perhaps as unchange-

able.

Inflexibly attached as the Jews are to their own
religion, still there"are some who conform to that of

the Turks ;
and in every respect adopt facir mode

ofworship. These dissenters from the aqcient faith

do not appear to excite any sort of hostile feelings

against them on the part of the rest of the nation.

But should a Jew be converted to Christianity, he

becomes the immediate object of the most relentless

persecution to hist own people, so that his life is not

safe.

I mentioned in my journey to Broussa, the fact
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of some Jews having been banished from Constan-

tinople to Nicomedia, for havingbecome Christians,

and the Armenian priests, who had assisted at the

ceremony of baptism, were banished along with

them. This sentence was passed on them by the

Porte, on the application of the Turkish authorities,

and as a means of securing them from the violence

that was threatened

It cannot be doubted thui uic Hatred of the Jews

towards the Christians is inveterate in the extreme,

and opportunities only arc wanted to make this

manifest. An occasion offered, where the venera-

ble Greek patriarch was hanged by the Turks at

the commencement of the Greek revolution. The
Jews volunteered their services to cast Ins body into

the sea
;
their services were accepted, and his corpse

was dragged through the streets by them with gra-

tuitous insult.

This circumstance, with others of a similar na-

ture, so exasperated the Greeks, that during the

revolution they revcngedUiemselves on every Jew

that fell i«to their hands with the most dreadful re-

taliation. * These mutual prejudices arc so strong,

that they^givc rise to miny accusations and recrim-

inations, with which they assail each other.

The Jews accuse the Christians of bcing eaters

of human flesh, while the Christians charge them

with crucifying adults on Good Friday, in mockery

of the crucifixion of Christ
;
ami with purloining

children, and sacrificing them as paschal lambs at

their passover. These things, however, are scarcely
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worth repeating, and I mention them, not because I

believe them, but because they are too generally

believed here.

This sketch, which I have endeavored to make
as concise as possible, may serve to convey an idea

of the Jews of Constantinople, and of their political

and domestic condition.

LETTER XXX *

3t. Stephano, August 20, 1833.

My dear ,

In that circle which is called good society at Pera,

that is to say the diplomatic circle, in which every

one in any way connected with a turgeman is per-

mitted to “ live, and move, and have a being the

prevailing language and manners, and, .among the

younger part of this limited sphere, the dre3s is

French. It has not been long since it was Greek.

The latter or something like it, is affected now by

the elder females of this community
;
some in fact,

dress in the fashion of other ages, if such fashions

ever existed. I now speak of the very oldest part

of the society, who have outlived all appearance of

what they formerly were, all idea of sacrificing to

* This letter lias appeared in the New-York Monthly Magazine.
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fashion, and all possibility of undergoing any change,

except from life to death. There is something ex-

tremely''singular in the old women in this country,

particularly those who live a tranquil and easy life,

and in the circle I speak of. They absolutely dry

up
, and become seasoned like a piece of live oak,

which is incorruptible, or like an Egyptian mummy,
but still retaining thqvital spask. I should be afraid

to say how old I thought some of them were, lest

like Captain liiley, I might be suspected of roman-

cing
;
but I can assure my readers, that they must

halve been as old as any Arab that the gallant cap-

tain ever met with in the desert. He rates their

ages, I think, at from three to four hundred years.

I don’t say how old my old women arc, but I ven-

ture to say they are as old as the oldest of his Arabs.

The younger pari of the female society arc gene-

rally very pretty, and dress \vi4h a great deal of

taste
;
they dance extremely well and their man-

ners arc quite pleasing. The whole business of

their lives is to dress weM, to dance well, and to

please. Great attention is paid fo these important

oljccts, anji if as much care were taken of the mind,

as of the planners, dress,«and the movement &f the

feet, they would no doubt make fine women. Some

of them make a noise on the piano. But whatever

other sins they may commit, I have never yet known

but one of them to be guilty of the sin of looking

into a book, and that book, alas ! was upside down.

Their minds are blank paper ; nothing can exceed

their ignorance of every thing beyond the four cor-
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ners of Pera and the village of Buyucdere; the first

their winter, the -latter their summer residence.

They migrate from one place to the other like birds

of passage, and to them the whole world is limited

to the space of twelve or fourteen miles, the distance

between the four corners and Buyucdere.

Their winter occupation, is to attend the balls

given by the ambassadors. They have no society

in their own houses
;
blessed or cursed is the man

who ever crosses the threshold of a Pcrote, as they

arc called ; blessed, inasmuch as he enjoys a favor

seldom granted to any one, their doors never being

opened for the purposes of hospitality; cursed, be-

cause if lie have the means of entertaining, he is

sure to be taxed ever after with the burthen of en-

tertaining fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, uncles,

aunts and cousins (they arc all cousins here), down

to the third and fourth generation.

With the affairs of their neighbours, perhaps no

people in the -world arc better acquainted
;
they tvill

know what they cat, what they drink, how they live.

All their domestic concerns are pryed .into, they

send for their servants, and worm out «f tliemdf

possiWc, all the secrets of" the family, should there

be any, and seem to take particular pleasure in ma-

king them known far and wide, which the aforesaid

ambassadorian balls give them an opportunity of

doing. The female members of the family have

another business to perform . A s the streets ofPera

do not in the winter season permit of walking out,

each one has her favorite window, from which they
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undertake the inspection of so much of the crooked

and dirty streets or lanes, as comes within the range

of thefr visual organs—perhaps the limits may not

exceed a few yards—perhaps less. Yet, there they

sit “from morn till noon, from noon till dusky

night,” carefully [noticing every thing that occurs

within their respective districts. This affords sub-

jects for conversation, and it is almost incredible

what a quantity of interesting details they will find

to communicate, in the course of a sitting . As an

instance, one lady, whose window looks into my
back yard, and whose prospect is limited by the

thick stone walls of a house in front of it, about ten

feet distant, amused me during a whole morning’s

visit, by recounting the gambols and tricks of two

pointer pups; it is surprising how much entertain-

ment she had found in watching their capers, and

consequently how much amusement she had been

able to afford her friends by the details. For two

or three weeks, she had done nothing else but watch

them, and wished for no other occupation.

Happy jndeed must be the mifid, fruitful must be

the imagination, innocent the heart, that can Jind

content, sybjccls for reflection, and amusement, in

an employment so entirely harmless and unexcep-

tionable. Others had wider fields for observation;

various were the objects which presented themselves

to their view; here, an overloaded Jew crying Go-

iloni Mclikani (American cotton\ with a whizzing

through the nose like the sound of a split flute. There

a hamal with a load that would crush down a jackass.

VOL. ii.

—

o
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AnArmenianwith his long ears and calpack. AGreek

with his full trow3crs and skull-cap. A French

shopkeeper running out with his samples of tape

and pins. Perhaps a minister ! A charge ! or last,

though not least agreeable, a dapper attache, an as-

pirant to a turgemanic station! She envies them

not
;
her mild and patient eye, rests calmly on the

two puppies, and she^seeks no other occupation,

she wants no other amusement. Unfortunately,

and without my knowledge, the servant to whom
one of these pups belonged, sent it away ; the other

for want of a companion took to the house, and the

lady’s “ occupation was gone.” I am told that she

has since taken up with two cats, that arc carrying

on a courtship on the caves of the house, which in-

tercepts her view, and that she is patiently watching

its progress.

Two or three young ladies of a family informed

me they had been to Russia on one occasion, where

they had spent a few months. They were looked

upon with wonder on their return, and Sindbad the

sailor had not half the astonishing things}, to relate,

that they had seen in Russia. Their accf laintancyss

often pointed them out to me as travelled ladies.

The thought struck me once to ask them “ how
they liked St. Petersburgh ?” “ They had never seen

it.” "Moscow?” "Nor that neither.” I asked

them with some surprise, “ what part of Russia

they had visited ?” “ Odessa on the Black Sea !”

“ No other place VI “ Pas plus”

I will venture to assert that of the ladies of this
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class of society, not one in fifty, nay, not one in a

hundred, if there be so many «of them, has ever

crossed the Bosphorus or the harbor of Constanti-

nople, or knows any tiling more about Asia and the

city, than about Hindoostan or Timbuctoo. Yet

with all their ignorance, while they are young they

are pretty, and sooner or later are picked up by some
young turgeman oi.tlic seqpnd or third class, and

begin the laudable occupation of increasing and

multiplying the members of the turgemanic corps.

But as they grow old, heaven help them ; they have

then a physiognomy peculiarly their own, they have

a particular stamp or seal placed on their features.

It has grown in some measure out of their political,

but more particularly their social relations. Diplo-

macy, the art of concealing the thoughts, and of

producing false impressions is the great study at

Pcra; this study gives a particular cast to the coun-

tenance, and almost every man who has been long

in the diplomatic corps has it, but more especially

the turgemans. They alt look as if they were big

with something that required all their prudence to

conceal, lit is natural that this cast of features

should descend to the Child
;

this is the ‘political

cause. I have before observed, that they are all

cousins here
;
marriages and intermarriages without

number, have been practised from time out ofmind.

There are but few families of what arc called no-

bles to be found here. I do no* think they would,

exceed ten, and I am certain, not a dozen. Stran-

gers of rank are not willing to connect themselves
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with this spurious nobility, and to many beyond

the pale of their circle, to inferior rank, would be

at once to lose caste. They would be excommuni-

cated and execrated; to marry a merchant whatever

his worth, would be a stain on their family escutch-

eons never to be effaced. Thus, what are they to

do ? They have hit on a very simple remedy : they

marry one another, and keep nJ
1 the honours among

themselves
;

this is the social cause. Now every

farmer in our country knows the cfFect of “ breed-

ing in and in,” as it is called, and no one among us

is ignorant of the consequences of cousins marrying

cousins from one generation to another. The effect

is strongly marked on the mind, as well as on the

countenance
;
this practice long continued, in fact,

produces in both idiocy and all its characteristic

traits. Go into ari old Pera family, where this

practice has been continued from generation to ge-

neration, from the time of the Latins perhaps, and

you will find all the evidences of its consequences

;

weak intellects, with sensfi enough only to endeavour

to conceal tlicir imbecility under the clrak of eti-

quette and diplomacy
;
and in the countenances*of

the aged,—who have forgotten how to change the

true expression of the features, by that eternal arti-

ficial smile, which the young ones have for all alike,

—there is, in a peculiar degree, that stamp which

unerringly mark's the mixed character of knave and

fool.

If I were asked to say what kind of features were

necessary to make up the countenances alluded to,
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I should reply, ears long and elevated, drawn for-

ward by the muscles of the forehead, which, by
constant exercise, have furrowed themselves on

each side into three or four deeply indented semi-

circular wrinkles, divided by some perpendicular

furrows over the nose. Eyebrows drawn up to a

high point, the eyelid fallen so as to conceal the

expression of the <*yc, the hall of which is project-

ing, so as to catch through the lashes a view of every

object near
;
the nose somewhat large from use,

and pressed a little over to the left side of the face

by the frequent application of snuff with the thumb

of the right hand ; the sides of the mouth rather

drawn together, the lips parting, ready made up for

a broad smile if necessary, on the shortest notice.

The corners of the mouth sunk, and flanked on each

side by two deep, vertical trenches, which in their

youthful days may have passdtl for dimples. The
whole ruminative, staid, and of a reflective cast.

The head a little inclined on one side, and forward

;

ready to catch the slightest sound, or bow to the

slightcstmnttention. The cars have a slight move-

ment in iifferent directions to facilitate the recep-

tion of slund. The head long, and disproperlioned

to.the body. The whole appearance asinine.

In the presence of an ambassador, the angle of

inclination of the body is 45 degrees
;
a minister

plenipotentiary 35 degrees; minister resident 25

degrees; charge 15 degrees; •with their equals

perpendicular ;
with their inferiors a hollow in the

back. There is one extraordinary faculty these

Q 2
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people have acquired, that of conversing with one

person, while they are listening to the conversation

of all others within car-shot range. Some ladies in

our country have this talent, but they are nothing

to Pera lurgemans.

A very clever French writer, Pertrusicr
, in speak-

ing of the inhabitants of Pera, says, “Les habitants

de Pera ont tine physfanomie a cux, que leur rela-

tions politiques et socials ont da necessairement

marquer d'un cachet particulier.” Tome 2d, p. 261.

Now this, though true, gives you no idea of what

this “physionomie” or this “ cachet particulier” is

:

I have thought it best therefore, that you should

not remain, in the dark on a subject, of so much im-

portance as the characteristic marks of a whole race,

—one which has escaped the notice of the natural-

ist. Pertrmier lias the merit of making the dis-

covery, but I yield to no one the credit of surveying

the coast and indicating the promontories, the in-

dentations, the harbours, depths and shallows.

Some naturalists say, that the face, legs and neck

of the camcleopard were originally no l<#iiger than

those of the hare, but being compelled th seek 16s

food from the high branches of trees, they^in course

of time became of the proportions we now see them.

For a contrary reason the fore legs of the kangaroo

became short, for the convenience of seeking his

food on the earth. Philosophy tells us that man is

not an exception to this pliability of nature, which

accommodates things according to exigencies. A
man may form his own features; for example,

—
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“ In all physiognomy, the lineaments of the body

will discover those natural inclinations of the mind,

which dissimulation will conceal, or discipline will

suppress.” Bacon .

Scripture tells us that we all descended from one

common stock, yet what vast varieties do we see in

the family of man ? The Englishman, the French-

man, Spaniard, German, ItAlian, &c. &c., have all

their distinguishing traits, and may be known by a

glance
;
as may also the Indian, the Negro, the

Ourang Outang, the monkey—why not then the Pc-

rotes ? The Esquimaux arc said to have sprung

from a few wrecked Norwegians, who intermarrying

with eacli other have by degenerating, epmoto their

present stature and faculties, and formed a new race

of beings. Why then should we be surprised, that

a people living to themselves and for themselves,

intermarrying for centuries witfi. one another, should

have lost their original character, if they ever had

any, and taken one of a new and perfectly distinct

form from all others in nature.

Lord Xonboddo insists on it that, men were ori-

ginally fc/me<l with tails, but by frequent docking

and the process of dry nursing, have been relieved

from that very inconvenient appendage. I have no

opportunity of knowing whether the Pcrote retains

his tail or not, but from all his other appearances

and manners, I am rather inclined
#
to think he docs.

This however is mere matter of opinion, which of

course will pass like all other opinions, for as much

as it is worth. It is an admitted fact that the tails
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of colts may be made shorter by docking those of

their sires
;
and thb difference between the length

of the tails of an English and Arabian horse is suf-

ficient proof of the fact. The Arabians never dock

their horses. Naturalists say that dogs all came

from one stock, and all the varieties we see, from

the noble stag-hound to the stinted cur, have been

produced by education,'vclimatc, and breeding. Why
then is it extraordinary that a whole community

should think alike and look alike, when their fore-

fathers and foremothers also, have looked alike and

thought alike, for so many generations. Their em-

ployments have been for ages those of turgemans,

which implies a talent for every species of intrigue

and duplicity
;

chancellors, not much better
;
and

sometimes charges, in the absence of the minister;

which makes them a little worse.

Every one knowk the effect of occupation on the

mind and on the features
;
the farmer who ploughs

the earth may be easily distinguished from him,

whose occupation it is td plough the main, and so

throughout the different classes of society-: so of the

brute creation
;
how easy it is to distinguish between

the clfaractcr of the sturdy honest mastiff, and the

crouching, cringing, whining spaniel
;
just as ojisy

is it to know the Pcrote
;
he has a construction of

mind, a cast of features, and a manner that wouid

distinguish him'from every other biped on earth.

This is no sketch of fancy, or of a single indivi-

dual, it is the rough outline of a class, drawn with

fidelity, and it would be a waste of words to endea-
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vour farther to prove, that a genuine Perote differs

as much from the rest of his species as an Esqui-

maux, Sin Ourang Outang, a dependent, or a spaniel.

I do not doubt that the innovations which are

gradually creeping in among all ranks of society, in

this empire, will sooner or later extinguish "the race

of Perotes. Foreign nations have recently disco-

vered that it is moy; to thcirintcrcst to instruct their

young men in the Turkish language, and employ

them as interpreters in their intercourse with the

Porte, than to employ the Perote, who has no inter-

ests but his own to consult. The consequence is,

that the females of this class have directed their at-

tention to the young and accomplished foreigners

who aspire to the turgeiiianic rank, and will con-

sequently by intermarriage with them in time, pro-

duce a total change, highly advantageous to the phy-

sical and moral habits of their posterity.
—“ This is

a consummation devoutly to be wished.” Since my
residence, some of these marriages have taken place,

and the good fruits of thorn arc already seen.

I have*taken some pains in drawing the portrait

of this singular race, fancying that ere long it will

become Jxtinct, or so improved as not to be known.

The last of the Perotes will be as interesting as the

last of the North American Indians.

I have thus far confined myself chiefly to one

particular class. Of the construction of society in

general, at Pera, I have said but Jittle ;
nor is there

much to be said. Good society is much the same

everywhere, and as it is here only to be found at the
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palaces of the ambassadors and of the foreign minis-

ters, perhaps there is none in Europe that excels it.

I have enjoyed the greatest pleasure in attending

the splendid parties given by the different legations

here, and for magnificence, it would be difficult any-

where to excel them.

The foreign legations arc also distinguished for

elegance of manners, intelligent, and strict propri-

ety of conduct. They form indeed a class by them-

selves, and their ministers stand at such an awful

height above all others, that they are looked up to

by their inferiors with the reverence due to the re-

presentatives of majesty.

Many complain of the strictness of the etiquette

observed in the diplomatic circle.—It is strict, and

it must be so, to guard against and prevent the im-

pertinent obtrusiveness of the Pcrotes. Among the

ministers thcmsclvej, and their families, there is as

much sociability and freedom from restraint .as can

be found anywhere, but in self defence against the

annoyance of these troublesome insects, they are

compelled from necessity, to throw over themselves

tlio cold icy mantle of etiquette, and to ijjake thair

approach difficult; and the minister, who neglected

this necessary precaution, would soon find his situ-

ation insufferable. Remove this restraint, and they

rush into your house in swarms, and having once

obtained access, tit is with difficulty they can be got

clear of. You can scarcely smoke them out,—they

make it their common resort, and you have finally

to do as others do ; that is to order your servant to
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say, you arc sick, or you are busy—are gone to bed,

or are not at home, or to tell some other fib. This

course 'pursued for awhile, the swarm disappears;

the object is soon known to them, but it offends

none, when they meet you afterward, there is the

same servility, and if you permit it, the same obtru-

sivcncss. It has always been the custom here, for

the ambassadors ap$l ministers plenipotentiary, to

give large entertainments at stated periods, and fre-

quently. This is not expected from other members

of the diplomatic corps; ministers resident, and

charges, entertain among themselves and their

friends, as may suit their own convenience. This is

not the case with the high ranks of diplomacy. The

birth-day of the sovereign, the arrival of a new fo-

reign minister, theirown birth-day, or particular saint’s

day, or a particular national festival, on all and each

of those occasions and others,•entertainments arc

given. At the dinners, on these great occasions, it

is rarely that any one below the rank of secretary

of legation, or first turgeman, is invited; all arc

expected Jo appear in full costume, and the utmost

attention is paid to the rank of the respective indi-

viduals, i|i going to and* from, and in taking their

seats at the table.

These dinner parties are generally over by half

past seven or eight o’clock, at which hour the per-

sons who are invited to attend the ball begin to as-

semble. These are invited by th« chiefs of the dif-

ferent legations, at the request of the minister or

ambassador giving the entertainment, It is usual
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for the minister, charge, &c., to introduce those he

has invited to his host, soon after their entrance into

the room. The amusement of the evening consists

chiefly in dancing, in which the young ladies of

Pcra perform a conspicuous part, all dancing ex-

tremely well, and being, as I before said, quite

pretty, and dressing very neatly, they make very

pleasant partners to tke young.gentlemen who arc

attached to the different legations. But if the afore-

said young ladies are connected in the twentieth

degree with the turgcmancric, wo betide the bour-

geois, with his blue coat and his yellow buttons,

who dares approach with the desire of dancing

with them. No, he must seek a plebeian partner, of

which of course there are plenty in the room, it

being understood that all having claims to respecta-

bility and gentility, are to be invited to these balls.

Cards are also introduced at these parties, ccart

6

and whist are the games which are generally play-

ed; and arc sometimes, (particularly the former,)

played high, for it cannot’ be denied that, however

good the society, wherever cards are iatroduced,

money, more than amusement, is the* object. The

dances arc, waltzes, cotillions, and countiy dances;

the former arc generally preferred, and whatever

may be the name of the dance, waltzing generally

furnishes the greater part of the figure. Occasion-

ally I have seen the Romaic, a (Jrcck dance, the

Polonnaisc, and rr Russian dance, with a name, like

most Russian names, dillicult to remember, and

still more difficult to pronounce.
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The passion of the oldest of the old ladies for

dancing, continues until the lafest period of their

lives. To tell the truth, I have not seen one older

than a grandmother dance, but I speak of the pas-

sion, which, like most passions, exist long after the

power of gratifying them ceases. I have seen a

grandmother, however lead off a Romaic, a kind of

Bacchanalian danco,» with considerable spirit for a

few minutes, but she at length gave up
;
her will

was good, but her powers could not last, and the

poor old lady was led tottering off to her seat, ap-

plauded, of course, by the whole company. As
long as life lasts they visit these parties, and their

strange costumes arc the subject of mugh amuse

liient to those who never before saw any thing like

them, as they arc unlike any tiling on the face or

the earth.

After midnight, there is, on gfbat occasions, gen-

erally a supper, at which every thing sumptuous

and splendid is exhibited
;
indeed, no expense or

pains are spared at these*cntcrtajpments, to make
them as brilliant as possible. So much do the min-

isters devete themselves to the comfort, the happi-

ness, and pleasures of the guests, that they appear

almost the slaves of society, ever watchful and at-

tentive to their slightest wishes, not neglecting the

smallest civility or point of etiquette. To give one

of these parties with eclat, requires a particular

habit and tact, and this with their Actreme solicitude

to please, has produced on the minds of the Perotes

the idea, that the only qualification requisite for a

Vol. II.—

R
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foreign minister is to know how to give parties, and

that the only objectof foreign governments in send-

ing ministers here, is to entertain the society of

Pcra.

To live in Galata, is to be sure to live out of the

court atmosphere, yet in great parties the Galateans

are included, who, if on the score of political impor-

tance they do not stand so higljieas their neighbours

of Pcra, have another subject of boast, connected

with religion, to which the Perotcs can put in no

claim. They arc fully persuaded that the Epistle

of Paul to the Galatians was addressed to them,

and them alone. Lei every man bear his own bur-

then, is the maxim of our modern Galateans.

These frequent assemblies render the residence

of a stranger who seeks only amusement quite

agreeable, provided lie be of the privileged class,

and provided lie has been introduced at the palace.

But for the preservation of harmony and good intel-

ligence at Pcra, it is absolutely necessary that the

powers of Europe should keep at peace
; for the

slightest disturbance among them is felt & Pcra al-

most before it is known elsewhere
;
and ,all society

is split up into infinitely small scraps cv factions.

Of course there is an end to pleasure, for each

party strives to gain the approbation of his minister,

by a rigid and severe hostility, and unbending re-

serve towards the opposing faction. The ministers

may be at the same time, and often arc on the most

friendly terms with one another, though policy does

not permit a public display of their friendship ; but
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this signifies nothing with the small fry, they will

have no peace among them, until Europe is again

tranquil.

In private society the etiquette observed is infi-

nitely ridiculous, and cannot escape the observation

of any one. This is one of the consequences of

these little wars above alluded to, and the desire of

taking precedence g£ one another in ceremonials,

—

and if connected in any way with a legation, the in-

dividual interested conceives himself completely

identified in the affair with his sovereign.

I may be better understood by the following an-

ecdote. A person holding a sixth rale situation in

one of the legations, came to consult me as to the

dress he should wear, at a diplomatic evening party

to be given on the anniversary of a sovereign ;
whe-

ther he should wear the blue or the rod embroidery?

The embroidered or gold-laGcd pantaloons, or

breeches and stockings ? I told him, that for my
part, “ I thought it of very little consequence what he

wore, provided he went, dressed like a gentleman.”

“ My dcas sir,” said he, “ I want to convince his

imperial majesty, and my own sovereign, that I

have donel every thing in
#my power to show proper

resqcct on the occasion.”

In these little matters an observer and an amateur

may find much to amuse himself, by noticing the

conduct of the diplomatic small fry of Pcra,—

I

speak now of the natives. They arc eternally on

the alert to guard their supposed rank and conse-

quence ;
and to be guilty of so great an oversight as
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to permit, tlirough inadvertence, through deference,

or from any other gause, a person of inferior preten-

sions to themselves to usurp their place, is to com-

mit an unpardonable error
;

it would be the subject

of conversation for months, and the reputation lost

would never be regained. He would be set down

as one totally unfit to fill the meanest station in the

diplomatic corps, where the first duty of man is

to maintain His proper rank and station in the line,

and to let no one, on any consideration whatever,

push him out of it.

As to the population in general, the canaille of

Pera, they have no traits of resemblance whatever,

to those of any other known country. Servility the

most abject and complete is their lot, and if there be

a class of beings on the earth, who would carry off

the prize for bad faith, self-interest, and the desire

of benefiting themselves by means however vile,

tliis class would most certainly deserve it, for the

members which compose it, carry these qualities to

the highest degree. They come here needy and

unprincipled adventurers—public opiniop holds no

influence over them; the feeble restraint of the

ministers of their respective nations, isi-but little

felt. Their object is to make their fortunes
; this

brings them here, and when this object is effected,

they depart, regardless of the name they leave be-

hind, whether it be—“ to point a moral or adorn a

talc.”

I now quit the subject without regret, not being

able to find one redeeming virtue among the mass
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of the people to atone for their numerous sins. If

I return to it tigain, it will be to amuse and not to

disgust you, for with all their bad traits, I flatter

myself, that in their vanities, their affectations in

their idioms and peculiar manner of conversing, I

can still find subject for laughter; for it must be

confessed they arc not too bad or too contemptible

to be laughed at. . #I am jywarc that this account

will be thought exaggerated, but for the truth of it

I appeal to those acquainted with the character of

the people of Pera, to several ofwhom I have shown

it, and they have acknowledged its correctness.

In drawing this sketch, I have done little more than

follow the observations of Pcrlrusier,—I found him

correct, and have in many instances used his lan-

guage. In speaking of these people, lie says,
u but we must take care how we speak the truth

of them, it looks so much lik(* slander, that it may
easily be mistaken for it.”

But let us leave the scum of Pera, who are not

worth the trouble we hate bestowed on them, and

let us fly, to the Clwmp des Moris
,
whore, thanks

tglhe magnificence which nature has spread around,

the thoughts oT Pera and its inhabitants, willhe lost

in the calm quiet feelings and sentiments which will

be awakened within us, while we are wandering

among the mansions of the dead.

i am, &c.
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LETTER XXXI.

St. Stephano, August 27, 1833.

My dear ,

Every little helps, and agreeably to my promise

in my last, I send you some translations that will

give you an idea of the state of religion in these

regions, and of the toleration of the Turks with re-

gard to it.

In addition to the Catholic churches named and

described in the translations, there are at Pera, the

church of the Holy Trinity, and the church and

convent of the Holy Land, or as it is called, Terre

Santa.

At Galata, there arc the churches of Saint Peter,

Saint George, and Saint Bcncdito; besides the

Greek church of Saint Nicholas, and an Armenian

schismatic church. There arc also three others,

that I do not recollect the names of. At Pcra these

is also*a Greek church, and-.m Armenian schismatic

one.

Religious ceremonies and festivals, and funeral

processions, are more numerous here, than in any

Catholic country where I have ever been, and there

is more fanaticism^ than in Rome, Naples, or even

Mexico
;
and for the population of Galata and Pera,

the priests are more numerous.
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What think you of the ceremony of the “ crush-

ing of the bones of Judas,” as he is cut down from

the tree on which he hanged himself, which is rep-

resented by all the boys in the streets, collecting in

front of one or other of the churches, at twelve

o’clock on the first Thursday in Holy week, armed

with watchmen’s rattles, and at a signal given by

the priest, all striking up wjth their rattles such a

deafening sound as almost to stun one ?

On this day, there arc no bells rung in any of

the Catholic churches of Pera or Galata ; but on

other days, you arc very much annoyed with their

constant jingling. It is a mistaken notion that the

Turks do not allow the ringing of bells in the Christ-

ian churches. Every Catholic church* in Galata

and Pera is furnished with them, and there is no

place where they arc rung oflcncr. In fact, there

is more toleration in religion iji Turkey, than any

where else
;
more even than in the United States,

for however Christians may dilfer among themselves

in their creeds, forms of .worship, and ceremonies,

the Turk looks upon them all asMogs of the same

litter, and their barking and growling not worth his

notice, provided they keep out of the way pf his

pipe, and do not upset his colfec.

l*am now preparing for a tour round the Sea of

Marmora, and have already received a hnyurult

from the captain pacha, the nature of which you

will understand from the enclosed translation. I

shall visit the ancient and once magnificent city of

Cyzicum, on the opposite side, now in ruins, which
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once bid defiance to Mithridates and his army of

150,000 troops, and was relieved by Lucullus.

I shall explore the ground thoroughly, and take

notes on the spot. It is a new field for research.

Thence I shall proceed to Gallipoli, taking Rhodosto

and ScliVria in my route and touching at the inter-

mediate places. I do not know if I shall be able

to execute the task to my own satisfaction as I have

been so long sick, and have laboured under so much
depression, that it appears to me that my mind has

lost all the little energy it had. It is a great trouble

to me to drive my thoughts into action
;
they are

sluggish, and want some great excitement to put

them in motion. We shall shall see what Cyzicum

can do for them.

I have not forgotten yet to give you a picture of

the Greeks, which I some time ago promised you.

I am not yet able to
#
do justice to it.

Truly yours and your family’s.

Note.—A buyurvlt is ra letter written by order

of the Sultan, which makes it the duty of those to

whom it is addressed to fulfill all the rights of hos-

pilality and respect. It is«n high colnpliycnt to be

furnished with one. The bearer can, if he chooses,

travel free from all expenses of whatever nature*.

A finnan, is solicited from the Porte, and a few

piasters arc paid for it. It gives a right to protec-

tion and assistance.

A teskera, is a simple passport, without other ad-

vantage than a free passage through the country.
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My intention was to have taken a simple teskera,

but this being made known to jhc reis effendi,
he

informed the Sultan, who ordered the captain pacha

to issue the buyurult, as the Sea of Marmora, and

the villages on the coasts and islands, are under his

jurisdiction.

Translation of the Bttyurult.

The virtuous Mollahs and Nails of all the towns

oil the right and left shores of the White Sea from

Constantinople to the Dardincllcs, may their pray-

ers be heard. The most distinguished men as

Aums, Voyvodes
,
and other men entrusted with af-

fairs, may their merits be exalted.

It comes to your knowledge by the present buyu-

rult, that the
**** **** having manifested the desire

to visit the towns of the Sea of Marmora, which arc

under your respective jurisdictions; you are there-

fore ordered to observe towards him all the duties of

hospitality, and the respect due to him.

We therefore command you to act according to

the meaning oT this buyurult, and to take care that

nothing happens which shall in the slightest degree

be at variance with it.

To this is fixed the great seal of Tayhir Capudan

Pacha, with all his titles.
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Translation from the Turkish
, of the Berrat

,
or

Patent
,
delivered by Hatty Scheriff\

to the Arch-

bishop of the Armenian Catholics,
under date of

the 5th of January, 1831.

The Armenian Catholics, who form a part of the

rayahs, (subjects,) of my Sublime Porte, and of my
empire, which will last for ever, had not till now an

archbishop over them, and they,were heretofore un-

der the authority of the Greek and Armenian patri-

archs and their delegates.

Whereas it has been established that though the

Armenian Catholics <0 were under ihe authority of

the Greek and Armenian patriarchs, they could not

always completely fulfil the duties of their religion,

because their religious precepts do not agree with

those of the Greek and Armenian nations, and that

they were obliged to frequent the churches of the

Franks to exercise their religious worship, and to

receive the nuptial benediction from other priests

than those of their own churches, which was an ex-

treme mortification and vexation to them.

And whereas the Catholics arc of that class of

our rayahs
, belonging to my Sublime Porte, win

have keen for several ages"under our imperial pro-

tection, and are full of equity and good faith, it is a

duty of our sovereignty, and a necessary part of our

paternal cares, to give to these our rayahs full pro-

tection
;
and to provide the means requisite for se-

curing their good- will and contentment, in relieving

them from the state of religious humiliation in which

they have hitherto been held, and by granting them
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the privilege to exercise their religion in churches

of their own communion, that thqy may no longer be

under ftny necessity of frequenting the churches

belonging to the Franks.

Consequently the archbishoprick of the Catholic

Armenians, and of all persons who profess*the Ca-

tholic religion in Armenia, Constantinople, and all

other parts of my envpire, has been conferred on the

best of Christians, the bearer of the present imperial

patent, Don Agob, son of Emanuel, may whose end

be happy, who was elected on the 21st Redgeb,

1246, (5th January, 1H31,) in consequence of a

Hatty Scheriff, as a rayah ofmy Sublime Porte, son,

grandson, and great grandson, of a rayah, on condi-

tion that he shall pay into my public treasury, fifty

thousand aspers as a gratuity to the exchequer, and

that lie shall pay annually into the treasury, the sti-

pulated sum of thirty thousand gspcis.C2) We then

grant by the present imperial berrat
,
and order

what follows.

That the Catholics, whether of a high or a low

class, shall from this time, acknowledge for their

archbishop, Don Agob, and follow in all spiritual

matters wjiat. h*c shall order them, and nobody shall

trouble or molest him in the exercise of his func-

lions.

Whenever the archbishop shall, according to the

established ecclesiastical laws, suspend any of his

priests from their functions, they deserving such

suspension, and shall nominate others to their places,

who arc worthy of such trust ana honour, no person
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shall meddle or interfere with it. But without- an

express order from the archbishop, it shall not be

allowable to suspend any priest from his functions,

nor to confer upon him any ecclesiastical dignity.

Priests shall not have the power to marry a ke-

fere (
3
) (an infidel), till the said archbishop has al-

lowed the marriage to be contracted, such marriage

not being within their ‘functions without an order

signed by the aforesaid archbishop.

Ifa rayahwoman leaves her husband, or if a rayah

will divorce his wife, or contract marriage, no per-

son shall meddle with it, but the priest or priests

delegated by the archbishop’s written order.

The said archbishop only, shall decide in matri-

monial cases and divorces. He shall also decide

in quarrels or differences which may arise between

two or more rayahs
,
if the parties agree to it, and in

that case, the agents of the supreme government

shall not hinder him from reconciling them or ad-

ministering to them the usual oaths of the church,

according to the ecclesiastical laws, nor take from

him any pccunuiry fine.

When the said archbishop wishes to collect tbs

legacies forthe imperial treasury, of deceased priests'

or nuns dying without heirs, neither the government,

its officer for the imperial fesc ,
nor cassarn, (

4
) nor

any agent of the supreme government shall give

him, or his delegates, the smallest hinderance to his

proceedings or his* written orders.

In regard to the legacies that priests or nuns, or

the Armenian Catholic rayahs in general, may leave
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by their last will, to the aforesaid archbishop, or for

the benefit of the poor of thevArmenian Catholic

religion, not the least hindcrance shall be given to

those proceedings, but they shall be examined and

sanctioned according to the laws.

Those priests who shall be authorized by their

bishops to collect the revenues fixed by them, and

public alms from tjjoir congregations, in whatsoever

place they may travel, shall not be in any way mo-
lested or interfered with by the authorities, but on

the contrary, they shall be protected, respected, and

assisted, on all occasions.

Nobody shall hinder the archbishop from carry-

ing his pastoral staff of command, nor from taking

his horse or mule, or any of his attendants, or his or

their dresses, nor detain on the road any thing that

shall be transported to his residence as provisions,

or the product of his vineyards, or wine not fer-

mented, or honey, butter, oil, nor any provisions

given him as elsemosynary gifts or presents.

Ten persons belonging to thc
#
household of the

said archbishop, including those who by his orders,

a#d for his affairs, attend at or frequent the Sublime

Porte, shall be free from*thc haratz the avartz and

the tpkialif.

All lawsuits occasioned by oppression or by ma-

licious persons against the Armenian Catholic arch-

bishop shall be determined only in*the hall of the

Arz-Odassy, (®) presided at by the^rand vizier or his

caimacan.

The Armenian Catholic archbishop shall take

VOL. ii.—

s
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possession of all the property in land, vineyards or

gardens, which shall be bequeathed to the poor of

the Armenian Catholic religion, and also of all the

paraphernalia belonging to the churches, and he shall

henceforth, be the only administrator to them, and

without the least hinderancc from any authority

whatsoever.

If any Armenian Catholic priests shall go away
from their charge without a written permission from

the archbishop, and cause disorder or scandal, whe-

ther at home or abroad, the said archbishop shall

have full authority to punish them, and to put an

end to their disorderly conduct.

Hy the present imperial br.rrat it is ordered, that

neither the Creek nor the Armenian patriarchs, nor

any oilier authority shall ever meddle with, or mo-

lest, or cause to be meddled with or molested, the

Armenian Catholic... in any of their affairs, spiritual

or temporal.

This is all that is to be published in this present

imperial command, and to afford a firm trust to otir

noble cipher, given the 2 1st of the moon of Rcdgeb

in the year 1210.

EXPLANATIONS.

(1) Ry the name of Armenian Catholics, the Sublime Forte makes

a distinction from that gi\en to the Armenians, who profess only the

heretic religion under u patriarch.

(2) Fifty thousand aspers, three to a para, and consequently one

I uiidred and twent y asrers to a piaster, makes the sum of four hun-

dred ami sixteen piasters, twenty six paras, and two aspers. And
33H,000 aspers, make 281 C piasters, and some paras.

(3) Kcftcre—Iniidel.—This epithet is applied to the Franks.
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(4) Cassam.—A Turkish judge, who takes cognizance of all af-

fairs relative to legacies and money matters, in all cases of succession.

(5) Arz-Odassy.—An immense hall or saloon, where all great

or important matters in dispute arc determined in the presence of the

grand vizier, and in his absence by his oaimacan.

Translation of a writing attached to the body of a

criminal decapitated and exposed in the streets

of Constantinojtlf, setting forth the crime for
.«* *ich he was executed.

The traitors Demetri, Stavri and Yeni, passengers

oil hoard a vessel commanded by Barlholomu Ibra-

him, a lew days before their arrival here, murdered

in the night the captain and six other mussulinen of

the crew, look possession of the strong box, sunk

the vessel and tied. Jlcing arrested by the magis-

trate of Virus and sent here, after being examined

before the tribunal of justice, they made a full con-

fession of their crimes. Sovereign justice demanded

that they should expiate by their deaths, lives which

had been stainod by so much villany. Tt is in this

manner that Stavri (one nf the three) has been pun

ished as an example to others.
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LETTER XXXII.

St. gtcphano, Sept. >1, 1833.

My dear
,

Seven days since, I left this place on a tour

round the Sea of Marmora, but returned sooner than

I intended, not finding sufficient variety to excite

my interest, and from feeling persuaded that it is in

vain to search for any of the remains of ancient ci-

ties in the neighbourhood of Constantinople, that

were worth removing. All that is left is a mass of

rubbish
; or bricks and mortar, united with unhewn

stone, forming the « underground work of ancient

buildings. The blocks of granite and pillars of

marble, have all been removed to Constantinople,

or converted into balls for* the enormous cannon at

the Dardanelles, or applied to other purposes. No-
thing of all their ancient splendour remains, bqt

chips and fragments which lay in piles, and are

strewed about like the rubbish of some extensive

quarry which has long since ceased to be worked.

With a fresh breeze from the north, I left here a

little before sundown, in an open boat with a crew

of lour men, who being fearful of crossing the Sea

of Marmora in so frail a bark, kept the European

coast aboard, shaping their course for Rhodosto.
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With some persuasion, I induced them to keep fur-

ther from the shore until we ^gradually lost sight

of it.

When they had nothing to guide them, I took on

myself the navigation of the craft, and shaping my
course by the stars steered south-east, so as to strike

the east end of the isle of Marmora. About midnight,

the boatmen discovered by i\\c violence of the sea

which broke over us, that we were approaching the

middle of the Propontis, and as it came on to blow

almost a hurricane, with heavy showers of rain, and

the waves looming above our gunwales, I began to

repent of iny rash attempt to do what every body

had informed me could not be done in an open boat,

except under the most favourable circumstances.

However, by putting the boat under the smallest

quantity of canvass, and keeping her steadily before

the wind, we succeeded in ranching, by daylight,

the passage between the island of Mamora and the

peninsula of Artacio, on the cast side of which Oy-

zieum was situated.

From the time the boatmen discovered that they

ycrc mid-channel, until wc made the land on the

other side, no! a voice Was heard but that *)i the

captain who look the helm. The rest were devoutly

at their prayers in the bottom of the boat* and they

frankly acknowledged, the next morning, that they

had given themselves up for lostp notwithstanding

the two consecrated candles which were snugly

stowed under the stern-sheets of the boat, as a sub-

stitute for ballast, the boat having no other,

s 2
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Day broke at length, and all alarm subsided on

discovering where vye were, and that in half an hour

we should be in smooth water, under the lee of Cape

Saint Antonia. Every tongue was now let loose,

and ample atonement was made for the dead silence

of the night, in relating the hair-breadth escapes we
had encountered

;
but I was given plainly to under-

stand that when I intended crossing the sea again,

it should not be in their boat. But how I found my
way across without a compass, remains to them a

mystery.

The north side of Artacio, is sleep, rocky, and

barren, but as wc rounded the point, we passed se-

veral Greek villages which were placed in the little

nooks which form landing-places and shelter for the

boats, at one of which wc stopped to buy some bread

and onions, and fill our jugs with water—which was

very fine, but every tiling else that we saw was filth

and wretchedness. I walked through the village,

the streets or lanes of which were filthy in the ex-

treme. The women and ^children were dirty and

ragged ;
but on passing a house, l heard a woman

singing a lively Greek song, and wondered ho\v

among* so much misery, a" human being could be

found happy enough to sing.

On ascending a rock at a small distance from the

shore, and to the right of the village, I found the

half of a white marble vase, about four feet deep,

and five feet in diameter, beautifully sculptured on

the inside, which was turned upside down and

propped up with stones. In front of this was plant-
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ed a part of the shaft of a white marble column, on

the top of which was laid the fragment of another,

on which was sculptured a cross. This was the

only place of worship. The name of the village is

Uhoda.

Wc coasted along shore toward the deep gulf

which makes up to where Cyzicum once stood,

passing in the way„a Greok village, situated in a

fine bay, and surrounded with vineyards on an ex-

tensive and fertile plain. Wc landed at a consi-

derable town called Erdek, named on the map Ar-

tachi, both corrupted from Artacio. We took a

guide for Cyzicum, now called Kisccon.

Near Erdek, there is a conical hill surrounded on

one side by a strong wall, and on the other, next

the sea, by an inaccessible precipice. In front of

the town, is a small island, connected with the main

land by what was once a mole,•except a small pas-

sage for boats. On the island are many remains of

ancient works. I did not land there, but proceeded

towards the bottom of the gulf, that, on rounding

the point on which the conical hifl stands, appeared

iy sight.

As it was blowing very fresh, wre kept close in

shore, and frequently landed among the vineyards,

and very unceremoniously furnished oursdves with

as many grapes as were necessary for our immediate

wants, which we found extremely refreshing and

grateful to the palate, as they were now ripe.

Throughout this country, any person in passing

by or through a vineyard, may pull as many grapes
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as lie can cat, and no complaints arc made, but it is

contrary to the laws* of hospitality to take any away.

Guards are placed during the season of ripening, to

protect them from the wild dogs and jackals, but it

is rarely the case that any one is known to enter a

vineyard for the purpose of stealing. When the ex-

pense of digging, manuring, and trimming the vines

is considered, as well as the otJicr costs of keeping

up a vineyard, it is surprising that the proprietors

should extend their hospitality so far as to leave them

open to the wants of every passing stranger. The
custom is founded cm a precept of the koran, which

inculcates the practice of hospitality, while it pun-

ishes the (Time of theft by cutting oil’ one or both

hands.

1 forgot to mention, that soon after passing the

village of Ulioda, we came to a bluff, rocky point,

where I had an opportunity of noticing the manner

of getting out heavy masses of rock as practised by

the ancients, and before the invention of gunpowder

;

but which was nothing more than by a series of

wedges, as practiced at the present day. There arc

two large rocks off this point, which were split yi

this manner; and lay in tliu same situation in which

they were left by the workmen perhaps two thou-

sand yeift-s ago, with all the marks of the wedges

in them.

We arrived tit the Sandy Neck which joins Ar-

ta'cio to the main land, at about lour o’clock, P. M.,

and ucar which junction, ancient Cyzicum once

stood, some of the remains of which we could see
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stretching far up the side of the mountain, and above

them, stands a small Turkish village called Hamam
IAffy winch is the Arabic for bathing-placc. But

from inquiry, I learned that, it scarcely furnished

water sufficient for the necessary wants of its inha-

bitants, who appeared very poor and miserable.

Not having slept all the night before, I deferred

my visit to the ru\p« until jtlic next morning, so

spreading my awning in the boat, and the men
making a tent with a sail, on the beach, we all

sought refreshment from sleep. We were some-

what disturbed by mosquitoes, and rain during the

night, but arose at daylight in the morning, and

proceeded with a guide to explore the remains of a

place, “whose palaces and temples were covered

with polished marble, and the stones of which were

joined unto the others with a line of gold.”

Cyzicus or Cyzicum was founded by a colony of

Milesians, and soon arose to such splendour as to

be styled the “Rome of Asia.” It stood upon an

island, and was joined to the main land by two

bridges, by Alexander. In the year 411, before

QJirist, it was besieged by Mithridatcs, who lost be-

fore it 30,000 men. It W!as subsequently taken and

plundered by the Goths, and its fame is connected

with the earliest periods of history, forming almost

the last link of the chain of events which caused the

downfall of the empire of the East.

Cyzicus was once the seat of tftste and learning.

It was governed by wise laws, maintained a fleet of

two hundred galleys, kept its arsenals well stocked
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with arms, and defeated Mithridatcs at the head of

an army of 150,OOP men, and 400 galleys. Alas

!

what is Cyzicus now ? A heap of ruins

!

So late as the year 1:303, Cyzicum was an im-

portant place. It was then occupied by the great

Admiral Roger dc Flor, who had come to assist

Andronicus Palacologus and his son Michael with

a mixed force of 8,000 mercenaries. The empire

at this period was threatened by the Turks. Roger

had been in turn, admiral, pirate, apostate, and

grand duke, and was in his day by sea, what the

earl of Warwick was by land, a setter-lip and pul-

ler-down of kings. 1 1c was rich and powerful, and

equally respected and dreaded. A bold and inde-

pendent outlaw.

Soon after his arrival, he married the sister of

Andronicus, and the season being too far advanced

to undertake the relief of the cities of Asia, he took

up his winter quarters witli all his forces at Cyzi-

cum ; a place well calculated for his purpose of

carrying on operations against the Turks, (who

were then besieging Philadelphia), as well on ac-

count of its fort ilicat ions, as from its situation in

other respects. At this pfcriod, Cyzicum was con-

nected with the main land by a narrow strip of land,

formed by the washings from the mountains on both

sides, and the licavings-up of the sea. Across this,

was a strong wall or barrier on the side next to Cy-

zicum, to protect it from any attempts of an enemy.

This wall is now standing in a sound state, and was

evidently built about the period referred to, from
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the ruins of an ancient city. The strip of land is

about a^mile long, and has greatly increased in

width beyond what it was formerly. The eastern

side is all moras, and impassable. The side on the

west, remains much as it was in the days of Roger

de Flor, as is evident from the wall which still

reaches to within thirty or forty paces of the water,

and from a quay built of solid blocks of gianitc,

which still extends to a depth of water sufficient for

galleys to approach it. The whole site of the an-

cient city, and part of the isthmus, are now covered

with rich vineyards, olive trees, and the white mul-

berry, for feeding silk-worms.

< )n landing, our guide took us up to a place which

he called the Bazaars . It was the foundation of an

immense, building which had been erected on sub-

terranean arches. We were provided with candles,

and descended into them in various directions to a

great distance. The piles of rubbish which lay

above them, consisting of fragments of marble and

granite, had the appoaraifle of tlje chips and leav-

ings of a large quarry, and this was the appearance

Yghcrcvcr the large buildings, which were very nu-

merous, bad once stood/ Pieces of white nftirblc

cornices, chips broken from Corinthian capitals,

parts of friezes, pieces of broken columns, in fact,

parts of every description of sculpture which enters

into architecture were to be found strewed hcre and

there, and all around.

I next visited the most perfect remains of anti

quity to be found at Cyziemn, the ruins of a tern-
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pie. The foundation is composed of large solid

blocks of granite^ and the other parts, of stones,

bricks and mortar. The whole is greatly overrun

with vines and shrubbery; but by getting on the

top of the walls, I was enabled to sketch an outline

of the ground plan, that may convey some idea of

the building. The exterior of the edifice is square,

the interior circular, leaving “solid masses at the

comers for the support of the dome or cupola which

once covered it, inserting a nitch in each corner,

doubtless for a statue. The windows were small

on the outside, widening inwards, for the greater

admission of light, without weakening too much the

fabric. The entrance to the temple was large and

spacious. Connected with this, was another spa-

cious building, erected on a platform, part only of

the walls of which arc remaining. To this you

ascend by a flight ttf steps, some of which are still

seen.

These ruins of a temple, and of what was once

a very extensive and spflendid amphitheatre, with

some fragments of wall, arc all that remain above

ground, of the noble, rich and ancient city of Cyp*-

cum,
r
which took its name from Cyzicus, who was

killed by mistake, by Jason, on his Argonantic ex-

pedition to Colchis, and who erected to his memory
a splendid monument.

JNTo doubt th&t many of the spoils of Cyzicus

went to deck the favourite City of Constantine,

which has been aptly compared to a gaudy prosti-

tute, bedecke^l in stolen jewels. Yet as I before
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observed, Cyzicum was a place of much import-

ance even in the time of Roger ^de Flor. The his-

torian speaks of the comfortable quarters of his

troops, of the abundant supplies with which they

were furnished, and of the hospitality of the people

of Cyzicum.

On the continent in front of Cyzicum, there were

settled a colony aqieunting
s
«to many thousands of

Turks, who lived in tents, with their wives and

children, tending their flocks and herds and culti-

vating their gardens. They appear to have been

a peaceable race or tribe of Nomadcs who lived on

the best terms with the people of Cyzicum, neither

intending nor fearing hostility. But Roger de Flor,

the night after landing at Cyzicum, determined to

signalize himself by a splendid exploit, and to this

end (as the historian says), when the Turks were

quietly sleeping within their ttfnts, without guards

of any kind, and insensible of all danger, crossed

the neck of land that connected Cyzicum with

the main, and fell on thefse confiding people, with

orders to put all to death except the children, that

^e troops might not be disturbed in their work of

plunder. Thirteen thousand of these unoffehding

and unsuspecting people were thus killed on the

spot. “ La presa fue grande, y los ninos cautivas

muchos,” says the Spanish historian of the expedi-

tion.

But “ those who live by the Sword shall perish

by the sword.” Not long after this bloody deed,

Roger de Flor, after being honoured with die title

VOL. II.—

T
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of Caesar, was cut to pieces, in the presence of the

emperor and his own wife, at a feast in the imperial

palace in Adrianople, to which he had been invited;

and it is stated, that his mangled remains were

strewn among the viands, with which they had been

regaling themselves. Thus died a man who achieved

as many daring feats as any of the heroes of ancient

or modern history.

This act of cold blooded murder was sufficient

to strike terror into the minds of both friends and

foes, while it caused the Turks to withdraw from

the capital arul the cities of Asia Minor which they

occupied. The emperor and the faction which sur-

rounded him, became alarmed at the conduct and

character of a man whose ambition was so predomi-

nant as to stop short at no point when it could be

gratified, however bloody the means by which it

sought to attain its object. Roger could not endure,

perhaps, to go into winter quarters without doing

something to make a noise in the world, and hence

the origin of that cruel enterprize, the fear that it

might be thought that he was indisposed to active

service, and preferred the ease and pleasures of the

city.
-

The death of Roger was the cause of that associa-

tion called “ the Great Company,” which desolated

the countries and cities round and about Constantino-

ple, ruined the empire, and caused the emperor to sue

for an ignominious peace. Assassination, the last

resource of cowards, in relieving the Greeks from

their fears of this master spirit, produced a combi-
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nation of circumstances that hastened perhaps by
centuries, the downfall of their empire, and the final

capture of Constantinople by the Turks. The
troops of Roger partook of the spirit of their master.

From banditti, they obtained a licence for their ex-

cesses by serving under his banners . Among these

the Almugavarians were most distinguished for

their courage and having. They arc described as

a race of men who sold their lives and services to

whomsoever would pay them, taking their wives

and children to the wars with them as witnesses of

their valour. Their dress was composed of the

skins of wild beasts. Their defensive armour, a

casque of iron. Their arms, a sword, a battle-axe,

and three or four short darts or spears, with which

it was said they could transfix both man and horse.

The Spanish historians of the day treat much ofthe

exploits of the Almugavarians, which they consider

equalled those of the most celebrated of the Greeks

and Romans. Amongst others, they relate, that

Charles of Naples, in his wars ^with Spain, took

some Almugavarians prisoners, whom he caused to

hp brought before him. Seeing their miserable

equipment for war, he said, that if the king of Arro-

gon fought to carry on the war against him with

such soldiers, he would find them useless, when

opposed to men and horses armed like the soldiers

of Naples. An Almugavarian, proad of the repute

tion of his countrymen, hastily Replied, " If your

majesty thinks so meanly of us, seek one of the most

distinguished and best armed of all your horsemen,
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in whatever armour he may choose, and I challenge

him to fight me in J.he field, armed with my sword

and dart.” Charles, with the desire of chastising

the insolence of the Almugavarian, accepted the

challenge, and was present to witness the combat.

A French knight, armed at all points, on horseback,

presented himself, and the Almugavarian met him

with his sword and dart only. * They had scarcely

entered the stockade, when lie killed the horse, and

would have done the same to the knight, but for the

interference of the king, who declared the Alinuga-

varian victor, and gave him his freedom.

Most of the foregoing details are drawn from the

“ History of the Expedition of the Catalonians and

Arragoncsc against the Turks and Greeks, by 1).

Francisco do Moncada, Count dc Asona of whom
his biographer says, that like Caesar, he could use

the pen as well as4, the sword, and in a style more

pure and elegant than Caisar’s, because the Spanish

derived from the Latin, is susceptible of all the mod-

em elegancies of^expression
;
and that he was in

no respects inferior to him in military science, and

political knowledge.

Oil the slope of the hillS opposite the spot where

Roger de Flor committed the horrible massacre

which has been detailed, there are now, as there

were at that time, nourishing vineyards and gardens.

The spot appeals to be of surprising fertility, and I

have never seen due more highly and beautifully

cultivated in any part of the world.

Returning by Artakc, wc landed our guide, and
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continued our route to Rhoda, where we stopped

for the night. By nine o’clock next morning, we
arrived it the town of Marmora, on the island of the

same name, and sending my cavaisse to the aga

with the buyurult, received an invitation to take a

pipe and some coffee. I found him to be very

agreeable, and rather intelligent, and one of the

handsomest men I ever saw.. He had many inqui-

ries to make respecting Aifterica, and asked whe-

ther we ate or smoked all the opium we took from

Turkey ? He showed me a nutmeg, and a small

piece of castile soap, which lie said were given to

him three or four years ago by an American, as the

produce of America. He wanted to know what

part of America the nutmeg grew in, and said that

the castile soap, the name of which he was igno-

rant of, was a sovereign remedy for a sick stomach

or a hcadach. He had been t^ld that the Ameri-

cans scraped it on their pilau, to give it a fine

flavour!

The aga informed me, tfiat there were no antiqui-

ties oil the island worth seeing,"except a church

built in the time of Constantine, that stood neai a

spring of watef which earery body went to drink,

when they were sick, and that it never failed to

cure “them. It was, lie said, two hour’s«distance,

and too far to walk, but that if I wished for horses

he would provide them. I accepted his offer, and

set out on my journey, over, I will not say oite of

the worst roads on earth, for there is nothing on

earth to be compared with it.
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The saddles were common pack-saddles, with

nothing to cover the wooden frames
;
no bridles for

the horses, and nothing but a common halter to

guide them with, and a bight of a rope hanging down

on each side for stirrups.

I had no sooner mounted, than the guide, who
was also on horseback, accompanied by a lad on

foot, took me in tow \>y the halter, and set off in a

fast trot through the town, the boy running behind

to whip up the other horses, on which were my son

and a servant,—until we came to a hill, which was

not quite perpendicular, but as nearly so, as nature

could make it. This we ascended by making short

tacks of ten or fifteen yards, in what might be called

a goat path, at the risk of our necks every instant.

For my part, I never looked to the right or left, un-

til I arrived at the top of the hill, where I stopped

for a moment to ci\joy the scene, which was truly

beautiful. The town with the craft before it, lay

as it were, at our feet, about a mile below us. The
Sea of Marmora with alj its islands, the coasts of

Europe and Asia, and the Straits of the Dardanelles

were like a magnificent chart spread out before us

;

and iwc were given to understand that the part of

the road we had passed, was a turnpike, compared

to the part we had yet to travel.

I now discovered that my guide was so drunk

that he was reeling on his horse and nearly falling,

it aid not add at* all to my comfort to know, that I

was to be dragged on a stumbling horse, at the

mercy of a drunken Greek, up and down precipices.
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through entangled briars, over stones and slippery

rocks. However, there was no alternative. To
walk, was out of the question, to" guide my horse

myself, was beyond my skill in horsemanship. I

therefore made a virtue of necessity, and “ like pa-

tience on a monument,” I clung fast to the saddle,

and “ grinned and bore the evil,” for which I could

find no remedy.

After three hours of discomfort, we arrived at a

spot, near the highest point of the island, where

there was a grove of magnificent plane trees of

enormous size, through which meandered a small

rill, which in its couise leaped from rock to rock,

forming immature cascades below.

In the midst of this grove, were thef ruins of a

small chapel, one end only of whicli was standing

;

the rest of the walls had all fallen down. On the

part that was standing, wcre#two small pieces of

rudely sculptured marble in bas-relief, representing

the virgin and our Saviour. The altar had fallen

from thenitche where itjiadbecn placed, and every

thing about it bore the appearaticc of gradual and

natural decay. The hand of violence appeared

never to have* visited this humble temple of God.

The solitude was complete
;
not a living thing was

seen to move in the secluded spot, and i*ot a sound

was to be heard, but the rustling of the leaves and

the murmuring of the stream. £ inquired for the

medicinal waters spoken of by 4hc aga, and Was in-

formed that they were at the source of the stream,

near which we were standing, where there was a
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fountain dedicated to the virgin which possessed

miraculous powers.

After making a lunch of the provisions we had

taken with us, and refreshing ourselves at the rill,

the next consideration was, how to get back, for I

was determined not to return by the road I had

come, if it could by any means be avoided. At a

sand beach, terminating a beautiful plain below, I

saw some houses, and consulted my guide whether

it were possible to reach them, and send for the boat

to meet me there ? The road was pronounced to

be impassable and there was no alternative. We
accordingly returned by the road wc went in greater

danger than we were before, inasmuch as going

down hill on horseback, is more dangerous than

going up. I heartily wished, fifty times, that the

aga was in my place, and 1 comfortably seated in

my boat again.

The town of Marmora is a very neat and com-

fortable looking little place. The houses are mostly

built of stone, and neatly whitewashed
;
the people

are well dressed, the streets wr
ell paved, and the

whole aspect of things totally different from any in

this jvvrt of the world.

The population are chiefly Greeks, who live by

cultivating the earth, fishing, and raising cattle. * Of

the latter, I saw fine fat droves on the highest part

of the island. T-'hey are of a small breed, but in

excellent order
;
though I could not see how they

were kept so, the island appearing to be suffering

from drought to such a degree, that not a blade of
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grass was to be seen. They catch, salt, and export

a considerable quantity of lisli gf nearly the size of

a herring, which are much esteemed in Constanti-

nople. At the colFce houses in front of the town,

arc two noble plane trees which spread their branch-

es far and wide. The landing-place is built on six

marble piles.

Being too fatigued to call and thank the aga in

person for his civilities, I sent my cavaisse
,
inform-

ing him that I should leave Marmora early in the

morning.

At break of day under weigh, shaped our course

for Rhodosto, with a fair wind, and arrived there at

about ten; but f did not land, owing to a heavy surf

which rendered landing difficult.

Rhodosto appears to be a place of much business.

The shore is lined with shops, and there were many
crafts in the port which is entirely exposed to winds

from the north-east and south-east. The popula-

tion of the town is from 50,000 to 00,000.

I sent a letter on shoro which had been put into

my hands to deliver, and shaped my course for

Jlcraclea, where I arrived at about four o’clock in

the afternoon.

HjCmclea is a peninsula, witti what was once, and

is yet, an excellent harbour
;

the mole* however,

which ran nearly half-way across the mouth of it,

has gone to ruin, and may be seeti about two feet

below the surface of the water.* Detached pieces

of the old walls of the city, may still be seen, and a

number of white marble columns, capitals and pe-
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neighbouring villages, who have not been able, since

the dreadful catastrpphe, to procure a sufficient sup-

ply of bread. The great fire of Pera, was a trifle

compared to this of Constantinople.

I lind
a
myself not benefitted in health by my trip.

Sleeping every night exposed to the night air in the

boat, and getting wet, has given me a bad cold, and

brought on a severe bilious attack.

Yours truly.

LETTER XXXIII.

St. Strphnno, Dec. 12th, 1833.

My Dear
,

Having nothing else particularly to write about,

I send you three or foil* biographical sketches of

some of the principal officers of the Sublime Porte,

which may be depended on as authentic.

lours, &c.

Biography of Halil Pacha. The present drand

. Admiral.

Halil BifaatiPacha, who now figures in the his-

tory of the Ottoman empire, is in the flower of his

age. He was bought very young with many other

Circassian slaves, by Hushrcff Mehmed Pacha, who
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for thirty years past has given particular attention

to the education of a great number of young Geor-

gian and Circassian slaves, with a view of render-

ing them worthy of becoming great dignitaries of

the empire.

Halil soon distinguished himself in the various

classes of his studies
;
he learnt Arabic, Persian and

Turkish, made rapid progress in every branch of

oriental literature, so necessary for the perfection of

the highest orders of Turkish gentlemen. He had

a taste for drawing, which he cultivated, and learned

to speak the French and Italian languages in great

perfection. In the management of arms of every

description, lie has not his superior, and is the best

of horsemen.

Endowed with a mild, sensitive and*pliant charac-

ter, of a beautiful and expressive countenance, he

soon became the favourite of hie noble master, who
never having had children, loved him as though he

were his own son. Hushreff Pacha always medi-

tating improvement in the military state of the em-

pire, gave to Halil’s mind a direction towards the

^novations which he proposed, and excited his am-

bition by holding out to him the hope that at Isome

future day both of them would be distinguished and

honoured as the promoters of the regeneration of

the empire, 30 far as military affairs were concerned.

Halil profiting of the council and ideas of his tu-^

telary father Hushreff, who was ^hen grand admiral

of the empire, requested permission to accompany

him in his expedition against the Greeks, for which

VOL. 11.—
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preparations were then making, in all ofwhich, Halil

took great interest, giving his attention to the most

minute operation in the fleet and dock-yard, in all

of which he assisted.

The admiral consented to take him with him, and

on board the flag ship during a campaign of five

years, he assisted at the taking of Ipsara, and served

as a volunteer in all the most .hazardous engage-

ments. Halil always showed a courage, intrepidity

and presence of mind, which astonished his asso-

ciates.

At the end of the cruise, Halil had acquired the

reputation of a skilful naval officer, both theoretical

and practical. He was seen daily in the arsenal

taking notes of every thing, and examining into its

numerous magazines and store houses. In all the

details of which he manifested the greatest penetra-

tion, and in a word, it was predicted by even those

who had no partiality for Halil, that he would by

his application and industry, render himself worthy

of, and at some future period, fill the office of Capu-

dan Pacha and distinguish himself in it.

HushrcfF, surprised at a sagacity and intelligence

which so far exceeded all his hopes, endeavoured

to encourage in Halil this extraordinary talent which

he manifested for acquiring a knowledge of mari-

time affairs, by stating to him all the difficulties

which he would* have to encounter, and by placing

him in subordinate situations in which he acquitted

himself with honour. He astonished the whole

Turkish fleet by his extraordinary activity aloft, and
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was the pride of the numerous crew of the admiral’s

ship.

During this time, Hushreff conceived the idea of

forming a corps of marines according to the Euro-

pean system. Halil begged him to let him have

ten men to be commanded by himself alone, and in

his own way. It was necessary to have an instruc-

tor, and he wrote Smyrna for one, where they

found a poor half-starved wretch named Gaillard
,

who had been a sergeant under Buonaparte, and

who was happy to have it in his power to change

his miserable condition for an employment which

would at lcaA; keep him from perishing with want.

lie accepted the offer, entered the service, and

was placed under the orders of Halil, who had be-

stowed on him the honourable distinction of bashy,

coiporal, (first corporal). Halil commenced exer-

cising his men under the directions of his instructor,

(Gaillard) who taught him in private the lessons

which Halil should know, to be able to instruct his

men. Their progress was astonishing. Some time

afterward, the fleet came to Constantinople, and

Jhe captain pacha caused it to be anchored at a dis-

tance, forbidding any on6 to land. He here selected

some of the most docile of his crew and placed them

under the orders of Halil, who exercised* them for

some time in the new system.

The captain pacha landed at Wie palace ot the

arsenal Devan Hane
,
to receive his visits of cere-

mony, and there, for the first time, appeared the

young and beautiful Halil, at the head of forty men
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dressed, armed, and exercising after the European

fashion, to the astQnishment of the multitude col-

lected, and to the delight of his sovereign, who was

enchanted with this agreeable surprise, and who
named him Ilasnadar Agha, of . the Capudan Pacha,

or grand treasurer of the admiral.

His assiduity, his fine manners, and his courage,

attracted the attention,*and go«*d feeling of his sove-

reign, who saw in him a capacity for undertaking

any thing. The object of his sovereign was to form

a disciplined army as soon as possible ; and from

this moment he determined that J lushrcff Pacha

should have aulhority for that puqxise. His pre-

sence at the admiralty was no longer necessary, and

after laying up the licet, paying off and discharging

the men who were not wanted, and selecting such

among them as were lit for the new system contem-

plated, lie was named liaghaz Nazim*, (civil and

military inspector of the Bosphorus), under the pre

text of breathing a pure air, and reposing himself

after the fatigues of a cruise of five years.

His highness the Sultan, gave to him as a resi-

dence a palace in the beautiful village of Telicng-

hill Xiaj/ou9 on the Asiatic? shore of the Bosphorus.

Halil followed him in his character of treasurer, and

it was on°thc beautiful plain near this village, that

he distinguished himself by augmenting the number

of his troops, and in perfecting their discipline un-

der the immcdiatc*inspection of his sovereign, who
appeared to be enchanted with him and them.

The Aga Hussein Pacha Seraskier, finding that
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lie was not qualified for the formation of an army

on the new system of tactics, insinuated this to the

Sultan, and begged him to appoint Hushreff Pacha

generalissimo, and that he would be willing to ex-

change places with him. The Sultan accepted the

proposal of Hussoin, and Hushrcflf with the title of

scraskicr took up his abode in the capital at Esky

Seray.

Halil followed his master, and had a department

in that vast building ; and although he had the du-

ties of llasnadar to attend to, be redoubled his zeal

of the formation of the new troops, who, as they

arrived from distant parts of the empire, were put

into uniform, divided into regiments, and daily ex-

ercised under tlje eye of the scraskicr within the

enclosure ofthe palace.

llalil occupied himself incessantly in this service,

and his nights were passed in receiving lessons in

the new tactics, and on the most efficacious means

of insuring success, for he had a great task to per-

form, and incalculable difficulties to prevent the

now recruits from becoming disgusted with manaoi-

vres, the utility of which they could not perceive,

llis zeal was inflcfatigabfc,and was felt every where.

It was necessary to treat the new recruits with great

gentleness, llalil was a father to them ;• anticipa-

ting their smallest wants, nothing w,rs omitted by

him that was necessary to their comfort, and when
punishment was to be inflicted *01 the presence ot

all the troops, Halil always stepped, forward to ask

of the scraskicr their pardon. He endeavoured to

u2
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mitigate the punishments inflicted; visited the sick,

listened to their complaints, consoled them, tasted

their soup, examined into their treatment, and by

the kindest and most gentle manners conciliated and

captivated the hearts of all the military of every

rank. He was in fact the idol of Esky Seray.

By his liberality and gentle manners to all, he

succeeded in conciliating all fictions and overcom-

ing the opposition of all such as were averse, or little

inclined to be incorporated with those who were

learning the European discipline.

Halil seemed to think of nothing but the happi-

ness of seeing on foot a well disciplined army. He
was always occupied in informing himself on the

subject by conversations with military men of dif-

ferent nations
;

in the examinations of military plans

and charts
;
and profited by all. Conduct so assi-

duous on his part, ^nd the information given of him

by the seraskicr, drew on him the attention of the

Sultan, who appointed him colonel (miry-allay) and

gave to him the distinguishing badge in diamonds.

Some time afterward, he was named pacha of two

tails, with the title of hasnadar pacha, with the rank

of aaadanloio manhajizy . « Halil stfemed to be des-

tined to high places, and to great responsibilities.

At this period the Sultan permitted him to exercise

his guard of honour the bostangis, at the imperial

palace of Top l^assan, where lie often had conver-

sations with his highness, who was captivated with

the frank and agreeable manners which character-

ized him, and soon named him miry-lina (general of
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division) and presented him the corresponding badge

of distinction in diamonds.

Some months after this, the* Sultan invited him

to manoeuvre the troops in his presence at a general

review and permitted him to take the command.

This was the happiest day of Halil’s life.* He ac-

quitted himself to the entire satisfaction of his sove-

reign, who created 1pm on the spot a pacha of three

tails, under the orders of the seraskier pacha.

At the declaration of the war with the Russians,

Halil Pacha had the honour to command the regu-

lar troops of his highness to the number of thirty

thousand men, the fruits of his own intelligence and

labour, and that of the seraskier.

The diplomatic reports to the different govern-

ments, and accounts spread every where, sufficiently

prove that his abilities and his courage corresponded

with the hopes and confidence qf the Grand Seignior.

There are a thousand things to say respecting ihc

sinister events which happened in this war, which

were all foreseen by Ilajil
;
but lie had not sufficient

power to paralyze the germ of •janizaryism which

cherished and cultivated by the enemy and his

proclamations* rendered the armies commanded by

various pachas insubordinate, and who themselves

were not willing to second the intentions of their

sovereign.

When Izet Mchmed Pac/ta, wjs deprived on the

field, of his place of grand vizscr, the Sultan named*

Halil Pacha caimacan
,
confiding to him the imperial

seal and supreme authority, until the arrival of the
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new grand vizier Kheschid Mehmed Pacha, who
was governor general of Monastu and expected from

thence. Halit managed affairs with the utmost

prudence and equity. On the restoration of peace,

he came to Constantinople, and was received by his

highness'with the greatest distinction. Shortly af-

terward lie was appointed to the embassy, and

sent to St. Petcrsburgl), wher$ he endeavoured to

execute the orders he rbccived. * On his return he

was declared worthy of espousing Sultana Salika,

the oldest daughter of the Sultan, aged nineteen

years, whose hand had been promised him at the

moment of the declaration of war with Russia,

which alone retarded the accomplishment of his

wishes.

Some months since, the important office of grand

admiral (capudan pacha) became vacant by the death

of Papontclnj Mchmpd Pacha. His highness lost

no time in naming to that honourable post Halil Bi-

faat Pacha. He lately returned after a few months

absence with his licet. TVc neatness and excellent

condition of the slflps which compose it, and their

discipline, are such as would not discredit any na-

tion. .So far as regards their external appearances,
#

I could discover nothing whatever to find fault with,

I never saw ships look better, and I am told by those

who have been on board of them, that their interior

corresponds with Jlheir exterior.

~ llalK Pacha,whostrpraise is on every one’s tongue,

whose beauty is remarkable among thousands,whose

manners arc those of an accomplished gentleman,
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and whose general knowledge corresponds with his

appearance, is now thirty-six years of age. He is

actively employed in the equipment of his fleet to

proceed in the spring to the coast of Egypt and

Syria, to interpose between the pacha of the former

and the latter. Eight thousand infantry, two thou-

sand cavalry, and a division of sappers and miners

disciplined after the European manner have already

preceded him by land, and* the fleet and transports

which are now preparing will convey the rest of

this formidable and well equipped expedition.

Halil Pacha is one of those master spirits evi-

dently destined to act a conspicuous part in regen-

erating this immense and powerful empire. It will

be curious to Inye the future history of a man whose

zeal and talents were so early developed, and the

utility of which were so soon proved ; whose unti-

ring exertions increase witli hi% years, and his hon-

ours
;
whose excellence and mildness of character

have undergone no change
; find whose desire to

benefit the empire by his# talents and exertions has

always gone in advance of the w*shes and hopes of

his sovereign. Such a man deserves to live and

prosper—but, 'mash Allah!

Biographical shetch of Deiiendely Izet Meiimed

Pacha, made Grand Vizier after the fall of

Varna .

Izet Mchmcd Pacha was bofti in Dcrcnde! He
is endowed with heroic courage, and is the nephew

of Derendely Hassan Pacha. This young man be-
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gan his career by being mouh(mrdar> keeper of the

great seal of a certain Bekir Pacha, who died some

time ago. Izct Mchmcd Pacha was then recom-

mended to Spartaly Ibrahim Pacha, and was re-

ceived into his service in quality of keihayd-bey,

first officer and lieutenant.

Ibrahim Pacha was then governor of the Sangi-

akat of Houdave?idiguiar, at Broussa, and at the

time of the Greek revolhtion, was nominated Mow-

liafiz of the Bosphorus, having his camp in the

meadow s of Buyucdcre, where many of the minis-

ters of the imperial government reside in the sum-

mer. During this expedition, Izet conducted him-

self well, and as a reward for his services, the grand

seignior appointed him capuday-bachy
, or chamber-

lain.

Izct Mchmed Aglia proceeded from Buyucdere

to liey-Kozon
,
on the Asiaiic coast of the Bospho-

rus, under the inspection of Hussein Pacha, who
ordered him to guard all the villages on the coast

of Asia. The government being satisfied with his

conduct in this commission, made him miry-myran
7

or pacha with twro tails, with the rank and title of

anadclon ?notfha/isy. The grand seignior* having

received very favourable information of him, and

assured of his bravery and fidelity, designed him
for some new enterprises, and particularly for the

execution of the meditated destruction of the Jani-

zaries.

Izet Mehmed Pacha was a handsome young

man, engaging in his manners, and held in high re-
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spcct. The Sultan was familiar with him, often

admitting him into his presence, and as he was a

good rider, allowed him to exercise his beautiful

stud horses.

Izet Mehmed Pacha was soon raised to the rank

and title of anadolon walissy, or governor general of

Asia Minor
;
which Was a preparatory measure to

the Sultan’s plan to get him near his person, to as-

sist in the great work of thS destruction of the Ja-

nizaries. After this, he was made grand admiral,

capudan pacha . He now left the banks of the Bos-

phorus, and took possession of the arsenal, though

he had never built a vessel, nor had any knowledge

of marine affairs. This nomination, however, was

but of a temporaiy nature, and served only to cover

the more important design of the Sultan, who, as

has been hinted, was desirous of retaining him for a

future occasion. This fact was afterward deve-

loped, as Izet Mehmed rendered great services at

the time of the destruction of the Janizaries, his

presence being considered to have produced great

effect by the order he maintained
;
and the prudence

and discretion of his conduct procured him the ac-

knowledgments of the Sultan and his ministers .
9

Izet Mehmed Pacha being a good soldier desired

only an opportunity to distingush himself,* and in a

short time, the occasion presented itself. At the de-

claration ofwarbetween theOltoman and Russianem-

pires, IzetMehmed was ordered b$ the grand vizier, to

march with a body of troops to the defence of Varna,
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which he defended with the greatest ability, but be-

ing badly seconded^ and even betrayed by some of

the pachas, he was at last compelled to agree to the

surrender of the place, after having exhibited the

courage of a lion and performed prodigies of per-

sonal valour. In recompense for these services, he

was appointed grand vizier, instead of Selim Meh-

med Pacha, who had treacherously left him with-

out troops, provisions,'* and money. Selim Pacha

was the author of the discontent in the army, and

finally of its ruin. Izet Pacha, as grand vizier,

took the command of the Ottoman army, which, at

that time, was in the greatest disorder. Distrust,

perfidy, and malevolence, had caused the failure of

the campaign
;

all was in disorder, and every thing

executed with negligence. Halil Pacha, with his

disciplined army, kept a strong position, but he felt

the want of energy in the supply.

At length the enemies of Izet Pacha found his

deposition necessary to their schemes, and he was

exiled to Khodosto, where he now vegetates under

the simple title of cajmdy-bachy
; but it would not

be matter of surprise to sec him again in the favour

of his sovereign, as orders have been despatched for

him to march against the Albanians and their ad-

herents.

%

Biographical sketch on Reshid Mehmed Pacha.

Reshid Mehmed Pacha, now grand vizier, was a

Circassian slave, and sold at the public slave market
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of Constantinople. He was bought by a boatman

who ha<J retired from the service of Sultan Selim,

and dwelt in the suburb of Eyoup.

Rcshid being young, sprightly, and impatient.,

could not conform himself to the humble .life of a

boatman. He accordingly ran away from his mas-

ter, and presented himself at the palace of Kiout-

cliink Hussein Pectin, then grand admiral, who
being a favourite of Sultan Selim, was holding a

court of great magnificence. The young man wns

conducted by accident to 1he apartments of the good

and worthy Hadgi Moustapha Effcndy, Divan Ef-

fendissy, and first secretary of the admiralty, who
asked hiir^who he was, and what he wanted ? Hc-

shid answered '.with spirit and in the sincerity of his

soul, that ho*wishcd to change his master; that he

was willing to serve a seignior or grandee, blit not

a boatman in retirement, and*checrfully gave to

Hadgi all the necessary information to find out his

master, who was greatly astonished to see his slave

Rcshid return to him, sift-rounded by a number of

persons from Hadgi, who told him that Rcshid was

*iot willing to starve him. These persons bargained

with the boatman for the redemption of the young

slavc^who being tempted by the profit Jjc should

make, concluded by accepting the offer they made

him of eight thousand five hundred piasters for his

liberation, and gave up to theirs the penguieje, or

certificate of his public sale in Constantinople.

At that time, Hushreff Agha, acting scraskier

pacha, wras mouhourdar
,
or keeper of the great seal

VOL. ii.
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of the admiral Kioutchink, Hussein Pacha, and con-

ceived a partiality for the young man. R^hid re-

ceived a good education at the palace under Hadgi

Moustapha, who in his quality of first secretary pos-

sessed great influence.

Hushreff, observing from day to day the agreea-

ble manners anddeportment of Rcshid A glia, amused

himself in conversing with hii*i,jind asking him a

variety of questions. Ft is therefore unaccountable

by what caprice or intrigue Rcshid desired to change

so pleasant a situation, lie was however sold to

Iladgi Kchakir Agha, sword-bearer to the (irand

Admiral, Hussein, linder him, he forsook the pen

and his studies, to learn to ride, play the d^irit stick
,

and to throw the lance. Hy his agility, he perfected

himself in all the necessary exercises for a slave-

page.

JIushrefT, from the office of mouhonnlar
,
was by

degrees advanced to be governor of Egypt., and re-

membered the young Rcshid Agha, who had render-

ed him many scrvjecs when at the court of Hussein

at Constantinople, he had the small-pox, and was

strongly attached to him. He accordingly wrote to

his diplomatic agent at the Porte, the good old Selim

Sabitt Effendy, to endeavour to procure Rpjshid to

come to Hun, and to freight a ship expressly for the

purpose of sending him to Egypt. The Silihdar

Hadgi Schakir Agha, who had been dismissed from

his post, sought to make himself amends by selling

the brave and handsome Reshid at a very high

price.
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Hushreff was delighted to sec Reshid in Egypt,

loaded him with favours, gave him his Certificate of

freedom, and raised him gradually in office and hon-

our. Hushreff having received an order to behead

the Pacha of Tcku, Reshid assisted him in that affair

with considerable skill, and was in consequence,

made at once a Pacha with two tails, Miry-Myran ,

with the rank and fevenues of the Sungiakut of

Moith/a in Asia.

The expedition against the Governor of Tcke

which was conducted by sea, with the flee 1
! under

the orders of Hushreff, and by land, by the young

Reshid Mehemed, was the foundation of the fame

lie acquiipd as a military man. The Imperial

Government being well satisfied with his conduct

on the reduction of Take lie was made Futeia Mou-

haffissy, or military governor of the Portress of Ful-

zia near the Danube. He rdhiained there about

three years, and from thence, lie was appointed

Pacha of the Fortress of Vidiun where lie gained

great honour.

At the time of the Check revolution, lie left Vi-

•diun, and tool^ the command of the province of

Roumelia with the title of Roiimcly Walissy. He
marched against the Checks, and was every where

in the Morea, and with Ibrahim Pacha of Egypt at

Missolonghi.

Reshid Pacha has two sons, whcf are both Pachas

with three tails. His father-in-law, Bchram Agha,

is a man of military talent. He is also Miry-Myzan

and his treasurer. Reshid Mchmed was made
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grand vizier at the camp, and the Imperial Govern-

ment are well satisfied with him.

Biographical sketch of Selim Mehmed Pacha, for-

merly Grand Vizier .

Selim Mehmed Pacha, ex-grand vizier, was

born in Hottin, alias Chotzim, a fortress formerly

belonging to the Turks in Bessarabia. His father

was employed in that town in quality of Dgebedgy

Bachy orcommissary of the artillery and ammunition.

At the age of twenty, lie adopted his father’s prin-

ciples, and supported with all his power the party

of the janizaries.

Soon after this, Selim became dey-^hief of a

party of turbulent and exasperated onen, composing

the garrison of Chotzim. Of a tyrannical and san-

guinary disposition, he greatly oppressed the peace-

able Christian subjects of the Porte in his neigh-

bourhood. His ardour for rapid advancement in his

military career, and eagerness in the accumulation

of money, no matter by what means these ends were

accomplished, hurried him on to great excesses.

He profittedso far by the protection of the Tcfterdar„

Aly Bey, treasurer of the same fortress, that he gave

liim his daughter in marriage, and attached«bim to

his interests. Soon after this, Selim urged by his

wild and impetuous passions, had some very serious

altercations with* tl\e commandcr-in-chief, and the

garrison, whom he attempted to appease, sometimes

by persuasion, and at others, with a brace of pistols

in his hands. He often sought to avail himself of
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the influence of his father-in-law, Ali Bey, to re-

commend him to the ministry gf the Porte as well

as to the Ycnitcliery Aghassy, as a person worthy

of reward and quick advancement. In answer to

his solicitation, Selim was honoured with the Bcrrat

or diploma of Tournadgy
,
a high station among the

offleers of the staff of the janizaries. This post was

held by Selim wit]i excessive pride and avidity for

gain. The inhabitants of the town of lswantza

could no longer endure his exactions and daily ex-

tortions. He was so rapacious, that he seized on

all the land and farms of the poor, forcing them to

plough and sow them at their own cost, and gather

their produce for himself
;
having no conjpassion for

their tears and ucmonstrances, who were too far re

moved from*a paternal government to procure re-

dress for their wrongs and grievances.

Selim resorted to the mostt;rucl and tyrannical

schemes to amass money. By means of some dex-

terous intrigues at the Porte, he caused himself to

be made Salcihor or titular equyry to the Sultan ;

and a few months afterward, to be raised to the

'high station of Capidgy Bachy
,
or chamberlain.

These honours were obtained chiefly by life in-

trigues, of the janizaries, and at the special request

of his friend Mehmcd Pacha of Ibrailla.

The Sultan granted him these favours, however,

on condition that he would lcavq Chotzim and repair

to the capital, desiring to know privately all the

cruelty and injustice he had heaped on his subjects

in the neighbourhood of that city.

x 2
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Selim obeyed the command of the Sultan, and

soon arrived at Constantinople, where he vra& kindly

received, and ordered to go with an extraordinary

commission to the l)ey of Algiers, and to proceed

from thence to Damascus, to make an inventory of

the property, and to bring to the imperial treasury,

the immense wealth of the Sililidar
, Saleiman Pa-

cha, Governor of the Sangiakat qf Damascus.

Selim succeeded in this commission, and sent to

the Sultan all the jewels, and magnificent effects in

shawls, polices, &c. of Suleiman Pacha, but only a

part of the gold, reserving for himself a great sum of

money, and many valuable things.

lie was
f
so artful, as to make a catalogue sepa-

rately for the imperial treasury, of« all the effects,

generally known to be Suleiman Pacha’s property,

the rest being reserved for himself, and not mention-

ed in his official reports from Damascus, nor on his

arrival in Constantinople.

The Sultan and the government were however

apparently satisfied with Selim’s conduct, and soon

after his return from Damascus, he wras raised to

the high office of Bostandgy Bachyjn Adrianople,.

civil and military Governor of the Sangiakat of

Tvhyrmen ,
commissary and general inspector jrf all

the stores of grain for the army and the capital kept

in the district of Rhodosto, on the Sea of Marmora.

Seljm behaved iq, some respects pretty well in

his administration at Adrianople, excepting that he

again resorted to an indiscriminate exaction of the

property of all classes and persuasions there. He
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however maintained a strict police, and by his ener-

gy and valour, restrained the J^ostandgis
, and tur-

bulent janizaries in their garrisons, who were always

ready for sedition and mischief.

In this respect Selim’s official conduct was high-

ly respected, and the divan praised him so much to

the Sultan, that being fatigued with their repeated

solicitations on hig behalf, he was pleased to raise

him to the rank of pacha with three tails, and to

the government of the Fortress of Silistria on the

Danube. He here again enriched himself in the

most shameful manner, by the disorders and embar-

rassments in which the Greeks in Wallachia and

Moldavia were plunged at that time, vexing the poor

inhabitants of tl^ise provinces, and taking to himself

their immenSe herds and flocks, without paying them

any thing for them. He was so audaciously op-

pressive, that he took by for#c, more than thirty

thousand hogs, and forced the poor inhabitants to

take them again at double their value, under penalty

of being imprisoned, bastinadoed, and stripped of all

their property.

,
Could the court of Russia, with a solemn treatywith

the sublime Porte in its*hand, suffer such enormous

crimes.jagainst its stipulations in favour of the princi-

palities of Moldaviaand Wallachia, to pass
#
unnoticcd ?

Had not Russia a right to resent such conduct, and

interpose her mighty influence ?/These outrages were

committed by the Turks during the Greek revolu-

tion, and before the declaration of war by Russia.

At length Selim, either by intrigue, presents, or
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high patronage, was in 1825, made grand vizier, .or

Sadry-Aasam of the Porte. On leaving §ilistria,

he was preceded by his ill acquired treasure of

more than eighteen millions of piasters, part of

which was lodged in the hands of seraffs, the Arme-

nian bankers, and the rest secreted in his own pri-

vate treasury. He was little regretted by the in-

habitants of Wallachia and Moldavia, and the poor

in general, whose imprecations against him were

loud and vehement.

Selim Mchmed Pacha, was attached to his sove-

reign by sentiments of gratitude, and rendered him

important services at the time of the destruction of

the janizaries, in liis office of grand vizier, for if he

had wisheef to overturn the throne, it was in his

power to have done so
;
but faithful to iiis oath and

solemn engagement to the reigning Sultan, lie brave-

ly supported his rights, and the existence of his

dynasty.

An apparent tranquillity having succeeded to

those terrible days^ {Selim, Mchmed continued at-

tentive to the orders of the Sultan, but considering

the visible influence of the Scraskier Ilushreff in

the seraglio, was advised by* some otlhis confidents,

that his policy was to preserve the friendship, of the

“ oldfox

”

ilushreff, and by not giving him or his

satellites, any umbrage to save himself from “ his

paws” Selim Pacha was however very suspicious

of him’, but followed *the advice of his friend Perteff

Effendy so well, that Hushreff was seemingly sa-

tisfied with his exterior behaviour, though he could
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not feel assured of his real sentiments towards him.

Hushreff’s address at length prevailed on Sultan

Mahmoud to such an extent, that he delivered to

him an absolute Hally-Scheriff> containing a list of

secret instructions, and a public Hatty Houmayoun,
}

ostensible to the vizier, Selim Pacha, in which he

was expressly enjoined not to do any thing without

previously consulting his Seraskier HushrcfT; and

to follow his advice in alf the political, civil, and

military transactions of the empire.

Selim Pacha being authorized by the grand seig-

nior, raised a regiment of infantry at his own cost,

to serve as a garrison at the Porte, at the reception

of foreign ministers, and on gala-days and festivals.

This vizier v^as a rude Turk in character, little

communicative, an enemy to the Franks, and almost

destitute of civilization. He was privately sur-

named “ Bull's head,” Ochioim-Baschly. He had

not the least knowledge of European politics or

transactions, nor any acquaintance with geography or

oriental literature. As for the jise of the pen, he

was totally unpractised in it, and incompetent to the

delicate art of^writing confidential reports to his

sovereign, for which reason, he attached to hfmself

Perteff, Reis Effendy, minister for foreign affairs,

and grand chancellor of the empire, who* being well

versed in court diction, and using hi? pen with great

elegance, was entrusted witl^ aH his confidential

writing and communications with the Sultan.

Selimwishing to reward PertefTs services, caused

him to receive a part of the immense sums gathered
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by the various means of selling places, granting

charges, promotions, and honourary titles. In fact,

all was sold under his administration. Selim, how-

ever, being nothing deficient in cunning, reserved an-

nually for himself several millions of piasters, by put-

ting them into the hands of some faithful Armenian.

The conduct of Selim Pacha was much blamed

for fomenting the persecution,*ai]d eventually caus-

ing the total ruin of the Xrmcnian Catholics, as also

for accepting bribes from the heretics, who lavished

their rewards on him for that object. It was a part

of this ill-gotten wealth which was privately given

to Perteir, who was a subordinate agent in the

abominable traffic.

At the declaration of war by Russia, Ilushrcff

being desirous of removing Selim from the capital,

caused him to be sent against the enemy to the

camp at Schumln, but he displayed very little mili-

tary talents there. Without order or plan, he en-

couraged insubordination, by withholding the pay of

the soldiers, ill treating the officers, and leaving the

army without daily provisions. He permitted and

fomented discord among the pachas under his com-

«

maud; instead of uniting them in the cause of their

country.

This reprehensible conduct of Selim Pacha as

generallissimo against the Russians, having been

debated in a full divan in the capital, the incongruity

and danger of his continuance as seraskicr against

a skilful and powerful enemy, was represented to

the Sultan.
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Selim was in consequence immediately deposed,

and sent^in exile to Gallipoli, and afterward to Rho-

dosto, under the simple title of capidgy bachy
,

where he remained about eleven months.

Having obtained his pardon, he was reinstated in

his rank of pacha with three tails, and appointed

lloumely walissy, or general governor of Roumclia, in

the room of Rescind Mehrned Pacha, who was

made grand vizier, by the influence of the seraskier

pacha. One of the conditions of the Sultan in

granting the pardon of Selim’s misdemeanors, was,

that as soon as lie should arrive in Roumclia, lie

would settle the arrears of pay of all the Albanian

troops, who had lately been under the orders of

Rescind Molungd Pacha, his predecessor, which

amounted to*k sum above ten millions of piasters.

Hut Selim on his arrival in Roumclia, not only neg-

lected his general orders, but instead of fulfilling his

contract to pay all the money due to the Albanian

troops, began his government by threatening them

with punishment., and cutting off their heads
;
by

ill-using some of their chiefs, and dismissing others,

without paying a farthing of their arrears, or settling

any of their claims. This impolitic conduct, as

rash as^it was base, exasperated the Albanian troops

and their adherents to such a degree, thsft in a mo-

ment they all revolted, with an oath to devastate

the provinces. This threat was *io sooner given

than executed. They ransacked and plundered

whole provinces, burned villages and farm houses,

and destroyed all the property of the peaceful in-
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habitants. This unhappy affair was the origin of

the revolt of Ibrahim Pacha, of Scutary, tl\£ details

of which are known throughout Europe
; and when

the civil war which it has given rise to shall be ter-

minated, it is impossible for human sagacity to

divine.

The Sultan was now greatly incensed at the con-

duct of Selim, and deprived him ignominiously of

his post and high rank of pacha with three tails,

and exiled him again to Gallipoli with the tot al con-

fiscation of his riches. Selim, however, for the

second time, intrigued so well from Gallipoli that he

was reinstated in his rank of pacha, and sent under

the; orders of the aga Hussein Pacha, who had re-

ceived instructions to give him a .dangerous com-

mission to Damascus. A few days
1
after, Selim

Mohmed was nominated to supersede llaouf Pacha

at that city, with orders to cultivate the good will

of the grandees, and induce the inhabitants in gene-

ral to accept the late innovations and taxes. But

Selim again acting contrary to his instructions,

caused a revolt in the town, and Damascus was

soon in a state of complete rebellion.

hrthe tumult of this insurrection, Selim Mehmed
Pacha lost his life, and had his head severed from

his body, which was exhibited on a pike in all the

streets of the city by the enraged inhabitants.

This is a sketch of the history of Selim Mehmed
Pacha, who by his tyranny and avarice, amassed

so many millions of treasure, which went finally, to

increase the treasury of the Sultan.
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LETTER XXXIV.

• St. Stephano, September 16, 1833.

My dear ,

I send you some more plates, which I doubt not

will afford you pleasure. They will serve also to

elucidate many things which cannot be well ex-

plained by letter, and I want you to know Constan-

tinople, and all I know of Turkey, well.

No. 1—Is a yew of Constantinople, taken at a

point at a short distance from the back of Pera.

The carriage is that of the Danish Ambassador, on

the road from Buyucdcre. The wagon or araba,

is such as is used by the middle classes for personal

conveyance. The large tower to the left of the tree

near the middle, is the gi^at watch tower of Pera,

built by the Genoese or Venetians. Saint Sophia

is to the left of it ;
Sultan Achmet to the right.

*The latter shouicl have Six minarets. The sAiall

vessel, lies in the Golden Horn. The valley, is that

where Mahomet the Second, launched hifi galleys,

after bringing them from the Bosphorus over-land,

whence he hauled them from a plage called Dolma
Basche, a distance of about two miles.

Gibbon, on this point, is very wrong. I have been

over the ground more than once; to satisfy myself

Vol. h.—

Y
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on the subject. Dolma Basch6 was formerly an .in-

let. It has since been filled up, and there
#
are now

extensive gardens there. It is generally calledDoZ-

ma Basche (gourd garden), but more correctly, as I

am informed,Durmek Basche (filled up garden). It

is about a mile from the mouth of the harbour, higher

up on the Bosphorus.

No. 2—May give you a gereral idea of the man-

ners and dress of the Turks. 1 have never seen

precisely the dance represented, but I am satisfied

of the correctness of the representation. The hou-

ses are all correct.

No. 3.—As Mr. Millingc, the artist, had free ac-

cess to the palace of the Sultana Hadedge, I have

no doubt that this representation is correct. The
interior of the room resembles that of all other Tur-

kish palaces that I have visited. You see, however,

only part of the room, the divan. Hadedge was

the mother of Selim the Third. She is seated in

the corner. The female entering the room sup-

ported by others, is her daughter
;
the rest are slaves.

The small circles in the windows arc the peep-holes

through the lattice.

No. 4—Tchesme, is a seaport town, outside, and

to die southward of the bay of Smyrna. It is the

landing p?ace from the island of Scio, and where

the Russians some forty years ago, under Count

OrlofF (I believe but am not certain), destroyed the

Turkish fleet.

No. 5—Will give you an idea of the Turkish cas-

des generally, which combine the ancient and mo-
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dern modes of fortification. The interior towers

are of the ancient, the exterior, of the modem form.

The houses, the boats, the costumes, &c. are all

perfect. All Turkish modem houses, have the up-

per rooms projecting beyond the base.

No. 6.—These figures are Greek womfen from

the island of Tine. Every year, there arrive from

the Greek islands, but particularly from Tine, seve-

ral vessels with women and girls, from the age of

sixteen, upwards, who come to seek service in the

Frank houses of Constantinople, Galata, Pera,

Smyrna, &c. They are remarkable for their in-

dustry, their honesty, fidelity and virtue. They
rarely leave a family when they have become at-

tached to it, except it be to return to thc*ir home to

be married; and then they fc.-^uently return to tho

family to render the service of nurses. They are a

very estimable class of people, *nd arc indispensa-

ble to the comfort of the Christians residing in the

Levant. They are generally very intelligent, and

can turn their hands to afcnost every thing. They
almost always go home to be married, after they

'have laid up a little sum of money from their wages,

and they as uniformly bring back with them their

husbands. Sometimes the young couple will both

take service in the same family, sometimdb in differ-

ent families ;
but most generally, the young man,

who has always a trade, as caipepter, shoemaker,

or tailor, works at his trade, while his wife seiVes in

a family. They are remarkably neat in their dress

at all times, which differs somewhat from that here
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represented, as they almost uniformly adopt the

dress worn by all the Greeks of the Levant
;
that is

to say, a neat short spencer with sleeves, but no

collar, made of a lively coloured broad-cloth, lined

with fur, and open before
;
under this, a gown body

and petticoat, all in one, the petticoat scarcely reach-

ing to the ankle, a milk-white cotton stocking, and a

neat shoe. The head-dress is their favorite kalcm-

kar
, thrown on with suth a bewitching grace that it

is always charming. The kalemkar is pinned on

to a bright red cap, which exactly fits the top of the

head, and from which hangs a full bright blue silk

tassel. Around this cap, and intertwined with the

folds of the kalemkar
,
they dispose their full, rich,

glossy black hair. To this add a fine form, a fair

skin, a lip that evcryfgwles, and an tyc that ever

sparkles, and there stands a Grecian servant maid

of the Isle of Tine,* ^vJb,ose conduct is irrcpmachaT

blc, and whose character the breath of slander can-

not reach.

There arc also many yoking Greek men who flock

from the islands to seek service here, and who come

in such numbers, that they arc nicknamed “ hares”

On it holiday they turn out in immense numbers.

They are generally mechanics, and have a dress

peculiarly1 their own. It consists of the red cap

and tassel surrounded by a black turban, a jacket

reaching to the yvaist, without a collar, and lined

with Air, a vest without collar, generally ornamented,

a broad red sash, in the folds of which may be seen

the handle of a dirk, and from which depends a
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watch-chain, pretty heavily laden with rings and

other love tokens, a pair of full bag trowsers de-

scending to the ankles, a neat stocking and shoe,

sometimes displaying silver buckles, a white em-

broidered handkerchief thrust carelessly
#
into his

bosom, and you have a dashing young Greek Isl-

ander in his holiday dress, of at least the rank of a

journeyman tailor* of shoe-maker, and ripe for fun

and frolic. I must not forget that indispensable re-

quisite to every young Greek dandy, the little

switch cane.

It is indescribable with what pride and self-com-

placency he moves along. Clean as a new pin,

straight as an arrow, young and handsome, health

in his cheeks, q*id pleasure beaming in every fea-

ture, lie scarcely seems to touch the earth he treads

on. And when he is fairly engaged in his favorite

Romaic dance, or vaulting in Hris equally favorite

Alhanaire
,
you can scarcely think him in his senses;

he seems to be mad with delight, “ madder than a

March hare.” An excessive lov$ of pleasure, is the

besetting sin of the Greek,—there arc no bounds to

, it, and the bacchanalian dance in the bas-reliefs of

ancient sculpture, is the identical Romaic dance of

the Greeks of the present day.

No. 7.—You may form some idea of the city

of Ephesus from this fragment. I have not been

there, and I regret that I shall got be able to visit it.

It is about fifty miles on the other side of Smyrna.

No. 8—Tenedos, which lies opposite to Troy.

We lay there with the John Adams, several days,

.Y 2
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but did not land on the island. The fortifications,

and its general appearance are correct. The riding

party appear to be English officers. It was behind

Tenedos where the Grecian galleys concealed them-

selves according to Homer.

No. 9—Is the representation of the principal part

of the island of Tine. I passed so close to this

place, that I could sec the pecfplp in the coffee-shops

and in almost all the streets. It is perfectly correct.

No. 10.—A scene exactly like this, took place

at my interview with the pacha of the Dardanelles.

No’s. 11 and 12.—I passed scarcely musket-shot

distance from what was once the beautiful island

and city qf Scio. The garden of the Levant, the

earthly paradise. All, all was ruii? and desolation !

Every house was roofless and tenantTess ! Silence

reigned every where ! A solitary being on an ass,

travelling along the* lonely beach was all that I saw

of life in Scio ! The trees shot forth luxuriantly,

and yielded their fruit in abundance, but there was

no hand to pluck jt ! The besom of destruction had

swept over Scio, and left silence, death and desola-

tion. My mind sickens as it dwells on the dreadful,

scene, and its attendant horrors. Scio, is the ancient

Chios, the birth place of Homer, whose schpol was

on the point projecting towards the light house on the

rock, and is stilj shown . We were within pistol shot

of it. The light' hojise still stands, exactly as it is

represented in the engraving. The fate of Scio is

too well known to make it necessary, even to ad-

vert to the history of the horrid event.
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• I sond you a representation of Homer's school,

and of die females of Scio, which I have numbered

13. Also a representation of the Romaic dance,

No. 14. Another plate of my favorites of Tine,

No. 15;—and of a similar class from Ni<j, No. 16.

These plates will go to explain the domestic habits

and manners of these useful and estimable people.

Yours truly.

P. S. I also send you a biography of Hussein

Pacha, as connected with the destruction of the

janizaries, in which he was a principal instrument.

Biographical Sketch of the Aga, Hussein Pacha.

Hussein wa^bom at Bender of very poor parents,

and came to Constantinople very young. There

lie commenced his career as a toby or waiting boy,

in a coffee-shop, visited by the* very lowest dregs of

the people, and in a short time he became the great-

est blackguard among them. At the age of sixteen

or seventeen, he joinedjhc corgs of janizaries, and

went into quarters with them.

He was very adroit in extorting money, and

when he had any was*vcry liberal in distributing

it amoqg his companions, and by this means became

extremely popular with them. His conduct, his

courage and hardihood, drew on hiin the attention

of the Basch Carce Conlonkdges (sergeant majors),

who advanced him gradually to the rank of general,

when he soon became the terror of the capital.

We must now glance an eye* over his conduct in
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the management of affairs for the destruction of that

ancient though turbulent and dangerous corps, who
had elevated him to the rank which in their opinion

his views and his liberality so eminently qualified

him to fill, little suspecting that in a short space

of time by his means the besom of destruction,

would sweep them from the face of the earth ; and

that thousands and tens of thousands of their head-

less trunks would be seen choking up the harbour of

Constantinople and floating down the Bosphorus

and Dardanelles.

Hussein besides being a man of great courage and

energy, had studied deeply the character of the jani-

zary corpsf and knew it perfectly. He had been

their confidential friend and adviser jn all their plans,

projects, plots, counterplots, and mutinous assem-

blies, and was chosen by express desire of the Sul-

tan, Yenitchery Agh&ssi, or generalissimo of the corps

of janizaries as a reward for his suggestion, and

offer to destroy them ; a measure greatly desired by

the Sultan, and it is but truth to say, called for by

the security and repose of the empire.

With this nomination commenced the execution
.

of the plan ;
and secretly in the frequent nocturnal

interviews which he had with Hussein, the Sul-

tan became positively assured of the inviolable

attachment of this daring and enterprising man, and

like a wise sovere\gn*knew how to profit by the daily

reports and palpable factswhich this chief submitted

to him without concealing any thing.

He swore to his sovereign a fidelity unchangeable,
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and assured him that he would devote his own life

to contribute to the destruction of the janizary corps,

which was, and would continue to be, a curse to

the empire unless speedily suppressed, as it every

day increased in arrogance and insubordination, con-

sumed the revenues of the empire, without contri-

buting to its safety, paralyzed the measures of the

government by opposing the new system of military

tactics, which the Sultan ^as desirous of introdu-

cing, and other measures for the improvement and

regeneration of the nation in general. The Sultan

satisfied of the truth and sincerity of his statement,

and after exacting from Hussein another oath of

secrecy and obedience, disclosed to him a plan

which he had projected, and which lie gave him

full power t<f execute. Hussein accepted the dan-

gerous commission, gave to his highness assurances

of firmness and energy, and took on himself all the

responsibility of the execution of this vast and bold

scheme.

Hussein found it convgnient to begin with the of-

ficers, and determined to get cfcar of those most

obnoxious to him and most dangerous. He there-

fore in one day caused ’nine of them to be seized

and strangled in his presence on some trifling pre-

text. He now threw off the mask and* continued

daily to seize all those of their party ; but before

executing them, had the semblange of a trial, with

commissaries by his side to examine prisoner^, take

lists of those persons in any way co-operating, note

down the ramifications of all their plans, secrets,
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and of the persons in any way compromitted, ,in

every class, and of those who gave them
t
money.

The same mock trials were going on in other places,

as well as in Constantinople, and Hussein by this

means weakened their corps by the destruction of

the chiefs without their perceiving the motive.

Satisfied with having cut off the chiefs of this bo-

dy, he watched over the commanders for other

causes for execution, of »vhich he doubted not, that

the complaints of the rayahs, and other subjects of

the Sublime Porte against the janizaries would

give him sufficient opportunities of which he could

avail himself. To this end he kept numerous pa-

troles going about the streets, listening to and noting

down the complaints of every one., and informing

themselves of the names of the culpable, who were

arrested in the night and strangled. Thus he went

on from day to day^never losing sight of an oppor-

tunity to weaken the janizary corps by cutting off

its numbers.

The Sultan, aa has been hinted, had been attempt-

ing to get up a new corps of regular troops, disci-

plined according to the European system. This

new improvement was called the msami dgediel
, or

new system, on which a well written work has been

published here. It not only goes to prove the defi-

ciency of the empire in military, but in all other

knowledge, and recommends adopting the improve-

ments of other nations, and by that means endea-

vouring to place the empire on an equality with

them. An immense empire checked by Austria
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and other lesser powers in the neighbourhood, and

which even the Greeks could hold at bay, must
have some radical defects, and these defects, Mah-

moud the Second has had the good sense to detect.

He has not invariably been judicious in his choice

of improvements, but he has seldom erred. His

establishment of the press is an improvement, al-

though it is not a 'free press; his new systems of

military and naval discipline may become useful

;

it is a step towards improvement, and may be

brought to something like perfection. Change of

dress also. But I think he is premature in the in-

troduction of the steam engines, where they are a

riddle, a wonder and a pastime and where wood is

sold by the pound. They have no coal. I think

also that he k premature in the introduction of the

European loom, and mode of tanning leather—and

if you were to see how completely he has been

gulled by the impostors who flock to this country,

you would be of the same opinion. But I have

forgotten I was writing ^bout Hussein and the jan-

izaries.

It was part of the plan of Hussein to induce the

best disposed of the^janizaries to enrol themselves

in the regular corps. This plan was much relished

by Mahmoud,who, to please Hussein, nafried him a

pacha of three tails, and withdrew him from the

corps of janizaries, and gave hiiy. as a residence,

the magnificent palace of the nch Armenian banker

Dans Ouglou, at Yeni Kioyou on the Bosphorus,

about eight or nine miles above Constantinople.
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He held the rank of governor general, both civil and

military, inspector of the fortresses of Europe and

Asia on the Black Sea, with an unlimited power,

and all the revenues* of the Pachalic of Broussa and

the neighbouring countries, with an army of obser-

vation to watch over the janizaries of the garrisons

of the fortresses which might be inclined to revolt.

His troops occupied all the tillages on both sides

of the Bosphorus, from the Sea of Marmora to the

Black Sea.

Hussein confided the Asiatic coast of the Bos-

phorus with a numerous body of regular troops, and

irregular infantry, to Derendcly Izet Mchrncd, pacha

of two tails, present chamberlain of his highness,

formerly kirliaya, bey of Ibrahim Pacha, who in

the time of the Greek revolution commanded the

troops of observation on the Greek inhabitants of

both sides the Bosphorus.

Izet had as second in command Bey Hassan Pa-

cha, of the second rank of two tails, an ex-janizary,

the creature and intimate friend of Hussein—a man
to be confided in, he followed strictly the orders he

received in observing the conduct of the garrisons

of the castles, fortresses and batteries of the canal,

knowing as he did the necessity for so doing, as the

revolution which cost the life of the unfortunate Se-

lim Third, originated with these garrisons, having at

their head a rascal named Kabardje, who perished as

he deserved.

The instructions given to Hassan were very pre-

cise. He was ordered to ascertain every hour,
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exactly what was going on in these fortifications,

whether plots, actions or wogls. Espionage was
carried to the highest point of perfection ; nothing

escaped the zeal of his secrc# police. Sudden ar-

rests and immediate executions were so .frequent,

that the terrified janizaries often, to save their own
lives, informed against the culpable, and denounced

their own companjpnfe and friends. By these means
the garrisons were so weakened, and his forces had

become so strong, as to enable Hussein to turn his

attention towards the capital for the accomplish-

ment of the wishes of his august master. By
means of correspondence, messages, and secret per-

sonal visits, all was put in train and activity, to pre-

pare the way fqr the great blow.

He had already gained over a large party in the

capital ;
and was anxious to form of the persons

who composed it, a body of trdbps to attack by sur-

prise, the different, corps of janizaries which guard-

ed carefully, all the streets, lanes and alleys, public

squares and establishments in every part of Con-

stantinople, and its vast and numerous suburbs,with

the country round about. On this account Hugsein

stood in need of some*more chiefs of his party to

augment the number of those who were to give an

impulse to the fulfilment of the desires of the Sul-

tan. He used all his efforts to draw over to his

party the fierce and indomitable* Bely Mghmed
Ogba, who to this end was promoted to this post

the ninth of September, 1 825. This end was first,

to prepare him to enter into his views, and to con-

VOL. II.—

z
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sent to and admit the European discipline ;
in the

second place, by his means to gain over tljc lower

class of janizaries, who always acted in conform-

ity with the opinion of Dely Melimed. Money well

distributed contributed greatly to effect these views.

Hussein seized every occasion to impress upon

the chiefs on whose assistance he counted, the ben-

efits of the new system of European discipline, and

its advantages over undisciplined armies, and of as-

suring them that the koran was not at variance with

these innovations. He often drew a parallel be-

tween the troops of the Sultan, and the troops of

the viceroy of Egypt, Mehcmed Ali Pacha, who in

the Greek revolution performed prodigies, and ac-

quired immortal honour, while those of his master,

under various pachas, had been discomfited, beaten,

defeated every where, and finally gave themselves

to complete insubordination, to the great dishonour

of the Ottoman Empire.

He often spoke to the ulemas
,
chiefs of the laws

and very influential members of the divan, informing

them that the establishment of a system of disci-

pline was absolutely necessary, and that the end of

the members of the govcrriihenb should be to sec-

ond the wishes of his highness, and devote their

whole attention to the preservation of the empire,

by the introduction of useful innovations and im-

provements. Europe, he said, had made great pro-

gress 'in the art of war, while the ancient manner of

Turkish warfare remained the same. He pressed

on them the utility
4 and advantage of having all the
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n)usket3 of the same length and calibre. That the

field artjllcry and bombs were very defective, and

that in fact, a military reform, cost what it would,

ought to take place. He conjured them to co-ope-

ratc with all their power, and to employ all possible

means to dissipate and surmount all difficulties in

the establishment of the new discipline according to

the wishes of the Sultan, who saw with sorrow,

that every day gave birth to new obstacles.

Hussein, while endeavouring by these discourses

to bring over to his side the influential men of the

government, took care to execute at night, all the

disaffected, which his numerous satellites had

arrested. His views were always directed to-

wards the safety of the capital. By increasing

the strength* ancl numbers on his side, while the ad-

verse party unaccountably diminished, he gained

the confidence of many of tl» military, whom he

combined with the various corps of cannonicrs, un-

der the orders of Liman Agba, then general of artil-

lery or topcliy bascliy, ajnrave officer, who is at this

moment honoured with the confidence of his sove-

reign, is charged with the care of the artillery in

general of Top Hanc,^nd of the environs oT the

capital^ as also, inspector of the brass cannon

foundry.

To his party Hussein added Carce Dgeherrine,

surnamed the Black Infernal ^from his strength and

courage), and to this corps were united all th"c artil-

lerists which occupied the fine barracks of Top
Hane. To it also were attached the bostangis,
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guards of the palace, and imperial gardens, to the

number of six or seven thousand under the orders

of Tatar Osman (originally a courier), at this time

bostange bashy, they general, and in recompense

for his fidelity, at this moment, pacha of two tails,

commandant in chief, of various regiments of infan-

try of the bostange guard imperial. Hussein, in

concert with Papoutchy Mclimcd, governor of the

navy arsenal, and Izet Mbhmed Pacha, wrought in-

cessantly, to paralyze the numerous party of the

boatmen who were enrolled among the janizaries,

and who had become extremely insolent of late.

They all belonged to the corps of janizaries. Pa-

poutchy, under whose orders they were, and who
could, in great emergency, command their services

in the navy, and on board the ships In ordinary,

called on great numbers for purposes connected with

his command, and o* their arrival on board the ves-

sels and in the navy yard, had them all strangled.

Many others were exiled, and those only of this

class, on whose fidelity to
(
thc reforming party, cal-

culations could be made, were spared.

Every thingwas thus prepared,butHussein wished

to saVe appearances, and make another effort

to bring the corps of janizaries to obedience, and to

modify their ancient system by the introduction of

the new tactics. To this end he obtained written

authority under the ^and of the Sultan to address

them. " With this authority, he, accompanied by the

grand vizier, presented himself at the department

of the janizaries, and endeavoured to induce them
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tQ listen to the voice of their sovereign. He assu-

red theiQ that his highness had
#
consulted the grand

mufty, who had given it as his opinion, that the new
system of tactics which was in^nded to place them

on a footing with the European troops, was in no

way contrary to the koran. This was on the twen-

ty-ninth of May, 1826.

The reception which these ministers met with

from a multitude of janizafics there assembled, and

their chiefs, was in appearance highly respectful,

which was manifested by a thousand conciliatory

attentions.

After the preliminary discourse, the grand vizier

explained the necessity of beginning at once with

the cannurc pamu
, military regulations, which had

been too lon£ neglected, and to observe strictly the

rule of tiring at a mark twice a week, in the place

designated forUhis purpose outside the walls of the

city.

The grand vizier had brought with him two mus-

kets of the European construction, and two sabres,

to submit to their inspection with the desire that

none others should henceforward be used by them

;

that they should all be ofthc same length and calibre.

He explained the utility which would result from

a change in their costume, which was too cumbrous

for a soldier, and only served to embarrass them in

action, in advancing, and retreajjng* Their clothing

he told them should be more simple and fit snug to

the body, to give them the free use of their limbs,

and be light, so as not to fatigue them in marching

;

. z 2.
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and, besides, that they ought to be less expensive,

that of the janizaries being in many instances ex-

tremely rich and costly. A plurality of the ortas

or divisions, in appfarance, consented and signed

officially a paper agreeing to accept of the proposed

changes. This act was confirmed by one hundred

and sixty-six signatures of the chiefs of the ortas.

The dress of the janizary soldier was to consist

of a green cloth cap, with a tassel of silk, to fall

behind, a vest and jacket of fine cloth, a species of

large spencer of thick and strong cloth of the

manufacture of the country, called aba. Trowsers

of the same. A woolen sash and red morocco shoes.

The reformed janizaries were to have a ration of

rice, a pound and a half of good meat, a half pound

of butter, and two large loaves of bfead per day

each.

The pay of eachcsoldicr was to ba established at

sixty-seven and a half piasters every three months.

The cara koloukdgc at seventy; the pourvoyene one

hundred and thirty-seven,, and twenty paras; the

odas bachy two hundred and fifty; the buluks achas-

sis seven hundred and fifty
; the koul kichayassy

seven thousand five hundred
;

tlie simien bachy the

same; the zoghardgc bachy four thousand five

hundred ; the samrondge bachy four thousand ; the

tourmadge bachy three thousand five hundred
;
the

maunzeur agba t thrpe thousand; and, the kichaya

agba two thousand five hundred. The piaster at

this period was worth about ten cents, which made

die pay of a janizary soldier about two dollars
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and twenty-five cents per month. A soldier at

this time has only fifteen piasters per month, when
the piaster is only worth five and a half cents, mak-

ing his pay only eighty-two cejts, with which they

say they are perfectly contented. The pay there-

fore offered to the janizaries was munificent com-

pared to what i3 given to the new tacticians, so

were their rations, a^ the new tacticians receive no

meat.

This establishment of pay and rations was to take

effect on the express condition that the essamis, that

is to say, the ancient mode of paying a certain num-

ber of aspers per day, to every officer and man
should cease, neither should they be transferable or

pass to the parents of the deceased, or to persons

expelled from tftc corps, or persons promoted
; but

that the cssamis of the janizaries, and the de-

ceased olficerti, should from th^jt moment cease and

return to the treasury.

That no promotion, brevet or certificate could be

bought; that the aghii of the janizaries should

promise under the most sacred* oath, never to sell

plac es, to extort money for military advancement,

nor to inherit under au/*prctext whatever, the goods

or money of the essamis of deceased persons who
had ever belonged to the service, and that this chief

should content himself with a salary of two hundred

thousand piasters a year, and nothing more, that is

to say $20,000.

The grand vizier after having thus executed the

orders of the Grand Seignor, and after having ex-
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plained fully to the janizaries their duty, hinted

to them that his august master desired most ardently

to have a corps of light troops of twenty thousand

men, elegantly dressed, to be well paid and fed, on

condition that they should be exercised twice a

week, and be ready to inarch at a moment’s warn-

ing to whatever point the sovereign might think pro-

per, and that the selection would in due time be

made from among the most meritorious. The vi-

zier Sr/im Mehned Pacha was enchanted with the

apparent success of his mission, returned to the

Porte and made a written report to the Sultan, and

JFitssrin was the first to place at the foot of the

throne, the issue of this affair. They did not ne-

glect to inform the Schcik a I Jslam grand mufti,

and all the members of the council civil and mili-

tary, of what had been done. Hussein going in ad-

vance even of the wishes of the fSultai at the meet-

ing of the council, insisted that the acceptation of

the orders of his highness of the 29th of May, 1820,

by the corps of janizaries, should be sanctioned

by all the council, and that a judicial act, (hadgety

schcriff) should he signed by the two cadilaskcrs,

which was unanimously agrtjed to.

The fourth of June of the same year, a general

council wits held at the house of the mvfti, where

Hussein addressed the assembly with great success,

insisting that the voluntary acquiescence of the jan-

izaries to the new system of discipline, should be

followed by a law of the empire, dissolving that

corps ; but that this act should be drawn up with
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great prudence for enforcing and consolidating the

new system. They should guard with great pru-

dence against the use of the phrase nisamy dgeded

(new regulations), a word so fatal to Selim Third,

who was strangled by the janizaries for attempt-

ing to reduce them to discipline, and to substitute

the words military regulations or system for the

formation of a body o& disciplined light troops.

Although the true end aad object of the Sultan

was to reduce the janizaries to European disci-

pline, (according to the plan of Selim), and have

them instructed by French officers, yet he was

obliged by policy to conceal the full extent of his

project, so as not to shock too much the inveterate

prejudices of the colossus, which he wished to re-

duce to order; if*therc were means of doing so in a

gentle manner, and without much bloodshed. On
the Sultan mentioning this to Hissein as a caution

against too much precipitation, he replied that if it

was necessary he would cause the new corps to be

sanctioned in the name of the prophet, and to avoid

all further objections and disagreements as respected

their title, they might be called simply tufenkly

askur,
corps of musqueinrs, a title to which no tone

could object.

This sort of management, and these precautions

on the part of the government, did not prevent the

janizaries from soon knowing that, all these cajole-

ries and fine promises were nothing more* than

schemes for the abolition of their corps.

The act to abolish the corps *was remitted after
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the council to the Sultan, signed by all the chiefs of

the law, and Hussein throwing himself at the feet

of his highness delivering to him the law, expressed

how sorrowful he yras to announce that there was

some blood to be shed.

The abolition of the essaimis exasperated the pub-

lic mind, as every one was more or less interested

in them, and Hussein saw that the janizaries by

joining with the populace would excite them to

violence, for they had found the means by these

essaimis of squandering away the public treasure

from one extent of the empire to the other. The
janizaries who were dead were not so to the public

chest. Billets of essaim were for ever multiplying

;

they gave them to their children in the cradle ; to

their nephews
; to their cousins and seteond cousins

;

consequently the feffender, the minister of finance,

trembling at the demands made oi» him, paid im-

mense sums for a stationary army, and more for an

imaginary one, the number of which could never be

estimated.

On the day of the divan, the general pay day,

might be seen mountains of bags of money destined

for the payment of the janizaries of the empire, and

lists burthened with the names of persons who had

ceased to^exist for half a century.

The cessation of this abuse and the necessity for

government to establish a new system of finances

carried the despair of the Turkish speculators in

these essaimis to the highest pitch
;
who losing the

resource of the sordid profit which they enjoyed by
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their speculations, blew the flames of discord among
the dregs of the people, who were also interested in

essaim , and who are always ready for disorder.

To these enemies of good j)rder Hussein saw

with pain the ulemas of the second rank, and the

moudiris saftas (students of law of the alcdran and

its commentaries) unite themselves.

He thought it best ty paralyze at once their plans,

by arresting all suspected persons, and causing them

to be secretly executed. This measure enraged the

janizaries and made them insolent, and this caused

the next day the executions to be made in public

and in vast numbers.

To these disorders succeeded suddenly a dreadful

silence and a tranquillity that omened some terrible

convulsion. »It pasted until the 10th of June 1826.

This state of tilings did not by any means satisfy

Hussein, whojsuspcctcd, and yot without reason,

some giand stroke on the part of the disaffected,

and he informed the sovereign of the situation of af-

fairs of the capital. It was decided that the grand

vizier with Hussein should conVbkc hastily all the

ministry, the nobility, the pachas of the new party,

and the ulemas of distinction. It was determined

to risk every thing, it was no time to think about

trifles. With this splendid and imposing assemblage

of the grandees of the empire, he on the 1 2th of

June presented himself on the square*of the Et mei-

dan in front of the grand quarters of the janizaries,

and gave orders that the whole corps should assem-

ble in his presence.
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The Et meidan is a vast oblong square in front of

the mosque of Sultan Achmet, 'where the janizaries

in case of discontent or revolt have their rendezvous,

and manifest thei* discontent by turning upside

down the cooking kettles of their respective com-

panies, or ortas

,

things as sacred to them as the

standard is to the European troops. This place

takes its name from et, victuals, and meidan, place,

for it was here that were daily distributed the sheep

necessary for the dinners of the different cohorts.

The janizaries in great numbers accepted the

summons and came in crowds to the place mention-

ed; and on this day (the 12th) was publicly pro-

claimed, and with formalities never before seen, the

new military regulations to which the janizaries

were to submit. '

The pachas always ready to obey the orders of

their Sultan, required the janizariej to go through

the exercise of the musket, without bayonet, under

the instruction of four Egyptian officers detailed for

this service by Mehmed Alt Pacha viceroy ofEgypt.

After having invoked the aid of God by solemn pray-

ers, preceded by the mufty and the corps of ulemas,

the$fe volunteers swore agam to conform to the new
military laws. The day passed off well,, and with-

out the least disorder ; the janizaries retired to their

quarters quietly, and in apparent harmony and sub-

mission.

Th6 ministry and every one thought that this af-

fair had finally terminated in favour of the Sultan,

after a promulgation so brilliant, and on the spot
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which for ages had by the janizaries been made so

redoubtable, but the corps was under great excite-

ment, some distrusted the promises of Hussein,

others were meditating vengeance for the destruc-

tion of the chiefs of the ortl/s their protectors, and

in fine all were adverse to the government, and its

measures with respect to them. When on the 13th

of June an unforeseen incident occurred which has-

tened the revolt and was Altai to them. It originated

in the imprudence of one of the four officers arrived

from Egypt. One of these instructors of the Euro-

pean system of discipline, at the time he was exer-

cising ten of those soldiers in the use of the musket,

rashly gave one of them, in impatience at his awk-

wardness, a box on the ear. This insult naturally

excited the indignation of the man, who, when he

retired to the* barracks, told his comrades how he

had been treated, and spoke with so much heat, that

he soon kindled their indignation to such a degree,

that they all swore to resist the adoption of the new
system of tactics. The insulted man, at the head

of sixty of his company, and the most enraged

among them, completely armed, sallied out at mid-

night, the 14th of June, A. D. 1826, and commenced

an attack on the extensive mansion of the Yenitchery

Aghassy. At that time the doors were shut, but

they broke them open, and rushing in with fury,

put to death all whom they met, demanding to have

the aga, and cut him to pieces. One of the ser-

vants assured them, that at that time his master had

retired to his harem (the apartment of his wives,)

VOL. II.—
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but the monsters, without loss of time, forced the

inner doors, to the terror and despair of the females

within. Their search however for Dely Mchmed
the aga of the janizaries was ineffectual. He was

no where to be found,having effected his escape by

a private stair-case and door, and fled to the palace

of the grand vizier, Selim Mchmed Pacha, who by

accident did not sleep that night, at the Porte, his

ordinary place of abode, but at a country house on

the Bosphorus. Dely Mehmed’s first step was to

throw himself immediately at the feet of the Sultan

his master, with whom he already found Papoutchy

Mchmed, arrived with astonishing alacrity with his

troops, ^at the palace of Top-Kapou. They here

formed a council and issued a convocation in the

name of the (irand Seignor, of all the pachas of the

capital and the Bosphorus, who were 1 > take an ac-

tive part in case of necessity. MeamAiilc, the par-

tisans of the insulted soldier increased so rapidily,

that they amounted to the number of two thousand,

who, after having plundered the palace of their

chiefwent to the beautiful mansion of Negib Effendy,

a favpuritc of the Sultan, and chief of the party

against the janizaries, who was also general in-

spector of the powder mills belonging to the govern-

ment, and diplomatic agent, Basch Kapou Kichaya
,

of the the viceroy of Egypt, Mehmed Ali Pacha,

to kill turn ; but being fortunately at his country

house, they satisfied their rage by ransacking his

palace and levelling^ it to the ground
;
putting to

death all his domestics who dared to resist their
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outrageous conduct. In a few hours, the rebellious

party had increased to such g degree, that a great

mass of them poured into the palace of the grand

vizier, at the Sublime Porte, and putting to the

sword all the guards employed there, despoiled it

of its immense riches and ornaments. From thence,

having had a momentary revenge on the govern-

ment, they retirgd*to the square of Et-Mcidan,

where they were joined by an immense crowd,

armed and ready to support the claims of the jani-

zaries against the government; and atone o’clock in

the afternoon, their number was increased to up-

wards of thirty thousand, protected privately by the

oustas
, and publicly by Scimen Bachy, who was

exasperated against the Sultan. The rebels imme-

diately took meir cazans, or kettles, in which they

cooked theirfood, and turned them upside down at

the square X Et Meidan, oh purpose to give to

their revolt the appearance of a formal revolution.

At this time, the Sultan was surrounded by his

powerful pachas, and all the chiefs of the seraglio.

Mahmoud felt confident of subduing the rebels, who
nevertheless sent a formal and riotous depletion,

from the square of Et-Mcidan, to the government.

This body of men presented thcmselvej at the outer

gates of the seraglio, loudly demanding a compli-

ance with certain inadmissible claims, but fortu-

nately, at that moment, Cara Dgehenem, % chief of

the Sultan, arriving with a body of flying artillery,

in the vicinity of the imperial palace, well provided

with ammunition, and a corps of infantry, (having
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been informed of the deputation en masse from the

rebels), made a vigorous attack on them by which

they were all destroyed or dispersed.

On this occasion, Hussein Pacha displayed a

courage and heroism sfcnost without example. He
was seen every where, and his name and presence

were sufficient to repress the courage of the rebels.

About this time, Liman Agha, \optchy bachy, or

general of artillery, arrived from Top-Hanc at the

seraglio, with a numerous pack of artillery. The
Sultan immediately convoked an extraordinary

council of the ministers of the Porte. The nobility,

and military officers assembled at the seraglio, to

deliberate without loss of time on the means of at

once extirpating the whole body of the janizaries.

At this cabinet and general councf At was deem-

ed proper to send a supply of artillery and troops

to be under the comfinand of the bra/3 Cara Dge-

henem, who was now with his troops in the centre

of the city, amidst all the danger. This supply

consisted of twelve* field-pieces well served with

artillery-men and ammunition, to be distributed

through the capital with matches in their hands.

The sacred banner of the prophet, the sangiak

scheriff9 was placed in the square of Sulta» Ach-

med’s mosque, surrounded by a mass of true be-

lievers, assembled to offer their prayers to the pro-

phet, aqd pay respect* to the short, but energetic

proclamation, of Sultan Mahmoud, who caused it to

be promulgated near
#
the sacred banner. This pro-

clamation set forth the violations by the janiza-
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lies, of the sacred engagements which they had

solemnly and publicly entered into with the impe-

rial government, and which had been ratified in due

form, by their mutual signatures and seals, only ten

days before their present rebellious conduct.

Soon after, a second deputation of the janizaries,

consisting of five thousand men, arrived at the gate

baby-houmayoun
#
of* the seraglio, headed by the

treacherous Seimcn-Bachy, and the yasidgy effendy,

first secretary of the whole body, declaring that not

one of the janizaries would henceforth accept, or

conform to the new military regulations ; and in-

sisting that ten of the ministers, should be given up

to them to be immediately put to death.

The imperial palace was exceedingly well guard-

ed, but the *adtive Cara Dgehenem, having heard

that the outer late of baby-hournayoun was occupied

by a multitude of the rebels,* immediately assem-

bled his troops, and through by-ways, arrived at the

principal gate of the gardens of the seraglio. lie

caused the gate of bahy-houmayoun to be thrown

open, and presenting himself to the enraged multi-

tude, haying his artillery with lighted matches all

ready, harangued the rebels, demanding of them,

what tiiey would, and what propositions they had

to make ;
but all his inquiries being unavailing, and

his remonstrances haughtily rejected, he ordered

them instantly to retire to their quarters, telling them

that if they did not, they wauld be fired upon by his

artillery. The rebels became so intimidated and

terrified by this intrepid harangue, that abandoning

•A a 2
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their object they hastily retreated. Soon, however,

Cara Dgehenem gave them a severe lesson^ by pur-

suing and giving them no quarter. It was in vain

that a remnant of them sought safety in the square

of Et-Mcidan, it beii%> proclaimed that researches

and investigations should immediately take place to

discover all the rebels and put them to death. By
three o’clock in the afternoon, Sultan Mahmoud had

under his orders more than sixty thousand defend-

ers of the throne, assembled under the banner of the

prophet.

The Sultan, influenced by feelings of humanity,

directed several messages to be conveyed to the

rebels inviting them to desist from their outrages,

and surrender themselves, assuring them of their

lives, but the answers of the infatdited janizaries

being of an insulting and thrcateningWturc, it was

decided to make use ef the cannon loaded with case-

shot. Previously however, to the execution of this

fearful decree, the grand vizier, being by special

order on guard of,the sangiak-scheriff, or sacred

banner at the gate of the mosque of Sultan Achmed,

appointed the Agha Hussein, seraskicr generalissi-

mo ;
conferring on him the command of the capital,

and of all the imperial troops, with full power to act

against the rebels. This measure was immediately

sanctioned by aji ecclesiastical decree, written by

the hand of thew schiek-ul-islam or moufty, and

splendidly confirmed by a hatty-scheriff, or warrant

of the Sultan, written from the seraglio. Immedi-

ately the seraskier Hussein nmphed with a body
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pi troops to meet the rebels, followed by a strong

corps of flying artilleiy. The janizaries supposed

themselves strong enough to* resist this force, but

as soon as the artillery began to cut down their

chiefs and ring-leaders, a gfeibral consternation pre-

vailed in the immense mass assembled ; they fled,

and sought shelter in their barracks.

The seraskicr Hussein, still desiring to show

some lenity, sent in haste a written report of the

momentary situation of affairs to his highness, de-

siring his orders thereon. The Sultan immediately

answered him by a hatty sclicriff

\

giving him full

authority and instruction to circumvallale the vici-

nity of the barracks with his troops, to set fire to

them, and destroy them witli his artillery, together

with all tlleil inmates. The chosen troops of the

toptchys,
oiTartillery-mcn, the bostemgis and the

seimens,
disjnguished themselves in this horrid af-

fair. They were under the orders of Liman Pacha,

Cara Dgchencm, and Tatar Osman, (afterward pa-

cha), and many other distinguished officers of infe-

rior rank, whose troops destroyed great numbers of

the janizaries as they fled from the devouringJflames

of the barracks.

On»this horrible occasion, the brave Cara Dgche-

ncm received a musket-ball in his thigh, and from

loss of blood, became so weak tljat he was nearly

fainting. While in this situation, and scarcely able

to stir, one of the chiefs of the rebels, endeavoured

to take advantage of his forlorn condition, and tried

to kill him with jBarbine, but’Cara Dgehenem, sud-
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denly recovering his courage, and summoning all

his strength, fought, and killed the chief^ (Jara

Dgehenem is now one' of the Sultan’s favourites,

and is held in general estimation.

The seraskier Huslfeh Pacha, and Izet Mehmed
Pacha, also distinguished themselves on that me-

morable day, fighting with the desperate courage

of lions, and giving no quartet to the rebels; of

whom, by the sword, and•the destruction of their

barracks by fire and the artillery, more than six

thousand perished.

The most prompt measures were now taken for

securing the several gates of the city, and to cut off

all external communication, by numerous guards

and patrols. Many fugitives in tfying to scale the

walls, were killed by the imperial trolns*, who by a

general search of the houses of th<* inhabitants,

and killing all the jaidzarics they founJl secreted in

them, concluded in this manner, the horrors of the

day. In addition to the six thousand, who were

slain by the Sultans troo]^, or perished by the

burning and demolition of the barracks, the govern-

ment received on the same day, an account, by

which it was stated, that more than ten thousand

fell by the sword and fire-arms throughout the city,

independently of the suburbs and the Bosphorus.

After having sq far satiated its vengeance against

. the janizaries, the government issued a proclamation

„ to the troops, declaring tranquillity to be restored,

and enjoining the fidelity of the inhabitants to the

Sultan’s authority. ‘The serasljpr Hussein, ac-
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'Gompanied by Izet Mehmed Pacha, left the place

of slaughter at Et-Meidan, and its environs, and

went to Sultan Achraed’s mosque, to meet the

grand vizier, who presided over the ministers, guard*

ing the banner of the sangiak scheriff, and having

under His orders an armed and faithful body of

more than sixty thousand Mussulmans ready to sup-

port the Sultan.

The grand vizier, higlfly satisfied with the bra-

very and intrepidity of the seraskicr Hussein, and

the activity and zeal of lzct Mehmed Pacha, imme-

diately authorised the former to take possession of,

and occupy the department of Agha Kapoussou,

and to keep a good police there ;
with an order to

discover and put to death all rebellious persons. On
that day, theiscraskier had thirty thousand men
placed underJiis command. Izet Mehmed Pacha,

with a body of four thousand men was ordered to

watch the numerous patrols, and maintain a strict

police through all the city
;
to arrest and examine

all culprits, to ascertain their pjaccs of abode, and

promptly to execute the private orders of the grand

vizier. This pacha obeyed his instructions so ef-

fectively, that on the next day tranquillity was re-

storedf not however without innumerable execu-

tions; all the intervening night having been passed

in throwing into the sea, the bodie&ofthe janizaries,

drawn from the streets b^ their comrades, who
were in their turn butchered on the sea-shore by

the semens and toptchys.

The grand vigjer continued at the mosque of
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Sultan Achmed employed in examining the rebels/

who were continually, and from all parts ofthei city

brought before him. Those of high rank, as tciior-

badgys
,
oustas and moutuvellys

,
were strangled in

an apartment adjoining' the place, and their bodies

heaped together at the hippodrome. The janizaries

of the common class, were sent to the Aglia Kapous-

sou, where the seraskicr ordfered them to be des-

patched, as soon as pos&ibic; their bodies being

taken away in wagons, and thrown into the sea.

While the seraskicr Hussein was examining the

prisoners pouring in from all quarters of the city, he

perceived seventy Greeks dressed in the uniform of

the janizaries, and on examining their officer, whose

name was Gara Couloucdgy, recognized him for an

old friend and companion of his youthful gaieties,

and spared his life, on condition, that lie would find

out one of their former associates, who was still

alive, a certain Moustapha Nakildgy, of the 71st

regiment. Cara Coulouedgy said, that he knew
very well of a plcA that the same Nakildgy had

planned, and that the diabolical scheme was on the

eve 0/ perpetration. This was, to take advantage

of the general confusion of the capital, head a band

of twenty-seven rebels, and go and ransack the

houses of the wealthy Armenians in the remote

quarters of the town, such as Samathia, Yeny-Ka-

pou, Kpum-Kapou, A4ty-Mermer, &c., and after

having murdered the masters and male servants, to

ill-treat and abuse their wives and daughter. This

gang had planned even further atrocities. It was
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their intention to attack the handsome houses of

the mya$, and particularly the house of Cazas Arc-

tim/a powerful and opulent Armenian heretic, in-

spector of the hotel of money, chief jeweller to the

imperial palace, and a favourite of the Sultan. They
intendecPalso to visit several harems of the grandees,

and plunder them of their jewels, shawls, and other

valuable effects. *Al%o, to put to deatli the grand

vizier, Selim Mchmed Pacha, the seraskier Hussein,

Negib-Effendy, the diplomatic agent of Mchmed
Ali, viceroy of Egypt, and the silihdar of his high-

ness. After this, enlarging their number, they were

to proceed to Galata, plunder the richest of the

inhabitants, and take by force the money from the

counting houses of the bankers and European mer-

chants; and tolfinish their outrages by establishing

a new despotif government.

On hearing©f the extensiveiTess and enormity of

Nakildgy’s plot, the seraskier Hussein handsomely

rewarded his old friend Cara Couloucdgy, and gave

him a patrol of sixty men in his confidence, to go in

search of Nakildgy and his gang, and to bring their

ringleader before him,
#
alive or dead. The Cara

Couloucdgy succeeded in discovering Nakildgy and

twenty-one of his accomplices ; the remainder ha-

ving been massacred a few hours before, by the en-

raged mob. The twenty-one accomplices were in-

stantly despatched in the presence^ Hussein. The
fate of Nakildgy is not warranted, and was probably

reserved for the moment, for tl^e further develope-

ment of his atrocious designs. The CaraCoulouedgy
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who had disclosed the plot, and made captive Na ’

kildgy and his accomplices, was received J>y J3us-

sein into his household and treated with greav re-

spect.

On thq 17th of June,4! 826, the Sultan by a hatty

scheriff or proclamation, publicly read, ordered that

the sangiak scheriff, or sacred banner, should be

immediately transfered, with grc/it thanksgiving to

God, and his prophet, frbm the mosque of Sultan

Achmed at the hippodrome, to the divan, and placed

in the second court of the seraglio, with the most

magniiicicnt and ostentatious display of grandeur.

As soon as the sangiak scheriffwas received, and

placed with great solemnity in the interior court of

the imperial palace of Top-Kapou, it was ordered

by the Sultan that a number of eUgant pavilions

should be erected in the first court ot|the palace, to

form, as it were, a military camp, fo» the residence

of the grand vizier, the ministers and other public

functionaries, and the location of the officers of the

different departments of tlic government, that busi-

ness might be transacted there as at the Sublime

Porte.

This measure was considered not only necessary

as a demonstration of profound reverence due to the

sacred banner when removed, or publicly exposed,

on so extraordinary event, but also, in a regard to its

safe keeping at that juncture. The grand vizier, by
his rank, is the principal guardian of the sangiak

scheriff. It is his duty to protect, and keep in the

most perfect security, this sacred pledge of islam-
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' ism, which indeed constituted a principal reason for

thoionpation of so numerous and splendid an en-

campment of the officers of the government conti-

guous to its location. A second reason for the

forming of the camp was, Vftat the Sublime Porte,

being phrtly destroyed by the conflagrations of the

loth of June, and ransacked by the rebels, was ren-

dered partially lyiirfhabitablc
;
and a third cause

was, the fear of the government, that a second revo-

lution, or some other urgent or extraordinary events

might happen, that would render it wise as a pre-

cautionary step! The Sultan considered that it

would be prudent for his ministers and other offi-

cers to continue to reside for a time in these ele-

gant, but temporary structures, lest in the occur-

rence of any Jfrcsh party commotion or tumult, of

which considerable apprehension was entertained,

from the numerous adherent? of the janizaries, a

similar catastrophe should happen to them, which

befcl the unfortunate Moustapha Bairactar, who, in

the revolution which oost Sultan Selim the Third

his life, was burned to death in the palace of the

Sublime Porte.

The Sultan was exceedingly pleased with the

behaviour and services of the scheik-ul-islam, and

in consequence, presented him on the same day

with the palace of Agha Capoussou, for him and all

the mouftys, his successors*; and also ordered that

the beautiful palace of Esky-Seray, should belong to

the seraskier Agha Hussein, and his successors, in

the seraskierat.

vot. ii.— b b
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The imperial government, while encamped in th^

magnificent pavilions, suspecting many of the inha-

bitants of the city of a turbulent and rebellious dis-

position, deemed it necessary to keep up a strict

police, and endeavoured to establish general tran-

quillity by occasional executions of rebellious per-

sons on the Bosphorus.

At length, Hussein weary k of# shedding blood,

found it necessary to spaie an immense multitude

of various classes, whose only crime consisted in

being included in the general register of the janiza-

ries. The government now commenced a more

lenient line of policy, which was to exile to Asia

many hundreds of vagrants and idle persons from

the country, who had left their lands and rural bu-

siness, in the hope of enriching thei pelves in the

capital, and who increased ostensibly the body of

the janizaries. Such were the bodies of the kamcls,

or porters; the touloumbadgys
,
pumpmen, or water-

carriers, and the kmtehys, or boatmen; some of

whom were exceedingly insolent and turbulent cha-

racters, from Asia Minor. To these maybe added

the j\Jbanian bakers, and many who were employed

in the public baths. By this salutary measure,

mom than one hundred thousand persons returned

to their native country, a great proportion of whom
were spared immediate death. In less than six

weeks, Constantinoplewas cleared of all suspected

and useless persons, andU orders were issued to pre-

vent their receivings any teskieret or passport, to

enable them to return to the capital.
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By this policy, the government got rid of a vast

multitude of persons, who were always ready to

<m$race any party against tKe sovereign authority.

Tranquillity being thus restored, and the govern-

ment becoming every day^stronger, it thought pro-

per to^ive its full attention to the establishment of

the new system of military tactics, and other im-

portant measures^ which had been for some time in

contemplation, and respecting which, it had only

been waiting for a favorable opportunity to promul-

gate them
; the existence of the janizaries, in their

insubordinate and turbulent spirit, being considered

a restraint if not an effectual bar to the success of

all the innovations intended.

The Sultan now began to put into practice the

European system of military discipline, with a de-

termination only increased by former obstacles.

Hussein Pne^ia however, on •this occasion, repre-

sented to the Sultan, in the most dutiful and re-

spectful manner, that he had not any knowledge of

the new system of discipline, qpd pleading his inca-

pacity to take a leading part in the business, solici-

ted that he might be removed from the high station

he occupied, and as* a worthy substitute, begged

permission to represent that the brave and active

Hushreff Mehmed Pacha, would be the fittest man
for the important object. Hussein’s request was

immediately complied with, and he was removed
(

to the post be had before; held, of boglutz nasiry
, 4

governor, civil and military, of both sides of the

Bosphorus: with the revenues of the pachalic of
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Mentechc and Cara Hissar in Asia, and an as^
!

surance that he should be rewarded for his gervjces

on the first opportunity.

At the declaration of war against Russia, Hus-

sein Pacha, was ordered: to march with an army of

irregular troops, composed of bachy bosoto.es and

scimen. He behaved gallantly, and performed ma-

ny great achievements
;
but it«is ,geneially consid-

ered that lie was badly supported and harassed by

inlrigucs. He nevertheless maintained his military

position, faithful to his duty and the orders of his

sovereign
;
always firm, andr acting with courage

and intrepidity. The bulletins, diplomatic and mil-

itary correspondence throughout Europe, as well as

the newspapers in general, pass great encomiums

on his military conduct in a campaign which would

have been glorious for the Sultan, if dissensions, in-

subordination, and th<? want of military plan in the

imperial staff, together with an insufficient supply

of ammunition, money and stores of every descrip-

tion, had not prevented it. .

After the conclusion of peace with Russia, the

Sultan desired to see again, Aga Hussein Pacha,

when thanking him for all his military services, he

invested him, with his own hand, with a collar of

diamonds, aud a star of great value. Hussein Pa-

cha was confirmed in his former post of governor

general of the Bosphorvs, and still enjoys the full

confidence of the Sultan,* He is a constant mem-
ber of the privy council, seconding in general the

views of his sovereign
;
and is now engaged on the
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.favorite, but delicate and difficult project of the Sul-

tanj o^ a reduction of the privileges and immense

re/enues of the ulemas
,
witlf an ultimate object of

dissolving the tremendous power of that ecclesias-

tical body, which always tended to a secret under-

standing with the janizaries, and a support of their

turbulent spirit.

Since the foregoing was written, Hussein Pacha

has been ordered to margh to Adrianople, and from

thence to Rouinclia, being always in high favour

;

and he will probably return in due time, to reduce

the power of the ulerms and their adherents.

LETTER XXXV.

Pern, January 5, 1833.

My dear ,

I have crawled from the verge of the grave,where

I havg been lying for the last twelve days, to say

that I am yet in tho land of the living.

The ship America, left here at a time when it

was scarcely expected thatJ. could live, and carried

the news of my extreme illness to the United States

with her. If this has been published, it has of

course caused some uneasiness among my friends*

• »Bba
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and it is to relieve their anxiety, that I now drop you,

these lines.
f

*

My recovery must heccssarily be very slow, a^I
am reduced to the last degree of weakness ; all my
strength is gone ; and i».any efforts to write this, I

am reminded how much I am over-tasking*nyself.

My attack was exceedingly sudden. A high case

of inflammatory fever, brought an by exposure while

encamped, when the plague was in my family, and

getting wet frequently in crossing the Bosphorus,

while moving from Kadi Kicuy to this place. It

had been lurking in my system about a month, but

gave me no serious inconvenience, until it struck

me as it were, with the stroke of death. It has left

me a wreck in appearance, and a wretch in my fcel-

ings.

In less than two hours, I was bled copiously three

times ; and besides ih the course of jhc morning,

leeched in both temples, in the abdomen, and cup-

ped in the back of my neck. Besides mustard

plasters .ill over, and. prescriptions without number.

Nothing else could have saved my life ; but it has

almost destroyed me.

When I get more strength,' I shall write you as

usual, that is, if you wish I should continue my
sketches.

My regards to the family, and believe me,

Truly yours.
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LETTER XXXVI.

. Pern, January 25, 1833.

My Dear
I am more and more convinced that for accurate

and lively description, first impressions are the best.

They have a freshness about them that is extremely

attractive and fascinating. If you look at things

too long, they grow familiar, stale, and common-
place; and as the mind becomes accustomed to

them, they seem too trifling to mention. It is the

proper course of a traveller to describe things as lie

secs them, aiyl when the impression is the strong-

est. The too common fault is to look beyond the

legitimate object, and pry into history to know what

a country was
;
not wljat it is

#
at the present mo-

ment. Many think that they know Constantinople,

because they have read the history of its emperors
;

but what was Constantinople in the time of Ma-

homeclthe Second, or Murad, is no longer Constan-

tinople. Scarcely a vestige of what it was at those

periods now remains. The city
t
and its environs

have been destroyed time* after time; generation

after generation has been syept away
;
manners and

customs, as well as dress, have altogether changed

;

and the Sultan, his officers, and the mass of the
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people, no longer think as they did. {The Turk, in
‘

surrendering the dignity of his character, has divest-

ed himself of the poorer of impressing others i\ith

the respect which he formerly did. There was a

time, when the dogs of Constantinople were as nu-

merous as* represented by former travellers, Afnd that

time was not far back. It is within the reign of the

present Sultan; and as late, I^m informed, as the

last war with the Russians. A great scarcity of

provisions, amounting almost to famine was then

felt at Constantinople, and the great number of dogs

within it, became a serious cgil on account of their

consumption of provision, which the pious Mussul-

mans felt it their duty to supply them with.

I have already mentioned their kindness to them

in carefully supplying them with water fti every part

of the city. They also as carefully feed them, ne-

ver destroy their yuung, and frequently at their

death, endow hospitals where dogs are fed and taken

care of. This was formerly more the case than it

is at present. The dogs of
^
Constantinople appear

to have a higliei degree of instinct than those of any

other place, and it would seem that they know where

benevolence may be found. 'A crumb given to a

dog at your own door, attaches him to your^house

for life, and 'to every individual belonging to it. I

have seen many instances of this. You will find at

the door or gateway of fvery benevolent Turk, half

a dozen, or a dozen or more of these dumb but sa-

gacious retainers, and they will not permit the dogs

of another house to approach them, for fear of their
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encroachment on their privileges. It is the same

with* aU the dogs of one street or quarter, which

will make common cause against all the dogs of

another street or quarter, when sometimes a terrible

battle is the consequence. *A11 this is true now, but

not to \o great an extent as it was formerly, the

dogs not being so numerous
;
yet they are fully as

numerous as thejiags once were in the streets of

New-York
;
and 1 should think that there arc ten

dogs in any street of Constantinople for one dog in

any street of Now-York.

During the time ofahe scarcity of provisions be-

fore mentioned, the Sultan ordered the dogs in Con-

stantinople to be killed
;
but all the pious people,

and the clergy raised a hue and cry against the cruel

and impious mandate
;
declaring that dogs have

souls, and that it was contrary to the precepts of the

Koran to destroy tjiein. What was to be done ?

Their consumption of provisions was a serious evil,

and not to be endured. To destroy them would oc-

casion a revolution
;

ajid the fciultan was not in a

state at that time to meet so tremendous a conse-

quence. On consulting the divan, it was deter-

mined that there was no law to prevent their banish-

ment across the Bosphorus to Asia, and this plan

was adopted to the no small annoyance of the good

people of Scutary
;
the place selected for the banish-

ment of the dogs within the^walls of the city. Boats

were collected at all the wharves, the dogs were put

on board, and on the same day many thousands of

them were wafted across the stream. The town of
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Scutary was filled with them ; the din was horrible.;

they tore one another to pieces; they penetrated

intp the houses, whidh the people were compelled

to abandon in consequence. There was a “ fierce

civil war,” among the canine race. The town was

left in their possession. Remonstrances wife made

to the Sultan by the authorities and the people.

The dogs were ravenous. Provisions could not be

had to satisfy them. Th? shops were shut up, and

all business was at a stand. The town was threat-

ened with a famine. The Sultan was compelled to

transport provisions from Constantinople to Scutary,

to supply the wants of the dogs, as well as those of

the inhabitants. The evil was increased, instead of

being lessened. It became necessary to adopt some

means to lessen the consumption tff provision.

Temporary barracks were built for the dogs, and

hospitals for the sicl# ones furbished, together with

persons to take charge of them. They were also

provided with nurses. Soon however a great mala-

dy prevailed among Uiese unfortunate animals. The
hospitals were filled with sick ones from the bar-

racks, and vast numbers soon died. The molahs

the ulemas
t
and the pious Mussulmans raised their

hands to heaven, exclaiming “ Mash Alla/tf
1

and

submitted to the will of God.

Since that period, the dogs of Constantinople

have ceased to be,very, numerous, but as many of

those at'Scutary had thg good fortune to escape the

doctors hands, they have since increased to a goodly

number. A strangeV landing at Anadoli Escalise,
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or the great landing place at Scutary, might for a

moment«think, from reading ifyc descriptions of for-

mer travellers, that he had got among the dogs at

Constantinople.

You ^yill see by the foregoing that even the dogs

have chdhgcd ; and the change can be accounted for

by facts which can be proved by thousands at this

day, who were witnesses of the circumstances.

The narrative may appcjfr like romance, but I am
so well satisfied of the truth of what I have written,

that I am willing to stake my character for veracity

on it.

The dogs at Scutary, as well as those at Con-

stantinople, Jive a life of pleasure. A Turkish town

may he considered a dog’s paradise. But the dog

whose lot is cast at Galata or Pcra, is to be pitied,

for he leads a miserable life. The Franks of Pera

and Galata have ndfhcrcy on them. The Turks,

however, do not allow them to be killed, and endea-

vour as far as possible to protect them from cruelty

;

but the poor animals hrpve a sad time of it, where

charity is not felt even for human beings, much less

for dogs.

I regret that I have not kept a copy of my com-

munications to you. I have no doubt /hat I have

omitted many early impressions that would have

been interesting to you. Perhaps- 1 have already

given you the above details fceforfi.

Yours truly.
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LETTER XXXVII.

Pcra, Dec. 25, 1833.

My DEAR
,

The summer before the last, you will recollect I

went to Kadi Kicuy, (Anciefit Cfialccdon;) tlic last

summer I spent at Saint Stephano, a Creek village,

pleasantly situated about eight miles below the City

of Constantinople, on the European side of the Sea

of Marmora. Here in a small house, within a wall

enclosure, on a bank of about forty feet in height,

overhanging the sea, and on t% skirt? of the village,

I enjoy the cool and refreshing breezes of the sea;

charming sea-bathing ; and exemption from intru-

sion. No person can poesibly enjoy solitude in

greater perfection than I do within my little kiosk,

whenever I choose to be alone, which was the case

all last summer; although at times, there was no

lack of company in the village. At this place, per-

sons in small business with their families, retire

during the summer months, to escape the contagion

which prevails in*the City, and the expense of living

there, to enjoy the pleasures of bathing, fishing, and

hunting. The Greefc families who live here through-

out the year, support themselves almost entirely,
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by renting their rooms to visiters during the sum-

mer* months. These generally consist of Franks

who have married Greek wo&cn, small shop-keep-

ers, tailors, and mechanics of the more respectable

kinds. They generally g» to the city every morn-

ing in the regular ferry boats which are established

for the season, and return at night, at an expense of

from about five to tem cents for their passage. Du-
ring the shooting season* in the latter part of the

summer, great numbers of persons visit Saint Ste-

pliano for the purpose of killing quails, which in

their migration fromW.hc north, towards Asia, pass

Saint Stephano in immense quantities. They are

smaller than our partridge, and very delicious eat-

ing. During this season, there is nothing but songs

and dancing* and all kinds of gaiety in the villages

;

and as the society is limited to that class which can

mingle freely^ toge^pr, a fortnight rarely elapses

without a marriage taking place among them
; at

the celebration of which, all the sportsmen assemble

with their double barrelled gunS*and keep up afeu-

defoie from sundown until midnight.

There is at Saint Stephano, a college for ygung

men, under the direction of a company of jesuits,

who arp very intelligent men, and who reside there

from the month of April until the latter part of Oc-

tober. The college adjoins my enclosure, and as

they have a musical class in their establishment, I

have the advantage of thc^ music every evening,

without the annoyance which generally accompanies

such vicinity. They have between sixty and eighty

voi. ii.

—

c c
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students, and with the exception of the time spent

at Saint Stephano, live the rest of the year $X Con-

stantinople.

Near this place, arc the extensive powder-works

of the Sultan, and a pdace which he sometimes

visits. The chief of the powder-works, who is an

Armenian, is the governor of Saint Stephano, and

of the surrounding villages of Floria, Galataria, Za-

fra, Enchue, Medge, Macri Kicuy, Imaum, &c.

He is a man of much consequence, and has room3

in his house for the accommodation of the Sultan,

When he visits the town of S*dnt Stephano, which

he does often ; and remains there for several days

at a time. The windows of his apartments over-

look the garden in which my cottage stands, and I

have often an opportunity at such times of seeing

him. The superintendent, or, as he is here called,

the berout-je bashe,* (berout, ^owdeg, and bashe,

head or chief,) or chief of the powder-works, is a

very kind and obliging man, and an excellent neigh-

bour. I have occasion to vi^it his house sometimes,

and am always received in his harem, where I am
&£ gipat a curiosity to the women, being from the

new world, as the women arc to me
;
for I sec them

there in thcjperfcct Turkish costume, with ajl their

jewels and finery, their long hair hanging down to

their ankles, their loose trowsers, and other fashions.

The Armenians* although Christians, and having

but one wife, have in tlys respect adopted the cus-

toms of the Turks. Their women confine them-

selves to the harem, and never visit the apartments
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of the men, unless mere be some special reason for

so doing. Here, they congregate together with
their female relations and friends, and appear to

enjoy themselves as much as any women in the

world. Their great enjoyment however, is to be-

deck tliemselvcs in their rich garments, and dia-

monds, and to be admired.

The berout-je-hasht's harem consisted of his wife,

his brother’s wife, his Jbrother-in-law’s wife, his

wife’s sister, and another female relation. These
made up a very good society among themselves

;

and as all of them 4iave children, what with the

nurses who have the care of them, the ladies’ maids,

and other female attendants, there was no lack of

persons or of noise. The attendants were crowded
so thickly, that they were standing in one another’s

way. Yet it was for the chief lady of the harem
to hand the fjrst cup of coffeC, the first spoonful of

smcel-meats, and the first glass of sherbet to the

principal guest, who was also furnished with the

longest and richest pjpestem, .after she had taken

a few puffs to light the pipe for him.

The Armenian women are very amiable^ and

generally very handsome, particularly when young

;

but asjhey advance in years, they become corpulent

from their sedentary habits. They look best when
sitting, for their movements are awkward, as is their

dress. Their salutation on receiving a stranger, is

to kiss his hand, and plaqp it on their forehead ;

,

and when they hand a pipe, a glass of water, or

other refreshment, they place* their hand on their
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breast, and touch their forehead, with an inclination

of the body forward* This salutation is graceful,

but it looks oddly at ffrst. The bervut-je-bashe
, as

well as his lady, always kissed my hand on meeting

and parting, and accompanied me to the lowest step

of the house
;
the lady taking hold of my arm to

help me carefully down stairs. Of this Armenian

family I have seen more thanfof
#
any other in the

country, and perhaps, with as little restraint as any

one could have entered the harem. I was regarded

as a wonder, as I have before mentioned, because

I had come from the new world.

ft is extremely embarrassing to entertain Arme-

nians on account of the oriental customs observed

by them. You cannot, in your own house, rise

from your scat for an instant, but all tfie company

rise, and they will not be seated again until you are

sealed. You cannot *lnakc the slightest movement

whatever, but you occasion some evident uneasiness

among the whole, lest some formality may be ex-

pected by you, thaV they h^vc omitted. “ Do tell

me,” said the bfiront-jc-hashe to me one day, “what

egretyonies we shall make that will be agreeable to

you ?” My reply was, “ make such ceremonies as

is your custom with relations and friends.” * This

placed him ever after at his ease.

With the ladies there is no difficulty. If you sit

still and ipercly notice their dress, their smiles, and

agreeable looks, and ajniable ogles, you will be

excellent company for them for hours. Jt is a kind

of silent conversation. If you look at them, it calls
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forth a sweet smile, exposing a row of teeth like

peafrls then a coquctish movement of the head, and

a glance at the eye, whichf pierces you through;

and then a downcast and retiring look. Look at

the next, and the next, it^s the same tiling
; each

one, inborn, displaying, apparently without design,

a row of pretty fingers, on each one of which is

strung several diamond rings ; or perhaps she will

contrive to bring into fujl view, a diamond aigrette

on he^ forehead, a rich pearl necklace, or a diamond

bracelet. These things arc done without any de-

signs on the heart, ar any evil thoughts whatever.

Their object is merely to display their pretty eyes,

and finely painted eye-brows, beautiful teeth, and

delicate hands ;
accompanied and blended with rich

ornaments *of diamonds, pearls, and other costly

articles, of which they arc equally proud
;
they think

that you arc as much pleased with the sight of

them, as they arc themselves in the possession.

About h$lf a mile from the village of Saint Slc-

phano, stands a palacc^of the <£rand Seignor, form-

ing a conspicuous object. It overlooks the sea, and

there is an extensive plain on the land front, where

he sometimes reviews his troops. I have been pre-

sent qj, a review of 10,000 men, none of whom were

under eighteen years of age, nor above
#
lwenty-thrcc

or twenty-five. The scraskier pacha, thefactotum

of the Grand Seignor, generally commands at the

grand reviews. The troops had been in prepara-

tion, and encamped on the ground about a month.

The Russian lieutenants were left here by Count

c c.2
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Orloff, at his request to instruct them. One regi-

ment had been tauglif to form the hollow square,

and echellon movements, and the rest to march,

counter-march, and fire. The Grand Seignor re-

viewed the troops, who marched before him, with a

line of artillery of perhaps a hundred pieces or more,

as bright as gold, which evidently gave him great

satisfaction. This took up atfout two hours, and

the troops certainly made a fine appearance. The

costume was what, I believe, I have formejjy de-

scribed, short jackets faced with red, red caps, and

white trowsers. No troops could have marched, or

looked better.

In the evening, the Sultan went to spend the

night with his two sons, at the Bcrout Je Bashes,

and next morning at day-break, he despatched them

in the steam-boat to Constantinople. A few hours

after, the Sultan took'liis departure frqpi Saint Ste-
#

phano, with two frigates, and two corvettes for the

gulf of Mudania, to visit his navy yard at Guimlik;

a place I have already mentioned in the account of

my journey to Broussa.

At Saint Stcphano, I have the advantage of seclu-

sion, without being out of the world, and of doing

as I please ; two very great advantages to a person

who is inclined to live within his means, and who
loves retirement. I do not dislike company, when

it is such as I can*chooee ; but I dislike to have it

.forced on me whether Llike it or not. Besides, I

love to look out upon the dark blue wave, and to hear

it beat against the rocks undermy window. I love
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#
to see the thousand sails of all descriptions which

whitei\ the Marmora, and giv<p it an appearance of

life and activity not to be wifliessed in any other part

of the world, or at any other spot than Saint Ste-

phang
;
as coming and geing, they pass in fleets, in

full view from my window, and most frequently

within hail. It is also an hourly feast, to cast your

eyes around amgnjf the lovely and populous isles,

with which the Marmosa is studded
;
to point out

the v^lages seated on each
; to trace the indcnta- .

tions of the bays, and the windings of the deep gulfs

which afford navigation for the largest ships. Here

the gulf of Nic Mid extends, inland to Nicomedia,

and by its side, and parallel to it, the gulf of Muda-

nia reaches almost to Broussa, and within a short

journey to'lsmit, the ancient Nice. Hundreds of

coasting craft arc seen of every rig that man could

^
invent, and yany, that mugt*havc been thought of

by accident, for which no names arc used, that can

convey to the mind any idea of what they arc like.

Yet strange and uncoyth as tlyiy are, you will find

on examination, that they have each their conveni-

ences
;
and arc well suited to the purposes for wfoich

they arc intended. It would be folly for me to

attempt to describe them. Ail idea of the different

kind of rigs can only be conveyed by pictures, and

the variety would confound any ong who attempted it.

Directly across the Marmora, in front of Saint .

Stephano, at the bottom outlie gulf of Mudania, and*

stretching off to the right, stands Olympus in all his

majesty, raising his hoary head far above all the
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neighbouring mountains. The atmosphere is at

times so clear, that \gith my glass, which is ndt a

very good one, I could* have seen the ALSsembly of

the Gods had they ever been in session since my
residence here. I have *never seen them jet, I

therefore take it for granted that they have adjourned

to another place.

It is time I should say for What Saint Stephano

is remarkable, besides its •pure air, good bathing,

and retirement. And now I must refer you to his-

tory, which will inform you that in 1 203, the Latins

under old Dandoli, sailed fromrthc Adriatic to the

Propontis, and made their first debarkation for the

attack on Constantinople, at the Abbey of Saint

Stephano, three leagues to the west of the city
; but

finding the country all under arms, and il being dif-

ficult to obtain forage for their horses and provisions

for themselves, they attempted to reach Prince’s

Islands but were driven to Ghalccdon, where they

debarked, and marching to ScuUiry, crossed the

Bosphorus, and captured Constantinople. The ve-

nerable church of Saint Stephano is still standing,

with all the marks of great antiquity about it, and

service is still performed in it by some venerable

Greek papas, who look nearly as old as the church

itself. Every thing about the edifice is ancient, and

perhaps from a visit to it, a better idea may be ob-

tained of what the ckapeU>f an abbey formerly was,

Jthan from any other now^ in existence. The hand

of man appears never to have visited it with vio-

lence. The same furniture, the same paintings on
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the walls, the same ornaments, and books
; every

thing appears to be the same^as it was during the

invasion of flic Latins, cxcfpt the abbey and its

riches : these have disappeared. The church of

Saint^Stcphano, is small^but large enough for the

nmnher^of the inhabitants of the village, who arc

all Greeks, excepting those belonging to the licrout

je Bashr, who chjeffy belong to the powder-works,

and who, being Armenians, have a church to them-

selves^ There is not a solitary Turk in the town,

consequently, there is no mosque. The church

stands within a small enclosure which completely

conceals it from view.' I passed it several times

before 1 found where it stood. The walls of the

enclosure, though not high, effectually conceal it

;

one half of flic building being below the surface of

the earth. The descent to it is by a flight of stairs.

This is the case with Saint Hbphia, and it is proba-

ble, was so with all the early Greek churches built

in this country, to protect them against the violent

shocks of earthquake^ which *at times, have been

severely felt. Saint Stepliano has been roughly

handled by them, as appears by the rents anj fis-

sures in the walls, and notwithstanding the precau-

tions jlakcn in its construction, which one might

suppose, would have rendered it as firm as the walls

of a cellar, it hardly escaped destruction. Jjclow

the building there are vaults, a» I should judge by

the sound, more than by tlu^assuranccs of the prieBta

who all say that there is no entrance to them, and

that they know not the object*for which they could
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have been intended. Some superstitious notions

prevent research. \ have noticed the mouth of a

well within the churcSi, sufficiently large to admit

the body of a man, which it is possible may lead to

the entrance of the vaults ;
having heard of. such

contrivances for the sake of concealment. y In the

long, narrow, and dark corridors of the church, are

paintings in fresco, of the life, miracles, and suffer-

ings of Saint Stephen, from whom the church takes

its name. There are also rows of portraits of.evan-

gelized papas, whose names in the ancient Greek

character, arc affixed to cache} but it may appear

strange to persons not acquainted with the ignorance

of the Greek clergy in this country, to be informed

that there were none of the priests belonging to the

church of Saint Stephano, who could read thenames

of the persons whose portraits were painted on the

Wall. The language And the character of the Greek

have undergone an entire change for
L
the Romaic,

which is spoken by all the Greeks in the Morea,

and throughout this
t
country* In the porch of the

church, and entirely unprotected from the weather,

except by the roof, is a school for boys and girls.

A'young lad who knows how to read, teaches them,

and an old priest who cannot read, superintends the

school, which consists of forty-five children, from

twelve years of
#
age downwards. On inquiry, I

found^that they had two^books among the whole of

wthcm, containing some church prayers which they

were to commit to memory. I told them that the

next day I would distribute some suitable books
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among them ; which Mr. Goodell, the gentleman

appointed by the missionary sqpiety in America, had

kindly furnished me with fof the purpose. I took

the opportunity, as the parents of the children at-

tended at the distribution#to say, that I would agree

to supply them with proper books to learn from, if

they would employ a proper master to teach them,

which they agreed to do, with the approbation of

the priests
; and a few days after, one was brought

from Constantinople at thirty piasters (or one dollar

and fifty cents), per month, which was about the

amount that the parents paid for tuition, to wit, three

piasters per month for each child, or fifteen cents.

The Greek children are naturally very intellectual,

and it is astonishing with what facility and aptitude

they learn.* Mr. Goodell has established every

where schools on the Lancasterian plan for the

Greeks and Armenians, with the approbation of the

patriarchs anti bishops
;
and two Turkish schools

of the same kind, have been established by him at.

the desire of the Sultjn
;
one* at the barracks at

Scutary, containing one hundred young soldiers;

and the other at the barracks near Dnlma

with four hundred and fifty scholars of the same

kind. 9 I visited both these schools three months

after they were established, and saw the young sol-

diers first go through the exercise of their arms,

with all the precision of vetsran troops
;

after which

they took their places in th^ir classes in the school

room. At the commencement of the school, not

one of them knew his letters, and when I saw them
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go through their examination, many of them could

write, and cypher as^far as multiplication and divi-

sion. Some were making their leltersVin sand, who
had been there but a short time; but most of the

others could read and write perfectly well. I found

there a planetarium, and celestial and terrestrial

globes, furnished by Mr. Goodcll; and spheres,

cubes and cones, with all their Sections. In fact, I

found all the elements and apparatus for teaching

geography, geometry, and astronomy ; and teachers

preparing themselves. It was a college lor sol-

diers, what West Point is for our officers. A to-

pographic class is also in preparation, and they have

commenced their operations on a road, and exhibit

plans of it, together with other things, which are

highly creditable to them. The instructor in this

branch, is a German, whose instruments, being made

in the barracks, arc of®a rude construction, but which

answer in every respect the purpose {Si which they

were intended.

The young Turks of whom it is intended to make

soldiers, are the most docile creatures in existence.

There cannot be a more perfect obedience than

they show to their officers ; and it is surprising that

it should be so, as they place themselves verymuch
on a footing with their men, and treat them with

great familiarity.
.

I never saw a soldier punished

for any military offence. c When out of the presence

aof their officers, they are not so respectful to

Christians as they ought to be, and not knowing

how to discriminate, are very apt to treat all Franks
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alike. I make it thereldire a rule, never to leave

my hoysc for any purpose, without my Turkish

guard. It fjo happened lately, that a subaltern of-

ficer and a soldier who had been drinking, and not

noticing the guard, were* insulting to me in their

manner I consequently sent to the barracks to

complain. The men were identified, and the next

morning they received by order of the Sultan, three

hundred bastinadoes ea<fh, on their feet. This had

a salivary effect on all the soldiers, and made thciQ

more careful whom they insulted.

The bastinado is^the most common mode of pu-

nishment, and there is no rank exempt from it. A
captain of one of the finest frigates belonging to the

Sultan, had committed some offence, I know not

what. The captain pacha sent for him to come to

the navy-yard, where he generally holds a kind of

court of justice every morning, and while they are

executing his sentences in front of the window where

he is seated, he generally employs himself in read-

ing over the papers submitted to him. On the oc-

casion alluded to, the captain of the frigate appeared

before him, and after^a few words, the captain ^pa-

cha seized the diamond decoration hanging on his

breast and tore it off. He then ordered the cavais-

ses
, who are always in attendance to take the cul-

prit out, and give him three hundred strokes with

the bastinado
;
and while •they* were cqjrying the

sentence into execution, h^ went on reading. The*

punishment being finished, of
#
which he was remind-

ed by the blows ceasing, he threw the decoration

Vol. II.—d d
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to the captain, and told hiih to go to his duty again.

I heard that this was9 not considered any kjnd 'of

disgrace. The captain Commands the ^ime frigate

to this day, and every thing goes on as well as ever

on board her.

This long letter is some evidence of my being in

better health than usual ;
but I fear you will not

see any improvement in my writing.

Most truly yours.

LETTER XXXIX.

Pen, January 6, 1834.

My pear ,

As this will in all probability be my last letter to

you on the subject of this great and interesting em-

pire, I shall devote k principally to a summary of

the character of Sultan Mahmoud, and the people

over whom he exercises absolute sway, if not as

prophet, yet as high priest and king. The Sultan

reigns as the successor of Mahomet, and governs as

his representative. Hence his authority is founded

on divine right, and has no other restraint than the

precepts of the kordn. The government and insti-

tutions of the Ottoman ^npirc being thus founded,

not only on ancient prescription, but divine authority,

and based on the religion of thf state, have therefore,
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until the reign of the present Sultan remained in-

flexible to time and the changes it every where else

produces, feultan Mahmoud has however attempted,

and is in the daily progress of achieving the noble

yetdifficult task of adapting this government and

those institutions in sbme degree to the progress of

intelligence in the rest of the civilized world, and if

he succeeds, as
#
I Earnestly hope he may, will merit

to be ranked with Peter the Great, King Alfred, and

the ^no^f illustrious benefactors and reformers of

every age and country.

I have heretofoffc sketched the person and aspect

of this extraordinary man ; a man who is endeavour-

ing to burst the chains of the human mind, and to

break the ice of a thousand years
; a man whose in-

tellect toners above the prejudices of education,

and who in the recesses of the seraglio has caught

a light which never penctrjfted there before. The
dignity of fiis person and appearance corresponds!

with the vigour and decision of his mind, and the

extent of his genius. * He is exceedingly well form-

ed, the expression of his countenance is highly in-

teresting as well as commanding; his action is.grace-

ful and dignified, and every thing about him be-

speaks a man qualified not only to jundertake, but

to perform great things.

That he possesses, not only an expanded genius

but great courage, is evidenced in the
#
destruction

of the janizaries, which /reed the people from an

intolerable tyranny, and theig sovereign from an un-

ruly and capricious despotism. They were less the
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defenders of the empire than the oppressors of the

people, and oftener turned their arms against the

bosom of their country,Hhan raised the^p in its de-

fence. Their conduct had become intolerable, and

not only the people, but the throne was at their

mercy. They sported with tiie rights and property

of the one, and disposed of the other at pleasure, as

interest, passion, or caprice dictated.

Under these circumstances, Sultan Mahmoud,

having succeeded the Sultan whom they had mur-

dered, determined to rid the empire of this rabble

of tyrants. How he succeeded I have already de-

tailed
;
and the whole train of circumstances which

preceded, accompanied, and followed that daring

undertaking, on which he staked his life and his

empire, distinctly indicate a great mind. A more

daring and difficult task was scarcely ever conceived

and executed, and the history of modern times af-

fords but one parallel, in the destruction of the

Strelitzcs by Peter the Great.

The spirited, wise and successful attempts of

Sultan Mahmoud, to change the dress, the disci-

pline and the organization of his army; to increase

and improve his navy
;
to adapt the maimers, habits,

ami social relations of his subjects, to the physiogno-

my of the present age, and to place his empire on a

par with the surrounding world, are known to all

that world, and have drawer the attention of mankind
e

with a degree of interest^to their ultimate success.

If he succeeds, as I am decidedly of opinion he

will, if his life be spared a score of years longer, he
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will be entitled to the grafitude of mankind, and the

admira^on of succeeding ages. He has already

done much^and is daily Achieving more. The
changes produced since I have been here are per-

ceptible every where, anckthe time I thinjc is not far

distant, jvhen the pictifres of Turkey, one hundred,

or one thousand years ago, will be as obsolete, as

those of the darkest^ages of Europe.

Peter the Great founcLmore difficulty in changing

the dmssep of his courtiers, his boycrs, and his sol-

diers, tnfti in all the rest of his reforms
;
but this

difficulty Sultan Mahmoud has already overcome in

relation to hi$ army. The change is quietly opera-

ting in other quarters, and the turban gradually dis-

appearing. The manners and customs of the Franks

are gradually creeping by almost imperceptible cle-

grees, into the social relations of the Mussulman

;

schools arc establishing in vafious parts of the em-

pire on the iAncastcrian plan
;
the rigid prejudices

of ages, arc slowly giving way to little innovations

that may lead to greatqj, and pewrhaps the phcno&ic-

non may one day be exhibited, of the Turk acknow-

ledging the followers of Jesus, as fellow creatures,

instead of calling them dogs.

I an* not the apologist of Turkish prejudices, but

it cannot be denied, that the barbarous invasion and

excesses of the mad crusaders
;
thepersecutions and

final expulsion of the Mahometans from Spain
; the

uniform language of all Chsjstian writers, as well as

the uniform conduct of Christian states towards the

J>d2
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Ottomites, have all combined to furnish no slight

justification of their /eelings towards the nations of

Europe. I am conviifced that bigotify and fanati-

cism, in this as in all other cases, that have come

under my.observation, ha?e been the main pauses

of that bitter never dying cifenity which subsists be-

tween the Christian and the Turk. Religion instead

of being a bond of peace, has proved to them but a

firebrand of bloody discord, and the unity of belief

^in one God, nothing more than the signal of ptcmal

disunion. It is my firm belief that nothing is want-

ing to the final extinction of this bloody feud of

ages, than a reciprocity of friendly po)icy
;
and that

under Sultan Mahmoud, the Great, for so lie de-

serves to be called, there will be little difficulty in

establishing friendly relations.

Certainly nothing can more clearly sustain my
opinion, than his conduct towards the United States,

which having never been parties in inflicting injuries

on the Ottoman empire, and having on all occasions

manifested a dcsirc»to respept the laws and customs

of a faith professed by four hundred millions of hu-

man beings, have continued to receive at least equal

attentions, with the most powerful and dangerous of

the neighboring nations. The remembrance of

ancient injuries which renders the Turk vindictive

towards other people, does not extend to the United

States, apd I am satisfied never will, provided they

continue to pursue the^policy they have adopted to-

wards the Sublime Porte. The prejudices of the
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Turks are in a great mealure confined to the old

wojrfd, qpd as yet do not extend to one firom which

they have received neither iifcult or injuries.

Thus you will perceive wliat cannot but excite

some remote and obscure#vision of great and extra-

ordinary changes in the future relations of the world.

Here is a monarch, whom those of Europe arc

pleased to call a barflariai^ bending the energies of

a great genius, to reforming his government, and

ameliorating as far as circumstances will permit, the

condition T>f his people, while the universal spectacle

of civilized EuropcSs that of Christian monarchs,

using every qlfort of their power and policy, to stem

that mighty torrent which rising in the forests of the

new world, is now rolling from kingdom to kingdom,

and from on£ quarter of the globe to another, apjftt-

rently as certain in its consequences, as it is inevita-

ble in its course. And let it bfi remembered that al-

most all the (Obstacles to the immediate success of

this glorious plan, exist in the prejudices of the sub-

jects of Mahmoud, no^in his cavn. They will not

yet accept what he is anxious to bestow, and thus

is exhibited another phenomenon in the Ottoman

empire, namely, that o*f a people opposing their sove-

reign in his attempts to meliorate their condition.

They seem to have lived so long in darkness that

as yet they cannot bear the smallest ray of light

:

but they will become usedato iUby degrees. The
ball is rolling, and what wijl you say to my vision,

when I tell you that I almost confidently predict,

that ages will scarcely pass away, before Europe,
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which received its arts a&id its civilization from Asia,

will repay her by Returning them again. . This is

the way of the world'; it seems almost as much a

law of nature and Providence, as that the moisture

exhaled from one part ofrthe earth, shall descend in

dews and showers on another.

The principle of fatality, which enters so deeply

into the religion of the Turks, is one great basis of

their habits and character. It is without doubt one

main cause of their indolence, and their ^difference

to death whenever they think it is decreSd. They
take few precautions against''any thing, and this

from the settled belief, that all depends on Allah,

and that nothing they can do, will in the slightest

degree effect the irreversible decree of fate. Hence

tffey take little trouble about any thing; if in immi-

nent danger, instead of striving to avoid it, they go

to prayers and leave Vill to Allah. Nothing but the

absolute necessity of supplying the Wants of nature,

,
and those luxuries of coffee and opium, which habit

has rendered quite i as indispcnsible, can move to

action the common people
; while those who arc

brought up to public employments are susceptible

to no other interests but devotion to the cause of

Mahomet, or personal ambition, or the desire of

wealth. It is astonishing how little avarice mingles

with the desires of the lower orders in Turkey; and

hence, as I have before Observed, they are by a thou-

sand degrees the most honest people I have ever met

with1
. In this respect there is not a Christian nation

but might benefit by their example.
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.Hospitality is another of tleir characteristics. It

is a«part *)f their religion, and qpjoined upon them

by Mahomet, jvho*himself wife* indebted for safety

\to the hospitality of Medina. Charity is also ano-

ther duty every where inculcated in the Korah.

They are 4he most charitable p’eople in the world,

and their benefactions are the most useful and ex-

tensive.
% Fountain and kh^ns, the erections of mu-

nificent Mussulmcn, are everywhere found, in situ-

ations no^r conducive to the comfort and refresh-

ment of travellers
;
and it is a principle never to de-

mand, although the £bor will accept of a present as

a remuneration for lodging or food. In no Christ-

ian country, but the United States, I might rather

say a portion of the United States, is there so much
disinterestedness in this respect. The religion^

the Mussulman imposes on him the practice of cha-

rity and hospitality.

It cannot be denied that the Ottomite is cruel,

that is to say careless of the lives of otkCrs
;
but so

is lie of his own. The* truth is* that human life is

not considered so inestimable among them, as it is

held by the Christians. Every true Mussulman

who has been constant in his devotions as is gene-

rally the case, and above all who has made a pilgrim-

age to Mecca, which is very common, is sure of

Paradise after he dies, and a Paradise peculiarly

agreeable to his senses as Well as his imagination.

He therefore cares little for dying, except for the

bodily pain, and submits his qeck to the scymeter

or the bowstring, with {he samedndifference that he
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applies them to the ne£ks of others. The frequency

of executions, an^L scenes of blood in Turkey, is

therefore not so much the consbquqpce of a cruel

disposition as of an indifference to life and its en-

j6yments, such as philosophers inculcate# as the

perfection of wisdbm. Iftdced I am compelled to

say that the Turks arc the most philosophical na-

tion I have ever met wjth, though you knojv I have

been a traveller all nty life, and am personally fami-

liar with the people of every quarter ^ the globe,*

white, black, tawny, and copper coloured; Scotch,

Irish', English, French, Spaniards, Italians, Ger-

mans, Mexicans, Jews, Turks, Armenians, Arabs,

Indians, Moors, Negroes, and Hottentots.

If you wish me to sum up the result of all my
Panderings, experience, reflections, enjoyments, and

sufferings, here it is in a few words. I have found

that there is not that vast, disparity of wisdom,

intelligence and virtue, between the different nations

of the earth, .which the vanity of every people ima-

gines, while it arrogates to itself the superiority.

I have found every where the faculties of the hu-

man mind, and the virtues of the human heart, best

adapted to the attainment of happiness in the situ-

ation in which providence hath placed us; and

above all, I have discovered that as one man’s meat

is another man’s poison, so those who set them-

selves up as the standards of excellence, and as mo-
dels to all nations in every circumstance and situa-

tion^ are for the most part supremely ignorant block-

heads, or arrogant coxcombs. This I take to be
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all th^t a man gets by selling his own land to go

and«ee that o$ other people,

Farewell a yhil<?my Dear ,
“ When shall we

meet again?” I know not', but whether in

sunshine or in rain
;
in a few months or many years

;

in the old or the new world, you may be assured it

will be a happy moment for me, and that in the in-

terim, I^till remai?

Your faithful friend.

THE END.






